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FINITE GROUPS WITH SYLOW 2-SUBGROUPS

OF CLASS TWO. I
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ROBERT GILMAN AND DANIEL GORENSTEIN

ABSTRACT.   In this paper we classify finite simple groups whose Sylow

2-subgroups have nilpotency class two.

1. Introduction.  In this paper we shall determine all finite simple groups

with Sylow 2-subgroups of nilpotency class 2.  Specifically we shall prove

Main Theorem.   // G is a finite group with Sylow 2-subgroups of class

2, then G is isomorphic to one of the following groups: L2{q), q = 7,

9 (mod 16), An, Sz(2"), U3(2"), ¿3(2"), or PSp(4, 2"), n>2.

The proof of the theorem is carried out by contradiction. A minimal

counterexample  G is thus a simple group whose proper subgroups have compo-

sition factors which are either isomorphic to groups listed in the Main Theorem or

else have abelian Sylow 2-subgroups.  Since all simple groups with abelian Sylow

2-groups have been determined in [23] and [24], it follows that every composi-

tion factor of every proper subgroup of G is isomorphic to one of a specified

set of known simple groups. The goal of the analysis is then to prove that G

itself must be isomorphic to one of the groups listed in the Main Theorem, so that

no counterexample exists.

If we invoke Goldschmidt's theorem [11], and the Alperin-Brauer-Goren-

stein theorem [1], we see that  G must also satisfy the following conditions:

(a) A Sylow 2-subgroup S oí G does not possess a nontrivial abelian

subgroup which is strongly closed in S with respect to  G; and

(b) G has 2-rank at least 3.

For brevity, let us say that a simple group with Sylow 2-subgroups of class

2 is restricted provided

(1) The composition factors of every proper subgroup of G are isomor-

phic to known simple groups with Sylow 2-subgroups of class at most 2; and

(2) G satisfies conditions (a) and (b) above.

Thus our Main Theorem really follows from the classification of restricted
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simple groups with Sylow 2-subgroups of class 2. We carry out this classification in

two stages:

Theorem A. // G is a restricted simple group with Sylow 2-subgroups of

class 2, then every 2-local subgroup of G is 2-constrained and has a trivial core.

Theorem B. // G is a restricted simple group with Sylow 2-subgroups of

class 2 in which every 2-local subgroup is 2-constrained and has a trivial core, then

G 2 L3(2") or PSp(4, 2") for some n>2.

Part I of this paper is devoted to a proof of Theorem A and Part II to a

proof of Theorem B.

Theorem A is proved by contradiction.  Since  G has Sylow 2-subgroups of

class 2 and 2-rank at least 3, SCN3(2) is nonempty in G. It follows therefore

from a theorem of Gorenstein-Walter [19] that the centralizer of some involution

of G is not 2-constrained. Thus, in effect, Theorem A deals with the case of the

Main Theorem in which the centralizer of some involution has a "component".

The proof of Theorem A is divided into three major parts, as follows:

(I) The low 2-rank cases.   The centralizer of every involution of G is

either 2-constrained or has 2-rank at most 4.

(II) The odd component case.  The centralizer of some involution of G

has 2-rank at least 5 and possesses a component isomorphic to a group of Lie

type of odd characteristic.

(III) The even component case.  The components of the centralizer of every

involution of G are isomorphic to groups of Lie type of characteristic 2.

Remark.   For technical reasons, the group An  is here regarded to be of

odd type, while L2(9) is considered to be of even type.  On the other hand,

the oddness or evenness of components isomorphic to L2(5) (= L2(4)) is made

a function of their embedding in the centralizers of the involutions of G.

The analysis in Case (I) (§5) is primarily fusion-theoretic and rests ultimately

on the fact that a Sylow 2-subgroup S of G does not possess a nontrivial abel-

ian subgroup which is strongly closed in S with respect to G.

On the other hand, the analysis of Cases (II) and (III) (§ §6, 7 for case II

and § §8, 9 for Case III) consists of an elaborate application of the so-called

signalizer functor method, which has at its base the Gorenstein-Goldschmidt signal-

izer functor theorem [14], [9], [10]. In Case (II), we are able to prove that G

is 3-balanced in the sense of [15] and [20], so one must work with elementary

abelian 2-subgroups of G of rank at least 5 to be able to assert, in general, that

^4-signalizer functors exist on G. Moreover, for effective application of the signal-

izer functor method, we need to be able to choose A  so that the centralizer of

some involution of A has a component of odd type.  Furthermore, even in Case

(III), where we can establish 1-balance, it is very convenient to be able to choose
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A  of rank at least 5 such that the centralizer of some involution of A  is not

2-constrained. It is for these reasons that Case (I) has to be treated separately in

the signalizer functor approach.

We should point out that it is very likely that a shorter and more unified

proof of Theorem A—perhaps considerably shorter—could have been given if we

had chosen to follow the Bender method instead. Although that method makes

use of some form of Glauberman's ¿/-theorem, which is valid only if the appropri-

ate subgroups of G are suitably p-stable, p an odd prime, we could have estab-

lished the required p-stability results in the present problems.  Indeed, the only

components which present any difficulty here are the groups SL(2, pm), which

are not p-stable. However, a very simple fusion argument (§4) allows us, at the

very outset, to exclude these groups from the list of possible components in the

centralizer of any involution of G. It was our hope that in following the signal-

izer functor approach here, we would acquire a deeper understanding of how to

apply it in the non 2-constrained cases of more general classification problems con-

cerning simple groups.

Ultimately the proof of Theorem A rests upon very detailed properties of the

known simple groups with Sylow 2-subgroups of class 2. These properties together

with an outline of all the general machinery of the signalizer functor method is

given in §2. This section, which is very long, includes as well a variety of other

preliminary results which we need and, in particular, a formulation of Goldschmidt's

refinement [8] of Alperin's fusion theorem for groups with class 2 Sylow 2-sub-

groups.

Finally completing our description of the contents of Part I, §3 gives a few

additional general properties of a group  G which satisfies the assumptions of

Theorem A.

2. Preliminary results.  In this very long section we collect all the general

and specialized results of a preliminary nature that we shall need for the paper.

Notation. We first describe some notation we shall use, most of which is

standard.

S (G) is the set of Sylow 2-subgroups of the group G;

I (G) is the set of involutions of G;

E(G) is the set of elementary abelian 2-subgroups of G;

Er(G) is the set of elements of  E(G) of 2-rank r;

m(G)  is the 2-rank of G-i.e. the maximum rank of an element of  E(G);

M(G) is the set of elements of  E(G) of maximal rank;

M(G) is the set of elements of  E(G) maximal under inclusion; (clearly

M(G)CW(G));
E „  denotes an elementary abelian group of order 2" ;
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Zm denotes cyclic group of order m;

Ds denotes a dihedral group of order 8;

Q& denotes a quaternion group of order 8;

•S*m denotes a symmetric group of degree m.

In addition, we adopt the following convention: If X, Y are subgroups of G

with X < Y and D is a subset of G which normalizes both X and  Y, then

CY/X(D) will denote the centralizer in   Y/X of the image of D in Aut(Y/X).

Likewise we shall regard the elements of D as determining automorphisms of

Y/X.
We also use the so-called "bar" convention for homomorphic images.

2-groups of class 2. The following result of Goldschmidt [7], although not

actually essential for the paper, is nevertheless very useful and will provide some

technical simplifications of both our notation and argument.

(2.1) If G is a simple group with Sylow 2-subgroup S of class 2, then

Z(S) is elementary.

Hence in proving our Main Theorem, we can restrict ourselves to the case in

which a Sylow 2-subgroup of G has an elementary center. As a result we shall

only require properties of 2-groups which satisfy this condition.

Let then S be a 2-group of class 2 with Z(S) elementary. The following

facts are trivial to verify:

(2.2) $(S) = (S',U1(S)>CZ(5) and every subgroup of S containing

Z(S) is normal in S.

If A G h¡(S), then A D SlféiS)) = Z(S) and so we have, in particular:

(2.3) If A £ W(C), then A < S. Moreover, if m(S) = r, then SCNr(S)

is nonempty.

If T is a subgroup-of S, then clearly Z(T) need not be elementary, but

necessarily Z(T) contains T' and Ul(T). Furthermore, we have:

(2.4) If T is a subgroup of S suchthat Çs(r)Ç T, then  T<S and

5/i2j(Z(r)) is elementary abelian.

Proof.  Our assumption implies that Z(S) C T, whence  T< S and

Z(5)CÍ21(Z(7')). But then also 5'  and  U'(5) lie in  £2j(Z(r))  and conse-

quently S/f2j(Z(7)) is elementary abelian, as asserted.

Next we prove

(2.5) If T is an extra-special normal subgroup of S, then

S = TCS(T).

Proof.  Setting S = S/Z(T), S must centralize F as 5 has class 2. The

result now follows from [12, 5.4.6].

Finally we recall from [15] that two elements A, B of  E(S) of rank at
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least k are said to be k-connected if there exists a sequence of elements of

E(S) of rank at least k

A = A^, A2, * * * » An      ¿J

such that, for  1 < i < n - 1, either

A;CAi+l    or   A,+ i ÇA,.

Moreover, 5 is said to be k-connected if each such pair A, B is ̂ -connected.

We shall need

(2.6) If m(S)> 5, then S is 3-connected.

Proof.  (Here 5 is, of course, our 2-group of class 2.) Clearly 3-con-

nectedness defines an equivalence relation among pairs of elements of E(S) of

rank at least 3.   From this we easily see that it suffices to treat the case in which

AE(Á(S) and B E N(S). In particular, m(A) = m(S) > 5  and A, B are nor-

mal in 5.

Let m(A n B) = r; as nt(Z(S)) ÇA n B, we may assume r = 1 or 2.

Since A  and B are normal in S, b EB - A  acts on ^  and centralizes

A/(A n 5). It follows that  \ADB\> \[A, b]\>\A: CA(b)\. If r = 1, then

\A: CA(b)\ < 2 and for any two involutions bv b2 EB - A,   \A: CA({bl, b2))\

<4. The sequence Ax = A, A2 =(bv b2, CA((bv b2))), and A3=B has

the required properties. When r = 2, it suffices to pick b EB - A  and change

/42  to (b,CA(b)).

Components. We recall from [15] and [20] that a quasisimple group is

a perfect central extension of a simple group and a (quasi)semisimple group is a

central product of quasisimple groups. Moreover, any group H possesses a

unique maximal normal semisimple subgroup which we denote by L(H). In ad-

dition, H possesses a unique normal subgroup which is minimal subject to cover-

ing L(H/0(H)). We denote it by L2*(H). In the special case that H = CG(x),

x E 1(G), we shall write Lx  for L2'(H).

The following result is [18, Theorem 1] :

(2.8) If H is a group with 0(H) = 1, then CH(L(H)02(H)) =

Z(02(H)).

In particular, this implies

(2.9) An arbitrary group H is 2-constrained if and only if L2<(H) = 1.

We also have [20, Proposition 2.9] :

(2.10) The following three statements are equivalent:

(i) L2-(H) is semisimple;

(ii) L2.(H) = L(H);

(iii) L2>(H) centralizes 0(H).

Moreover, we have, more generally:
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(iv) A perfect subgroup of L2<(H) lies in L(H) if and only if it central-

izes 0(H).

The quasisimple factors of L(H) are uniquely determined by L(H). When

0(H) = 1, these are called the components of H. More generally, the uniquely

determined normal subgroups of L2<(H) which are minimal subject to covering

the components of L(H/0(H)) are called the 2-components or simply the com-

ponents of H. Clearly H and L2>(H) have the same components.

If / is a component of H, then J/0(J) is quasisimple.  We shall say that

/ is of type K if J/0(J) is isomorphic to the quasisimple group K.

For any group G, we denote by   L(G) the set of quasisimple components

of L(CG(x)/0(CG(x))) as x ranges over the involutions of G.

In connection with (2.10), [18, Lemma 1] is useful and yields:

(2.11) If the perfect group K acts on the group D of odd order, then

[D,K] = [D,K,K].

We shall also need [19, Lemma 2.1] and [20, Lemma 7.4] :

(2.12) If K is a semisimple group with two components Klt K2 which

are interchanged by the involution x which acts on K, then

(i)  Y = L(CK(x))= {uu^uGK^;

(ii) Z( Y) C Z(K) and  y is a homomorphic image of K^ ;

(iii)  If the four group B acts faithfully on K and contains x, then

K = {L(CK(b))\bGB# and b interchanges Kt,K2).

Finally the following result will be important for us

(2.13) If H is a group with Sylow 2-subgroup T of class at most 2 and

K is a component of H, then | T : NT(K)\ < 2. Furthermore, if K has non-

abelian Sylow 2-subgroups, then  T normalizes K.

Proof.   Without loss we can assume that  0(H) = 1. We have that R =

TC\K is a Sylow 2-subgroup of K.   Set  Tl = NT(K) and suppose that  Tl C

T.  Choose  t in  T-Tx   with t2GTi. Then K* is a component of H

distinct from K and  t interchanges K and K*. It follows that X — [R, t]

CKK^but X does not lie in K, K\ or Z(KK*). On the other hand, X Ç f

CZ(T) as  T has class at most 2, so  T centralizes X.   Since  T induces a

group of permutations of the components of H, we conclude at once now from

the embedding of X in KKt that  T must leave KK* invariant. This im-

mediately yields that  ¡ T : Jx I < 2.

Observe next R  centralizes R* as K centralizes K*. Hence for y in

R, R  centralizes y*. On the other hand,y~1yt = [y, t] EZ(T), so R

centralizes y~l   for all y in R. Thus yE.Z(R) and so R  is necessarily

abelian when  T. C T.
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C2-groups.  We shall now describe groups with Sylow 2-subgroups of class

at most 2 whose composition factors are of known type. To this end, we set

Aj = {L2(q), q  odd, q £ ± 1 (mod 16), q>3,q±9,A1,J1,

groups of Ree type of characteristic (a power of) 3};

A2 = {L2(9), L2(2n), n > 3, Sz(2"), n odd,

n > 3, L3(2"), U3(2"),PSp(4,2n), n > 2}.

A = A, U A2.

Here Jl   is Janko's first group of order 175, 560; groups of Ree type of

characteristic 3 are defined and described in [23]. The groups listed in  A in-

clude all simple groups with abelian Sylow 2-subgroups plus all known simple

groups with Sylow 2-subgroups of class 2.

We note the additional well-known isomorphisms As = L2(5) = L2(4),

L3(2) =* L2(7), and PSp(4,2) a S6. Thus I2(4) and L3(2) are of odd type

while PSp(4, 2) is not quasisimple. Since  U3(2) and Sz(2) are solvable groups,

this will explain the bounds for n in the definition of A2.

The members of A!   are said to be of odd type, while those of A2  are

said to be of even type.

For technical reasons, it is preferable to regard the group L2(9) (= A6) as

of even type rather than odd type.

More generally a quasisimple- group K will be called of odd or even type

if K/Z(K) is an element of A1   or  A2  respectively; and a component / of a

group H will be called of odd or even type if J/0(J) is of odd or even type

respectively.

Actually components / of type L2(5) cause us considerable technical

difficulties; and although at the outset we must regard them to be of odd type,

later in the analysis we shall be able to consider them to be of even type. This

ambiguity arises from the following possibilities:

If / is a component of the group H of type Z,2(5) and we set H =

H/0(H), then JV_ (7)/C_ (7) is isomorphic to either L2(4) or PGL(2,5).
M M

In the first case the balance properties of / as a subgroup of H are the

same as those of components of even type, whereas in the second case they are

analogous to components of odd type. We shall formalize this distinction in a

moment.

We now define a group H to be a C2-group provided the following con-

ditions hold:

(i) A Sylow 2-subgroup of H has class at most 2;
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(ii) The nonabelian composition factors of H are all isomorphic to ele-

ments of A.

In the body of the paper we shall be studying a simple group  G whose

proper subgroups are all  C2-groups.  For such a group, the centralizers of involu-

tions are  C2-groups and so the elements of  L(G) will either be of odd or even

type. We denote by   Lt(G) and   L2(G) the corresponding subsets of  L(G).

Because of the ambiguity associated with L2(5), it will be convenient to

say, if L2(S) is an element of  L(G), that L2(5) is evenly embedded in   L(G)

(and in   L2(G)) if for any involution x of G and any component / of

H = CG(x) of type L2(5), we have

(*) N (T)ICM) = L2(5),
H ti

where H = H/0(H).

When this is the case, we can if we wish regard L2(5) as an element of

L2(G) rather than of  L^G), and the property of 1-balance for all components

of even type will still be preserved.

To describe all possible elements of  L(G), we must list the possible perfect

central extensions of the elements of A by abelian 2-groups. All perfect central

extensions of these groups are known [21], and we can easily determine those

with Sylow 2-subgroups of class 2. Thus we have

(2.14) If K is a quasisimple C2-group with 0(K) = 1, then either K is

simple or

(i) K a SL(2, q), q = 3,5 (mod 8), q > 3; or

(ii) K/Z(K) = L3(4) and Z(K)^E2  or E4.

We denote by  A,, A,   respectively the union of A,   with the groups

listed in (i) and of A2  with the groups listed in (ii); and we set  A = A! U A2.

Then every element of  L(G) is an element of A  and every element of  Lj(G),

L2(G) is an element of Ax, A2  respectively.

If A E E(G), it will be convenient also to introduce the terms   L(G; A),

Li(G;y4), and   L2(G;A) to denote the subsets of  L(G), L^G), and   L2(G)

respectively which arise from the components of Lx = L(CG(x))  of the corre-

sponding types when x is restricted to A#.  Likewise we shall say that Z.2(5)

is evenly embedded in   L1(G; A)  if(*) holds when x  is restricted to A#.

We conclude with two results related to the groups listed in (2.14).  First

of all, we obtain at once from (2.14) (i)

(2.15) If H is a C2-group such that H/02(H) Si L2(2n), n > 2, and

CH(02(H))<t 02(H), then H = KO2(H), where K centralizes 02(H) and

either K s Z,2(2") or n = 2 and i = SL(2, 5).

We also have
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(2.16) If K is quasisimple with 0(K) = 1  and K/Z(K) a L3(4), then

E(K) maps onto   E(K/Z(K)). In particular, m(K) = 4 + m(Z(K)).

Proof.  The second assertion follows from the first together with the fact

that m(L3(4)) = 4.  Set Z = Z(K) and choose A  in K containing Z so

that A/Z E U(K/Z). To prove the first assertion, it will suffice to show that

A E E(K). Clearly we can suppose Z =£ 1.

Assume first that   \Z\ =2. If ^4  is of exponent 2, then A  is elementary

and so A E E(K). Hence we can assume that A — Z contains an element a

of order 4.  Since K/Z = L3(4), which has only one conjugacy class of involu-

tions, this implies that every element of A — Z is of order 4. Hence A  possess-

es a unique involution and so A = Q8  or Z4.  But then A/Z = E2  or ¿?4

contrary to the fact that every element of H(K/Z) = E16.

On the other hand, if Z = £"4,then A/Y is elementary for every   Y in

Z of order 2 by the preceding argument. Clearly A  must then be elementary,

so A E E(K) in this case as well.

Quasisimple C2-groups; automorphisms and subgroup structure.   In this sub-

section we list some well-known properties of a quasisimple C2 -group K related

to its automorphisms and subgroup structure. We consider a C2-group H con-

taining K as a normal subgroup and such that CH(K) C Z(K). We fix a Sylow

2-subgroup R  of H and set  T = R C\ K, so that  TES(K).

First of all, we have

(2.17) H/K is abelian.

(2.18) One of the following holds:

(i) R = T;
(ii) K S L2(q), q = 3,5 (mod 8), 02'(H) = KR m PGL(2, q);

(iii) K a L2(q2), q = 3,5 (mod 8), or q = 2", 02(H) = KR,

where R = T(x > and x is an involution which induces a field automorphism

of K of order 2;

(iv) K = A1,H^S1.

In particular, we have

(2.19) (i)  \R:T\<2;
(Ü) if K ^ L2(5) or ¿2(9) and H D K, then H^S5  or S6  re-

spectively;

(iii) if K E Â2, either R = T or K^L2(9) or I2(2");

(iv) if K E A2, then  T normalizes no nontrivial subgroups of K of odd

order and CH(T)CR.

Suppose next that K = L2(2"), Sz(2"), or  U3(2"), n > 2, and set A =

Z(T). Then we have

(2.20) (i) A  is the unique element of M(T) = U(T) and m(A) = n;

(ii) NK(A) = TF, where F is cyclic of order 2" - 1, 2" - 1, or dividing
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22" — 1 respectively and F acts transitively on A#;

(in) CH(T) = A;

(iv) Either  CH(A) O TF and  C„04) = T oï K ^ U3(2") and

02'(CÄ 04)) = T;

(v) If AT = Z,2(2") and Ax is a subgroup of .4 with m(Ax)> n/2,then

either « = 2 or /I x normalizes no nontrivial subgroups of K of odd order and

\CH(A1):A\ < 2. Moreover, if equality holds, then m(Aí) = n¡2;

(vi) CH(F) is of odd order and normalizes .4;

(vii) CH(F) = F unless A: St tf3(2").

Assume next that either K^L3(2") or Psp(4, 2"), k > 2, or K/Z(K)*£

L3(4), and put « = 2 in the latter case. Then we have

(2.21) (i)  |M(7/)| = I N(T)\ = 2 and if A G M(r), then correspondingly

m04) = 2n, m(v4) = 3b, or m(4/Z(K)) = 4;

(ii)  F is a special 2-group and m(A/Z(T)) = n;

(iii) NK(A) = j4(F x /), where F is cyclic of order dividing 2" — 1

and J = SL(2, 2") ^ L2(2");

(iv) If K = L3(2"), then J acts faithfully and irreducibly on A;

(v) If K =Psp(4, 2"), then / acts indecomposably on A, A0 = CA(J)

has rank n, F acts transitively on .4^, and / acts faithfully and irreducibly

on A/A0;

(vi) CH(A) = A;

(vü) If r G r-.4, then  CA(t) = T' = Z(T);

(viii) A  normalizes no nontrivial subgroups of K of odd order.

Now assume K = L2(9) or An.

(2.22) If A G M(#), then 4nÄsi4,A^ r\K)^S4, and if A" a

I2(9), then A = (A n K) x B, where 5 centralizes VV^U n K).

We also have

(2.23) (i) If A: G Ax   or K £ Z2(9), then R a E4, E8, D8, or £8 x E2;

(ii) If AT G Ai   or AT a £2(9), then m(R) = m(#) = 2  or  3;

(iii) If K G A2, then either m(H) = m(K) or ATs¿2(9) and m(H) = 3.

(iv) If 7 is abelian, then m(H) = m(K).

(2.24) If A" G A, then we have

(i) Either 0^(7) ç r or Jî ~ £>8 x ^  and £ s L2(q2), q = 3,

5 (mod 8) or A1;

(ii) If CR(T)C T, then Cfi(5)cr for each 5 in  MOT).

Finally we require two results concerning the embedding of one element of

A  in another.  For the first, we note that PTL(2, 8) is isomorphic to the Ree

group over the field with 3 elements and so L2(8) is a subgroup of every Ree

group of characteristic 3. (In fact, it is known that ¿2(8) is a subgroup of every

group of Ree type of characteristic 3.) For the second result, we observe that A6
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does not contain a subgroup isomorphic to Ss = PGL(2, 5). Using these facts,

we straightforwardly obtain:

(2.25) (i) If K contains an element L of A2  with m(L) > 3  and

I T : T n L\ < 2, then either K = L  or ¿s L2(S) and K is of Ree type of

characteristic 3.

(ii) If K E A 2 and K contains a T-invariant semisimple subgroup L

with components in  A, then K = L.

Quasisimple C2-groups; centralizers of involutions.  Again K denotes an

arbitrary element of A and H, R, T have the same meanings as in the preced-

ing subsection.

Let x E J(R) and set / = L(CK(x)). Then we have

(2.26) One of the following holds:

(i) / = 1, K E ki, and if K £ A1, then CH(x) has a normal 2-comple-

ment and a Sylow 2-subgroup of CK(x) is cyclic or dihedral according as ï£

R - T or xET;

(ii) J =\,KEk2, 0(CK(x)) = 1, and either CK(x) is 2-closed or K a

PSp(4,2") or ¿2(9);

(iii) xEZ(K) and J = K;

(iv) xET,K=Jv CK(x) = (x) x /, and /s I2(5);

(v) x ET, K is of Ree type of characteristic q = 3m, CK(x) = (x) x /,

and / = L2(q);

(vi) x £ T, K = L2(q2), q = 3,S (mod 8), CK(x) = PGL(2, q), and / a

L2(q)\

(vii) x£T,K^ L2(22n), n > 2, and  CK(x) = J = L2(2n);

(viii) x^T,K^Av CK(x) a Ss a PGL(2, 5) and 7 s L2(5).

These results have the following immediate consequences.

(2.27) (i) If K E An, then either / = 1  or J G Á\;
(ü) If KeÂ2, then either /=l,/eÂ2,or K^L2(\6) and J =

L2(4)~L2(5);

(iii) If KEÂ2, then OÍC^C*)) = 1;

(iv) If K E k2  and x £ Z(K), then m(J) < m(K);

(v) / ^ Z,2(9) and if x £ Z(/Q, then / # 5Z,(2, <?), ?  odd.

It is easy to see that when / ^ 1, no element of H - K of odd order

centralizes J.  Hence we also have

(2.28) If /^l, then 0(CH(x))=l  and either  \CH(J)\ = 2 or J = K

is the covering group of L3(4) by £4.

We shall also need

(2.29) Let X be a four subgroup of R. Then we have

(i) If Pi       #0(CK(x))¥=\,then K*A7  and X CT;

(ii) If f| xeAr O(CkOc)) * 1, then K a ,47  or ¿2(i?), ?  odd, and either
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XCK or KX^PGL(2,q);

(iii) If K = An, then CK(X) has a normal 2-complement;

(iv) If K^L2(q),q odd, and for some y in X#, we have K{y)^

PGL(2,q), then ¿(C^-Çc)) = 1  for x in AT#;

(v) If A" a L2(q) and ¿(C^jc)) =1   for all x in AT*, then CK(X) is

a 2-group.

(2.30) If K = L2(q), q odd, or v47  and X is an elementary subgroup

of R of order 8, then L(CK(x)) ¥= 1   for some x in AT*.  Furthermore, if

X C\K centralizes a subgroup of K of order 3 (in which case K = An), then

x n a: c ¿(CjcGO).
Finally we can describe the conjugacy classes of involutions of K.

(2.31) (i) Z(T) contains a representative of every conjugacy class of invo-

lutions of A";

(ii) Either K has only one conjugacy class of involutions or K se

Psp(4,2n) or Z(A")=¡M  and K/Z(K) ^ L3(4);

(iii) Every involution of T lies in an element of M(T).

Qjuasisimple C2-groups; balance and generation.  The signalizer functor

method depends ultimately upon various balance and generational properties of

the elements of A.    We collect them here. Again K,H,R, and  T have the

same meanings as before.

Using the structure of the centralizers of involutions in the groups AT and

H, described above, one easily obtains

(2.32) (i)   If   K G Â,, then for any   B   in    E3(H), we have

(ii) If K =* /,   or AT = H =* Z,2(5), then for any x in   I (H ), we have

0(CH(x))=l;

(iii) If K G Â2, then for any jc in   I(H), we have  0(CH(x))=\.

Thus the elements of Aj   are, in general, (locally) "3-balanced", while

those of A2  are (locally) "1-balanced".

However, we note that (iii) would be false without the restriction that H

be a C2-group. Indeed, if K = L3(4), Aut(A?) possesses an involution x such

that CK(x) is isomorphic to an extension of Z3 x Z3  by  Qs. Hence if H =

A"(jc>, then 0(CH(x)) =£ 1. However, a Sylow 2-subgroup of this group H has

class exceeding 2.

Likewise (ii) would be false if A: =s £2(5) and H = PGL(2, 5), as then

CK(x)^S3  for any x in   1(7/- K) and again 0(CH(x))=£\. It is precisely

this fact which requires us to consider components of type ¿2(5), at the outset,

as being of odd type.

We also have a slight strengthening of (iii).

(2.33) If A? G Â2  and jc G l(R) and if we set Q = CT(x), then Q
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normalizes no nontrivial subgroups of H of odd order.

We turn now to generational properties. For the elements of odd type, the

principal result we need is the following:

(2.34) If K E Âx   and B = ES  acts on K, then

K = U(CK(b))0(CK(b)) \bEB#).

This result is easily obtained from the known structures of CK(b) together

with the observation that if b in B* centralizes K, then K = L(CK(b)).

We note that (2.34) is false for £2(9) and it is for this reason that we have

excluded it from Ax. (Actually (2.34) holds when B is a four group except when

K a ¿2(5), ¿2(7), or A,.)

We need a number of slight variations of (2.34).

(2.35) (i) If K=J1   or K is of Ree type of characteristic 3, then

K = U(cK(t))\tET#);

(ii) If K E A,, either K^L2(5) or K = (CK(t)\t E l(T)).

(iii) If K is of Ree type of characteristic 3, then

K = W(CK(X))\XEE2(T));

(iv) If K^L2(q),q odd, q> 9, and XeE2(r),then

K = <L(CK(x))0(CK(x)) \xEX#);

(v) If K^A7, then K = {NK(X)\XE E2(T)>;

(vi) If H^PGL(2, 5), then K = (NK(T), CK(x)\  for any x in

J(R-T)).
In addition, we have

(vii) If AT a L2(q), q = 3, 5 (mod 8) and X is a nontrivial subgroup of

K of odd order which centralizes an involution of K, then for some «  in K;

<X,X")^L2(r),      where r\q and r>5;

(viii) If H = S6 and A, B are distinct elements of E3(R) or E2(T),

then K = <NK(A),NK(B));

(ix) If H = 57 and A, B are distinct elements of E3(R) and t is an

involution of T, then

K = <NK(A),NK(B),CK(t)).

Now we turn to components of even type.

(2.36) (i) If K E Â2, and K £ L2(2n), Sz(2"), U3(2"), then K =

{CK(t)\tEl(T));

(U) If K a ¿2(2"), Sz(2"), or  C/3(2"), n > 2, and F is a complement to
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T in NK (T), and u is an involution inverting F, then K = < T, u > ;

(iii) If A" s A2(9), L3(2n),PSp(4, 2"),n > 2, or À/Z(ÏO ai ¿3(4), and if

i4l9.42  are the two elements of U(T), then

K = (NK(A1),NK(A2));

(iv) If A" = I2(22"), n>2,RDT,xEl(R- T), and j> is any involu-

tion of CT(x), then

A" - <L(CK(x)), L(CK(xy))) = <NK(T), CK(x));

(v) If K a L2(2"), n>2, and X is a nontrivial 2-subgroup of K, then

there exist elements u,v in K such that

A" ={X, XU,XV).

Elementary abelian 2-subgroups of maximal rank.  We shall need information

concerning the way in which the elements of M(G) can embed in the proper

subgroups of G.  This is contained in the following statements:

(2.37) Let H be a C2-group, let A G ¡A(H), and let A? be a component

of L2<(H). Then we have:

(i) A  normalizes K;

(ii) Ar\K±\;

(iii) Either A n K E U(K) or K is of type L2(q), q = 3,5 (mod 8)

and some element of A  induces a nontrivial outer automorphism of K/0(K);

(iv) If K is of type L2(2"), then every element of A  induces an inner

automorphism of K/0(K).

Proof.  We can assume without loss that 0(H) = 1.  By (2.13), either

(i) holds or K has abelian Sylow 2-subgroups and the normal closure J of K

under the action of A  consists of two components K, K"  for some a in A*.

Consider the latter case and set L = L(Cj(a)), so that L is .4-invariant and

Z, =£ A\   By (2.18), if   m(L) = r, then also  m(Aut(I)) = r. Hence if we set

Al = CA(L), it follows that m(A^ > m(A) - r.  On the other hand, Al   clearly

contains a subgroup A0  of index 2 leaving both A" and K"  invariant. But as

L = {uua \u G K} and J = K x Ka  with A0  centralizing L, it is immediate

that A0  centralizes /.   Since J n A0 = 1  and m(J) = 2r, this forces

m(A) > m(H) > m(A0) + 2r.

However, this is impossible as m(A0) = m(A^) — 1 >m(A) — r - 1  and r > 2.

Thus (i) holds.

In view of (i), we can assume without loss that H — KA  in proving (ii),

(iii), and (iv). Choose R  in  S(H) with A C R  and set  T = R n A", so that

TES(K) and  T < R.   Since A E M(R), £Ii(Z(R)) Ç A   But  mZ(R)#l
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as  T< R and  Ti= 1, so (ii) holds.  Likewise (iii) follows if K^SL(2, q).

Furthermore, if K/Z(K) a L3(4), then A  induces only inner automorphisms

of K and so R = TCR(T). Clearly then A r\KEM(T). But now using (2.16)

together with the fact that all elements of W(Z,3(4)) are isomorphic to El6, it

follows that AC\KE U(T).

Hence we can assume that K is simple. Set A0 = CA(K), so that A0 C

Z(H) and A0  is a direct factor of H. Hence if we set H = H/A0, we have

that A  is in  M(H), and it suffices to prove our assertions for H.   Thus without

loss we can assume that A0 = l. Since A leaves CH(K) invariant and CH(K)

is a 2-group, this implies that CH(K) = 1, again as A E M(H). Thus H is iso-

morphic to a subgroup of Aut (K). If A  induces only inner automorphisms of

K, then H = K and (iii) is obvious. Hence we can assume that some a in A*

induces a nontrivial outer automorphism of K.

By (2.18), K = L2(q) for some even or odd q  or An, whence  T = En

or D8. If « = 2, then K a L2(q), q = 3, 5 (mod 8) and (iii) holds.  Suppose

then that w > 2, in which case A"aZ,2(2"), «  even, and H = K(a). By

(2.26(vii)), Cjs-ia) a L2(2n>2) and so mG4 fli)< &w, whence m04) < Vm + 1.

However, m(/T) = «  and as w > 2, we have m(K) > ím(4), contrary to A E

U.(H). Thus (iii) holds in this case and also (iv) is proved.

Finally if T a Ds, then R=DS x E2  by (2.23(i)) and it is immediate

now that A n K a E4, so (iii) holds in this case as well.

k-balance.  As in [15] and [20], for any group X and any E in   E(X),

we set

A^(F)=   fl    0(Cx(x)).
xe.E*

In the present context, we shall use the following modification of the stan-

dard notation of fc-balance for quasisimple groups:

We shall say that an element K of A is k-balanced as a C2 -group pro-

vided whenever K is normal in a C2-group H with CH(K)CK and EE

Ek(H); we have

AH(E)=l.

If we set H = H/CH(K), then H can be identified with a subgroup of

Aut (AT) containing lnn(K) and to verify the given condition in H, it clearly

suffices to show that A_(F)=1  for all f in  Ek(H)- Hence using (2.32), we

obtain at once

(2.38)(i) If KEÂl,then K is 3-balanced as a C2-group;

(ii) If K E A2  or Ä'a/j.then K is 1-balanced as a C2-group.

Now let G be a simple group with Sylow 2-groups of class 2 whose proper
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subgroups are  C2-groups.  For any involution x of G, if we set  Cx = Cc(x)

and let AT be a component of Lx = L2-(CX), then   H = Autc (K) =

Nr (K)/Cr (K/0(K)) is a C,-group in which the image A? of AT is a quasi-
^X X _

simple normal subgroup isomorphic to K/0(K) and, moreover, C_ (K) C K.   It

follows therefore from the definition of local k-balance in Cx  of a component

K of Lx, given in  [20, Section 5]   that K   will be locally ̂ -balanced in Cx

whenever K is fc-balanced as a C2-group. Note also that if K is of type L2(5)

and L2(5) is evenly embedded in   L(G), then it is immediate from the definitions

that K will be locally 1-balanced in Cx.

Hence if we combine (2.38) with [20, Theorem 5.3] and use the preceding

observation concerning the even embedding of L2(5) in   L(G), we can obtain

conclusions about the fc-balance of G. We recall from [15] and [20] that G is

said to be k-balanced if for each  T in  Ek(G) and each involution jc  of G

which centralizes  T, we have

àG(T)nCG(x)CO(CG(x)).

Thus [20, Theorem 5.3] yields

(2.39) (i) G is 3-balanced;

(ii) If  L^G) is empty or consists of an evenly embedded L2(5), then G

is 1-balanced.

The proof of k-balance in [20, Theorem 5.3] is actually carried out inde-

pendently for each T in Ek(G) and each jc in 1(G) which centralizes T

and is deduced as a consequence of [20, Theorem 5.2]. Hence the same argu-

ment easily gives the following variation of (2.39):

(2.40) If jc, y are two commuting involutions of G and CG(x) has no

components of odd type, then

0(CG(y))nCG(x)CO(CG(x)).

L-balance and K-balance. The following general result [20, Theorem 3.1]

and its corollary [20, Theorem 4.1] will be basic for the paper.

(2.41) If AT is a 2-subgroup of the group G, then

L2.(CG(X))EL2.(G).

(2.42) If x, y  are commuting involutions of the group G, then

L2,(LX n CG(y)) = L2.(Ly n CG(x)).

This result is known as L-balance.  (Here by definition Lx = L2-(CG(x))

and Ly = L2.(CG(y)).)

Note also, that, in particular, the left side of (2.42) lies in L .

We shall need some sharpenings of (2.42) in the case that G is a simple
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group whose proper subgroups are   C2 -groups.

(2.43) If x, y are commuting involutions of G and if K is a compo-

nent of Lx suchthat  J = L2>(CK(y)) covers K/0(K), then we have

(i) The normal closure L of / in L consists of either a single com-

ponent or two components interchanged by x;

(ii) J projects onto L(CL/0(L)(x));

(iii) If <jc, y) lies in an element of M(G) or / has nonabelian Sylow

2-subgroups, then L  consists of a single component.

Proof.  Using [20, Proposition 4.2], we obtain (i) and the fact that / pro-

jects onto a component of L(CL/0(^L^(x)). However, the latter group is quasi-

simple by (2.27) and so (ii) also holds. Finally (iii) follows from (i) and corre-

spondingly (2.37(i)) or (2.13).

We also need a slight variation of (2.41) [20, Proposition 3.4].

(2.44) If K is a subgroup of the group H with L2-(K) = K and K is

normalized by a Sylow 2-subgroup of H, then each component of K lies in a

component of L2>(H).

Next if H is a C2-group, we define  A(H) to be the product of all com-

ponents of L2'(H) of odd type. If H = CG(x) for some group  G and some

x in  1(G), we shall write  A^   for h.(H).

First of all, we have

(2.45) If H is a C2-group and x E 1(H), then we have

(i) L2.(CMH)(x)) = A(CMH)(x));

(ii) A(CL ,(H)(x)) E A(H)J, where / is the product of those components

of L2'(H) of type Z,2(16) on which x induces a field automorphism of order 2.

Proof. Without loss, we assume 0(H) =1. Let J¡, 1 < í < m, be the

minimal jc-invariant products of components of L(H), so that each Jt consists

of a single component or two components interchanged by x. We can suppose

that  A(H) is the product of J¡,  1 </ <», for some n < m.

We have that L2>(CA^H^(x)) is precisely the product of the groups L¡ =

L2'(Cj (x)),  1 </'<«.   For i  in this range, if /,. consists of two components

interchanged by x, then Li is of odd type by (2.12(h)). If x centralizes J¡,

then Lt = J¡ is of odd type, while if J, consists of a single component not

centralized by x, then L¡ is of odd type (or trivial) by (2.27(i)). Thus each

L¡ is of odd type (or trivial) for  1 < i < n  and (i) follows.

Similarly A(CL(f/)(x)) is the product of the groups K¡ = A(CjXx)), 1 <

i < m.  For i in the range n + 1 < i < m, if J¡ consists of two components,

then L2'(Cj.(x)) is of even type by (2.12(h)) and so K, - 1.  Likewise K, — 1

if x centralizes J¡. On the other hand, if J¡ consists of a single component not

centralized by x, it follows from (2.27(h)) that either K¡ = 1  or J¡ a I2(16),
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in which case K¡ = ¿2(4) = L2(5).  From this (ii) follows at once.

In view of the form of (ii) above, it will be convenient to introduce the

following terminology in a C2-group H.   If K is a component of H of type

¿2(16) and jc is an involution of H which induces a field automorphism of

order 2 on K/0(K), we shall say simply that jc  acts irregularly on K.

Using (2.45), we obtain the following variation of i-balance.

(2.46) If the centralizer of every involution of G is a C2-group and x, y

are commuting involutions of G, then

A(AxnCG(y))CAyJy,

where Jy  is a suitable product of components of Ly  on each of which jc acts

irregularly and such that

A(CJy(x))EAx.

Proof.   Set AT = A(AX D CG(y)). Using ¿-balance, we see that AT is a

product of components of L2'(CL  (jc)).  Since the components of AT are of odd

type, we have, in fact, K C A(CL  (x)). Applying (2.45(h)), we can write  AT =

F*F, where F* is the product of those components of AT which lie in A    and

either F = 1  or F is a product of components F¡ each of type ¿2(5) and

each FiCJi for some component J¡ of Ly  of type ¿2(16)on which jc acts

irregularly, 1 < i < m.   In the first case, set Jy = 1   and in the second, let Jy

denote the product of the J¡,  1 < i < m.  Then the first inclusion of (2.46) is

immediate and the second holds trivially if F = 1. In the contrary case, L =

A(Cj (jc)) is the product of the groups Lt = A(cy (jc)), each of which is of

type ¿2(5) and contains F¡ as a normal subgroup.  Since L¡ is perfect, it

follows that Li - F¡ C AT, whence L C AT, giving the second inclusion of (2.46).

Combining (2.46) with (2.37(iv)), we obtain the following sharpening of

¿-balance, which we call A-balance whenever it holds.

(2.47) If G is as in (2.46) and jc, y lie in an element of M(G), then

A(AX n CG(y)) = AíA, n CG(x)).

Next we can also sharpen (2.44).

(2.48) If AT is a subgroup of the C2 -group H and AT  is normalized by a

Sylow 2-subgroup of H, then A(K)CA(H).

Proof.   If H = H/O(H), it will clearly suffice to prove that  A(K)C

A(H), so we can suppose without loss that 0(H) = 1. Since A(AT) is perfect

and is invariant under a Sylow 2-subgroup of H, being characteristic in AT,

(2.44) implies that any component L  of A(A") lies in a unique component /

of L2'(H). We need only prove that for any such ¿, the corresponding / is
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of odd type, in which case L C / C A(H). Suppose then that some / is of

even type and let Kl   be the product of those components of K which lie in

/. Our conditions imply that LCKX   and A"t   is invariant under a Sylow 2-sub-

group  T of /.  Since 0(Kt) is ^-invariant, we have  0(Kt) = 1   by (2.19(iv)).

Hence Kt   is semisimple and now (2.25(h)) yields that K1=J.   Thus Kt   is

quasisimple, whence Kx= L  and so J = L  is of odd type, which is not the

case.  So L is also of even type, contrary to the fact that L is a component of

A(K).
Finally we have the following variation of (2.45(i)):

(2.49) Let H be a C2 -group in which A(H) =É 1   and let BE E(H).

Then we have

(i) If m(B)> 3, then A(CMH)(b))*l   for some b in B#;

(h) If m(B)> 4 and A(H) has a component which is not of type L2(5),

then   A(CA,H)(b)) has a component which is not of type L2(5) for some b

in B#.

Proof. Without loss we can assume that 0(H) = 1. Let K be a com-

ponent of A(H) and under the assumption of (ii), choose K £ L2(5). If some

b in B# does not leave K invariant, then K has abelian Sylow 2-subgroups

by (2.13) and A(C    b (b)) a K by (2.12).  But clearly this group is a compo-

nent of A(CA(^H^(b)) and so (i) and (ii) follow at once. Hence we can assume

that B normalizes K. If m(B) > 4, then some b in B# centralizes K, in

which case K is a component of A(CA^HJb)) and again (i) and (ii) hold.

Suppose finally that m(B) < 3, whence equality holds and it remains only

to verify (i). Likewise we can assume that  CB(K) = 1, so B acts faithfully on

K. If K a Jl   or is of Ree type of characteristic 3, then A(CK(b)) =£ 1  for

any b in B#. If K a A7, then some b in B# corresponds to a transposition

in S7  and again A(CK(b)) =£ 1. On the other hand, if K = L2(q), then some

b in B* must induce a field automorphism of K of order 2, whence q is a

square. Since q±9,i\ follows in this case as well that  A(CK(b)) ^ 1. Since

A(CK(b)) is a component of A(CA(if)(Z>)), we conclude that (i) holds.

The subgroup A*(H). In this subsection, we introduce a certain subgroup

of a C2-group H, which will be very important in our analysis.

First of all, if H is an arbitrary group, we define as in [20, Section 3]

L*2->2(H) = L2.(H)0(H)0(CH(T)),

where  T is a Sylow 2-subgroup of I2-(//)02-¿(H).

Then as shown in [20, Section 3], Z,*< 2(H) is a normal subgroup of H

determined independently of the choice of T. Moreover, L*> 2(H) contains

L2<(H) as a normal subgroup of odd index and each component of L2'(H) is

normal in L*' 2(H).
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Now assume that H is a C2-group and let  $(//) be the product of all

components of H of even type, so that ¿2<//) = A(H)$(H). We now set

A*(H) = O2 [Cz., 2mWH)/OWH)))].

(2.50) Let  T be a Sylow subgroup of L2>(H)02- 2(H).

(i) A*(//) = 0(//)A(//)[0(C/i(7')) n C„(4>(//)/0(i(//)))] ;

(ii) A*(H)<H;
(iii) A*(/7) = A(//)£, where Z) is of odd order, D D 0(H), and D is

invariant under a Sylow 2-group of H;

(iv) If every component of H is of odd type, then  A*(H) = L*> 2(H);

(v) A*(A*(//)) = A*(//).

Proof. First we prove (i).  Let F(//) denote the right hand side of equa-

tion (i), and let H = H/0(H). It is easy to check that A*(H) = A*(H) and

F(H) = F(H), so we may assume 0(H) = 1.  In particular L2-(H) = L(H) and

0($(//))=l.  As A(H) = 02(CL(H)(^(H))andL*.<2(H) = A(H)nfí)0(CH(T)),

we have that F(H) C A*(H). To prove the reverse inclusion, let jc be an ele-

ment of A*(H) of odd order. We can write x = xlx2x3, where jct G A(H),

x2 E $(//), and x3 G 0(CH(r)).  In particular, JCj   and jc3  centralize  T Ci

$(//).  Since x centralizes $(//), it follows that x2  centralizes  T n *(//).

Butas x2 G $(//), this yields that jc2  centralizes  T, whence jc2x3 e CH(T).

Thus x E A(H)CH(T).   But  CH(T) has a normal 2-complement as noted in

[20, Section 3].  Since jc has odd order, we conclude that x E A(H)0(CH(T)).

Thus A*(H)CA(H)0(CH(T)). Since  A(//) and A*(//) centralize  $(//),

this in turn implies that  A*(H) C F(H) and so (i) holds.

We see that (ii) is an immediate consequence of the definition of A (H)

while (iii) follows from (i).  Indeed  0(H) [0(CH(T)) n CH($(H)/0($(//)))]   is

of odd order and is invariant under any Sylow 2-subgroup of H which contains

T.  If every component of H is of odd type, then  $(//) = 1   and (iv) is an easy

consequence of the definition of A*(H).  Finally to prove (v) we apply (i) and

(iii). Let H' = A*(H); from (i) we see that 0(H') = 0(H), A(H') = A(H) and

$(//')= 1. Thus by (i) again A*(H') = 0(H)A(H)0(CH.(TnH')). By(iii)//' =

A(H)D.  We may assume D is invariant under  T n H' whence  T n //'  central-

izes D/(D n A(//)) and //' = A(H)CD(T n //').  By [20, Proposition 3.3] as

before  CD(m//')çO(C/i.(rn//')) and we have H'CA*(H'). Thus //'

-A*(H') and (v) holds.

We shall need the following sufficient conditions for a subgroup of H of

odd order to lie in A*(H).
(2.51) If SES(H) and D is a subgroup of H of odd order, then D

lies in A*(H) under any of the following conditions:
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(i) D is S-invariant;    .

(ii) For some x in   T(S), D centralizes x and is invariant under  Cs(x).

Proof.  It will clearly suffice to prove the corresponding assertions for the

image of D in H/0(H) whence we assume  0(H) = 1.  By [20, Propositions

3.8 and 3.10] it follows in these cases that D C L2>2(H) and so we need only

show that D centralizes $(H).

Let then K be a component of ®(H) and set jR = S n K, so that K

is an element of A2  and let R E S(K). In the case of (i), [D, R]   is of odd

order and so D leaves K invariant.  But then   [D, R] C K and so   [D, R]   is

an i?-invariant subgroup of K of odd order. Now (2.19(iv)) yields first that D

centralizes R and then that D centralizes K. Since K was arbitrary, D central-

izes <&(H) and so (i) holds.

Suppose next that we are in case (ii) and assume first that x leaves K in-

variant. Then  CR(x)<pZ(K) andas   [D, CR(x)]   has odd order, it follows

again that D leaves K invariant.  If CR(x) = R, then the argument of the pre-

ceding paragraph shows that D centralizes K, so we can assume that x does

not centralize R. If K a Z,2(9), then CR(x)   is a four group.   Since

Aut(L2(9)) contains no nontrivial subgroups of odd order invariant under a four

group,/)  centralizes K in this case as well.  Furthermore, if K = L3(2") or

PSp(4, 2"), then by (2.18)   CR(x)   contains an element of N(R). But now

if we apply (2.21(vi) and (viii)), we conclude, as above, that   D   central-

izes K.  The only other possibility is that K a L2(2"), n > 4, and CR(x) is

elementary of rank  Vm; and now (2.20(v)) implies that D centralizes K.

Assume then that x does not leave K invariant, whence K a Z,2(2")

and so also J = C    x(x) a Z2(2").  Setting  T = S n J, we have that  TES(J)

and, as   [D, T] has odd order and D induces a permutation of the components

of $(//), we see that D must leave KKX invariant and so must leave J in-

variant. It follows now, as above, that D centralizes /.  Hence by [20, Lemma

2.16] D centralizes K in this case as well. Again we conclude that D central-

izes <&(H) and so (ii) also holds.

At one point in our analysis, we shall need a property of yet another sub-

group related to L^<(H). For simplicity, we restrict ourselves to the case of a

C2-group H in which 0(H) = 1. We define L(H) to be the uniquely deter-

mined normal subgroup of H which is maximal subject to the following con-

ditions:

(a) L(H)DL(H);

(b) Ï(H)IL(H) isa2-group;

(c) L(H) leaves each component of L(H) invariant.

Clearly L(H) exists.
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(2.52) If 5 is a Sylow 2-subgroup of H, then Z(S) C L(H).

Proof.   Let AT be the subset of H consisting of those elements which

centralize  Q = 02(H) and leave each component of L(H) invariant. Clearly AT

is just the kernel of the permutation representation of CH(Q) on the components

of L(H). Since CH(Q) and L(H) are each normal in H, it follows that AT <

H. Furthermore, A" D L(H)Z(Q).  Since CH(L(H)Q) = Z(Q) by (2.8), we also

have  that    AT = K/L(H)Z(Q)    is   isomorphic   to   a   subgroup   of

Aut(¿(//))/Inn(¿(//)).  But  Inn(¿(//)) =í L(H)¡Z(L(H)) and so is the direct

product of simple groups Li E A, 1 < i < n. Moreover, AT leaves each Lt in-

variant. We easily conclude from this that AT is, in fact, isomorphic to a sub-

group of the direct product of the groups Aut(¿f)/Inn(¿¡), 1 <i <n. But how

applying (2.17), we obtain that AT is abelian. Since AT centralizes Q, this in

turn implies that K/L(H) is 2-closed. Hence if we set N = O2 (AT), we have

that N < H, ND L(H), N/L(H) is a 2-group, and N leaves each component of

L(H) invariant. We conclude therefore from the definition that N C L(H).

On the other hand, as S n L¡ is a Sylow 2-subgroup of L¡ for each

component L¡ of L(H), 1 <i <«, and Q C S, we have that Z(S) leaves

each component of L(H) invariant and centralizes Q, so Z(S) C AT. Thus

Z(S) C 02'(AT) = N = L(H), as asserted.

A*-balance and A*-generation.  We shall now establish two important

properties related to components of odd type in the centralizers of involutions of

a simple group G whose proper subgroups are C2 -groups. For any proper sub-

group H of G, the subgroup A*(H) of the preceding subsection is then well-

defined. In particular, A*(CG(x)) is well-defined for any involution jc of X.

For brevity, we shall set

A* = A*(CG(x)).

We first prove

(2.53) Let jc, y be two commuting involutions of G. If jc  does not

act irregularly on any component of ¿    and, in particular, if <jc, y > lies in an

element of M(G), then we have

A*(A*ncG(y))cA*y.

Proof. Set   AT = A* nCG(y). We must prove that  A*(AT)ÇA*. Let

T be a Sylow 2-subgroup of CG(y) containing (x,y) and set R = CT(x),

so that R C Cg(jc) and y G R.   By (2.50), we can write  A* = AXD, where

D is i?-invariant of odd order.  Set D = AXD/AX. We claim that CD(y)

covers C-(y). Indeed, we can identify D with D/D n Ax and can consider

the action of y on D to be induced from that of D under the natural map of D

on D/D n Ax. Since D has odd order, our assertion follows from general proper-
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ties of 7T'-automorphisms of 7T-groups. Hence K = CA D(y) Ç AxCD(y) and

we conclude that K = CA (y)CD(y).

Since CD(y) has odd order, the preceding equality implies that A(K) =

A(CA  (y)). Now K is ̂ -invariant as y E Z(R) and so clearly A*(K) =

A*(KR). It follows therefore from (2.50) that A*(K) = A(CA  (y))E, where E
X

is R-invariant of odd order. But by (2.46) and (2.47) and our hypothesis, we

have that A(CA   (j))CAv.  Furthermore, E C K centralizes v  and E is
x        —    ' —

invariant under R = CT(y). Hence ECCG(y) and (2.51(h)) yields that EC

A* . We thus conclude that  A*(K) C A*, as required.

If A E M(G), then (2.53) holds for every pair of involutions x, y  of A.

We shall say in this case that G is A*-balanced with respect to A.

The following basic generational result is a particular case of [20, Theorem

7.12] and will be called A*-generation.

(2.54) If H is a C2-group and B E E3(H), then

A*(H) = <A*(CA.{H)(b))\bEB#).

Proof.   Set X = A*(H). Since each component of X is of odd type, it

follows from (2.50(iv) and (v)) that  X = L¿2(X). We shall argue that for b

in B#, we also have A*(Cx(b)) = Ly2(Cx(b)). This will follow from

(2.50(iv)) provided we can show that each component of Cx(b) is of odd type.

It will clearly suffice to prove that each component of C^(b) is of odd type,

where X = X/0(X). Let A¿, 1 < / < «, be the minimal ¿-invariant products of

components of L(X), 1 </ <«. Since X/L(X) has odd order, we see that

L2<(CJb)) is just the product of the groups I,<(CV (*))> KKt   If K,
x Ki

consists of a single component, then by (2.27(i)) either L2-(CK (b)) is trivial

or consists of a component of odd type. In the contrary case, K¡ consists of

two components interchanged by b and now (2.12(h)) implies that L2-(CK (b))

is a nontrivial homomorphic image of one of these components and so is also of

odd type. Thus each component of Cx(b) is of odd type for each i in fi#,

as asserted.

Hence (2.54) is equivalent to the following assertion:

(*) X = <L*2.a(Cx(b))\bEB#).

In the terminology of [20, Section 7], this is the same as saying that X is L*-

generated with respect to B.  In view of [20, Theorem 7.12], (*) will hold if

for any component L  of X and any element E of  E3(NB(L)), we have that

L = L/0(L) is corelayer l-generated with respect to E, which means that
•
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Z = a2'(c_(y))o(c_(y))\y£E#).

However, as ¿ G Alt this is a consequence of (2.34). Thus (*) and hence

(2.54) is proved.

We need one further generational result, of a slightly difficult nature; namely,

[20, Lemma 7.2].

(2.55) If A" is a perfect group, B is an elementary abelian 2-group which

centralizes AT and KB acts on the group D of odd order, then we have

[D, AT] = < [CD(T), AT] | T of index at most 2 in B).

Signalizer functors and k-balanced groups.   Let  G be a group and S a

Sylow 2-subgroup of G.

For any positive integer k and any B in  E(G) with m(B) > k, we

define

WB=<AG(T)\TEEk(B)),

and

rs,k = <ng(Q) \QÇ.S,m(Q)>k).

rs k is called the k-generated core of G.

If we combine [20, Theorem 6.1], which proves the existence of signalizer

functors in fc-balanced groups, with the signalizer functor theorem itself [9], [10]

we obtain at once [20, Theorem 6.10] :

(2.56) If A E E(G) with m(A) >k + 2 and G is fc-balanced with re-

spect to A, then  WA   is of odd order.

Using [20, Proposition 8.9], we also have

(2.57) If G is ̂ -balanced with respect to A E E(G) and B C A with

m(B) > k + 1, then

(i)  WB = WA; and

(ii) NG(B) normalizes  WA.

Likewise [20, Proposition 8.1 and Theorem 8.8] together yield

(2.58) If G  is ^-balanced and 5 is (k + l)-connected, then

r^çAcO^)

for any A  in   E(S) with m(A)>k+l.

Using (2.39), (2.56) has the following corollary:

(2.59) If S has class 2 and the centralizer of every involution of G is a

C2-group, then  WA   is of odd order for any A  in   E(G) with m(A) > 5. (We

take k = 3.)

Strong embedding and balanced groups. If G is a group of even order with

2-subgroup S, it is trivial to see that G has a strongly embedded subgroup if and
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only if its 1-generated core rs X(G) is a proper subgroup of G.

Bender's classification theorem [3] concerning groups with a strongly embed-

ded subgroup will be important for us.

(2.60) If G is a simple group which contains a strongly embedded subgroup,

then G^L2(2"),Sz(2n),oi U3(2") for some n>2.

Aschbacher has extended Bender's theorem to the case of groups with a proper

2-generated core [2]. Although we could avoid his result in this paper, use of it

makes it easier to derive a basic property of balanced (i.e. 1-balanced) groups.

(2.61) If G is a simple group with m(G)>3 which has a proper 2-generated

core,then G^J1,L2(2"),Sz(2"),oi U3(2n),n>2.

More generally, Aschbacher's result gives a description of all quasisimple groups

with a proper 2-generated core. It is then easy to check that any quasisimple group

is either 2-generated or exceptional as these terms are defined in [19]. But then

[2], [19] together yield the following general assertion:

(2.62) If G is a balanced, connected (i.e. 2-connected) group with m(G)>

3 and 0(G) = 1, then either 0(CG(x))= 1 for every involution x of G or G

has a proper 2-generated core.

But now if we combine this with (2.61), we obtain immediately the following

general theorem:

(2.63) If G is a simple, balanced, connected group with m(G)>3, then

0(CG(x)) = 1   for every involution x of G

Finally we apply the preceding result to the case in which  G  is a simple

group with Sylow 2-subgroup of class 2 and 2-rank at least 3 in which the central-

izer of every involution is a C2-group.

(2.64) (i) If  Lt(G) is either empty or consists of an evenly embedded

Z,2(5), then  0(CG(x)) = 1   for every involution x of G;

(ii) If  L(G) is empty, then H is 2-constrained and 0(H) = 1   for every

2-local subgroup H of G.

Proof.   By (2.40), G is balanced in either case.  Furthermore, as m(G)

> 3 by assumption, SCN3(2) is nonempty by (2.3). As is well-known (or by

the argument of (2.6)), this implies that  G is connected. Now (i) follows at

once from (2.63).  Furthermore, if  L(G) is empty, then  CG(x) is 2-constrained

for every involution x of G by (2.9).  But then H is 2-constrained for every

2-local subgroup H of G by [13, Theorem 4].  Since  0(CG(x)) = 1   for each

involution x of G, [13, Theorems 1 and 5] imply that also  0(H) = 1   for

every 2-local subgroup H of G.

2-constrained C2-groups.   Let H be a C2-group with 0(H) = 1   in which

a Sylow 2-subgroup, S, has class 2 and elementary center.  Set D = 02(H)  and

Z = n^D)) and define H - H/CH(Z), H = îi/0(H), H* = 02'(H). The

following general result will be used primarily in the case in which H is 2-con-

strained.
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(2.65) (i) S is elementary abelian;

(ii) H* = L(H) x 02(H) and each component of L(H) is isomorphic to

L2(l)>Q — 3» 5 (mod 8) or q = 2n,J1, or is of Ree type of characteristic 3;

(iii) H* acts trivially on D' and  15X(D). If Z(S) C Z, then H* cen-

tralizes D/Z, and 02(02'(CH(Z))) centralizes £>;

(iv) If H is 2-constrained, then CH*(Z) = D.

(v) If H* =Hl x • • • x Hn, then  [Z, H¡, H¡\ = 1   for / #/

Proof.   By (2.2)  Ö ' (5) CZ(5) CC^Z), so 5 is elementary abelian.

Thus (i) holds and now (ii) follows from the general classification of groups with

abelian Sylow 2-subgroups [23], [24]. If H * is as in (v), then for any choice

of involutions x EH(,y EHj, [Z,x, y] =1  because S has class two.  By

definition of H*  the possible choices for x and y generate H¡  and //•, and

it follows that   [Z, H^Hj] = 1.

If Z(S) C Z, then S/Z is elementary and consequently S acts trivially on

D/Z. Since H* is generated by the conjugates of S  in   H, it follows that H*

acts trivially on D/Z. Because £>' and  U^D) lie in Z(S) by (2.2) and are

characteristic in D, it follows similarly that H * acts trivially on each of them,

so the first part of (iii) holds.  Set L = 02(CH(Z)) and AT = 02(¿). Clearly

KELCH* and so A" acts trivially on D/Z.   But obviously AT acts trivially

on Z and as AT is generated by its subgroups of odd order, we conclude that AT

centralizes D, proving the second part of (iii).

Finally suppose H is 2-constrained, whence Z(S) CCH(D) CD.  Hence

by (iii) AT is a 2-group and it follows that ¿  must also be a 2-group. Obviously

D C ¿  and ¿  is normal in H, so we have D = L and  |C„«(Z):Z)| is odd.

But by (iii) elements of odd order in C„*(Z) centralize Z and D/Z. Thus
ti

these elements centralize D and must lie in D.  We conclude C„ * (Z) C D.ti —"

If 5¿(2, 2") = ¿2(2") acts on the elementary abelian 2-group  V, we say

that   V is a standard or natural module for ¿2(2") if  V has rank  2n  and

can be identified with the additive group of a vector space of dimension 2 over

the  field  GF(2n) in such a way that the given action of ¿2(2") becomes its

natural one.

(2.66) If H is 2-constrained,// = L2(2"), n > 2, and   F is a nontrivial

//-composition factor of Z, then

(i) m(V) = 2n  and   V is a standard module for H;

(Ü) For any x in S#, CK(3c") = CV(S) = [S, V] = [x, V] ^¿2„;

(iii) Every element of N_(S)# of odd order acts regularly on  V;

(iv) \Z(S):U1(D)\>2"  and m(Z)>2n.

Proof.   Let   V be an arbitrary nontrivial composition factor of Z under

H.   Since S has class 2, we have  Cv(x) D CV(S) D [V, S] 2 [V, x]   and
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\V : Cv(x)\ = | [V, x] |  for any 3c" in S#. We set a = m(V/Cv(x)), b =

m(Cv(x)/Cv(S)), c = m(Cy(S)/[V, S]),d = m([V, S]/[V, 3c]), and m =

m(V). It is immediate from the subgroup structure of ¿2(2") that H is gener-

ated by S and a conjugate y of 3c. Since   F is a nontrivial irreducible

^-module, it follows that  Cv(y) H CV(S) =1  (as H centralizes this inter-

section). Likewise 5 and y leave invariant any subgroup of  V containing

[V, S]   and   [V, y]   respectively, and so it follows likewise that   V = ([V, S],

[V,y]). Since m(Cv(x)) = m(Cv( y)) and m([V, 3c"]) = m([V, y]), we

conclude now that

2a + b>m    and   2a + d>m.

But also our relations imply that  2a + b + c + d = m.  Combined with the

preceding inequalities, this forces b = c = d = 0 and m = 2a. Thus the first

three equalities of (ii) holds.

Now let F be a complement to S in N_(S) and let  ~u~ be an involu-
_ _ h_

tion of H which inverts F. Then by (2.36(H)) we have H = (S, u). Moreover

we can choose ¿7 and xES# so that (x, «> = L2(2) and 3c U has order 3.

Setting  V0 = CV(S), then tt, being an involution, leaves  V0 C\ V£  invariant

and so   V0 n V¡¡¡ = 1.  On the other hand, the results of the first paragraph

imply that m(V0) = a — Mm.  Hence if we set   Vl = V%, we have that

Our conditions also imply that the mapping Uj —►[«!,*]  for vl   in  Vl

is an isomorphism of  Vl   on   V0, so we can choose bases for  Vv   and  V0  so

that  3c is represented by the matrix (¿ II), where / denotes an a x a identity

matrix.  Since ü interchanges  V0  and. Vl, and  3c u~ has order 3, it follows

that u is represented by the matrix (°   ^). Likewise as F leaves V0 invariant

and u inverts F, it follows that each / in F is represented by a matrix of the form

where A_  is a suitable a x a nonsingular matrix.
/ _7

Hence the matrix of jt   has the form

for each / in F.   Since the elements xf   run through S* as / runs through

F, it follows from the manner in which two matrices of this form multiply that the
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set of matrices {A_ \fEF} U {0} is closed under addition. In other words,

the matrices

(n)
for f in F can be identified with the multiplicative group of a field of order

2". Since these matrices commute with those for u, F, and S, we conclude that

V is, in fact, an irreducible //-module over GF(2"). In particular, as  V must be

at least 2-dimensional over GF(2"), we have m > 2n.

Finally if W0  is a nontrivial F-submodule of V0  and if we set  Wl =

Wq  and  W = W0 © Wl, then it follows from our matrix representation that  W

is invariant under H = (U, x, F). Thus W = V by the irreducibility of H on

V and so V0 is an irreducible F-module, forcing m(V0) = n. We therefore

conclude that m = 2n, proving (i). Likewise a = n and so the final assertion

of (ii) also holds.  Furthermore, clearly we also have (iii).

As H is 2-constrained, (2.65(iv)) implies that Z has a nontrivial//-compo-

sition factor, V.   By (2.65 (iii)) 131(D) must be centralized by //*=// and so

V is actually a composition factor of Z/Z51(D). On the other hand, Z(S) D

[Z,S]   and   [Z, S]   certainly covers  V0, so it follows that   \Z(S) : U1(D)\>

I V0\ = 2". Since m(Z) > 2n by (i), we thus obtain (iv).

(2.67) Suppose that H is 2-constrained and H has a normal 2-comple-

ment. Setting  Q = [0(H), S ], we have

(i) If |5, = 2  and   \Z : CZ(S)\ = 2, then  Q = Z3  and   [Z, ß]^F4;

(ii) If |5|=4, and   |Z:CZ(5)|< 4, then Q^Z3xZ3.

Proof.   First we claim that if \Z : Cz(jc)| = 2  for an involution  x E

5*, then D, the normal closure of x in |//|   , is isomorphic to 53  and further

Z = CZ(D) x [Z, 0(D)], [Z, 0(D)] = E4. Clearly our claim will suffice for

the proof of (i).

We proceed with the proof of our claim.  Since  02(H*) = 1, we can find

an//* -conjugate, y, of 3c suchthat   [3c, y ] ¥=l. Thus F = (3c, y) is a non-

abelian dihedral group, and 0(F) acts faithfully on Z/CZ(F) which has order

at most 4. F has abelian Sylow 2-subgroups and is itself nonabelian, so  0(F) ¥=

1, and we must have   \0(F)\ = 3, ¡Z : CZ(F)\ = 4. It follows that F = S3

and Z = CZ(F) x [Z, 0(F)]   with   [Z, 0(F)] =" F4. It remains to show that

F = D.   Suppose that  7 is any conjugate of 3c in //*, and let R=(F, t),

V = CZ(R ). We know  \Z : Y\<8 whence R = R/C_(Z/Y)is isomorphic to
jc

a subgroup of G¿(3, 2). Also C_(Z/y ) centralizes the series ICYCZ, so

C_(Z/Y)C02(R). Consequently F^53. As R has abelian Sylow 2-subgroups, it
R ~    _ _    _     _

follows from the subgroup structure of G¿(3,2) that R =F, whence R =F02(R).
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Again because H* has abelian Sylow 2-subgroups,R =F x 02(R), and 0(F) =

0(D). Thus  t inverts 0(F) and centralizes CZ(F), whence D centralizes

CZ(F). We conclude F = D.

To prove (ii) we will show that   \Z : Cz(x)\ = 2 for some 3c E S#. If not,

then as H acts faithfully on Z, \Z : Cz(x)\ = 4 for ah xES#. Consequently

Y=CZ(S) imphes  Y = Cz(x) for  xES#. Thus C_(3c) normahzes  Y

whence  Q = <C_(3c) 13c E 5#> normahzes  Y. As S centralizes Z/Y and  Y,

so does  [ß,5] =Q. Hence  ß acts trivially on Z.  By (2.65), ß = 1.  But

then 5 = 02(H) which is not the case. Thus  \Z : Cz(x)\ = 2  for some

3c" ES*.

Choose  x ES# so that  \Z : Cz(x)\ = 2, and let D be the normal clo-

sure of 3c in H*. Since D^S-,,H* =DC_ (D). Let M = C_ (¿>). AT

must centralize   [Z, 0(D)]   and act faithfully on  Cz(D) = Zi. Since   |5| = 4,

S H M contains an involution i.  | Z : Cz(5 )| < 4 implies Cz (t ) has index 2

in Zj, and we see from our initial claim that the normal closure of  t in M is

isomorphic to S3. Thus the normal closure of S in H* is isomorphic to S3

x S3, and (ii) is valid.

(2.68) Assume the following conditions hold:

(a) m(S)<4;

(b) S is permutable with a cyclic 3-subgroup R  of H and P = 02(SR)

has index 2 in S;

(c) If P0 = [ P, Ä]   and Pl = CP(R), then P = P0 x?,   and P0  is a

four subgroup of Z;

(d) CS(Z)C¿>;

(e) Some involution z  of Pj n Z(S ) is not isolated in H.

Under these conditions, we have

(i) S - P contains an involution;

(ii) Either m(Z(S)) = 3 or S = Ds x Ds  or E4 'v E2.

Proof. We have Z = P0 x Zj, where Zt CPt. Also P0 x(z)CZ and

so ZaFg  or £16  as m(S)<4. Set C=CH(Z). We have that  r = Sn

CE S(C) and that  TCP.  Moreover, TCS,so S ¥= 1.  Since .P0 C Z, also

P = PV Since /?  centralizes Zl, we also have that R is of order 3, C_(R) =

P = P1,and  |5:P| = 2.

Suppose first that Z a E8, whence H is isomorphic to a subgroup of

GI(3, 2).  Since R  centralizes P of index 2 in S and S is elementary abelian,

the only possibility is that P= 1  and H^S3. But then H = RS leaves z  in-

variant and so z  is isolated in H, contrary to assumption. Thus Z = El6  and

H is isomorphic to a subgroup of G¿(4, 2).

If H were nonsolvable, the only possibilities for H would be H a £2(5)
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or Z3 x ¿2(5). Since R is inverted by an element of 5", it follows in either case

that R C L(H) s¿2(5). However, by (2.66(f)), applied to the semidirect product of

Z and L(H),Z is the natural module for L(H) andas R normalizes some Sylow

2-subgroup of L(H),R acts regularly on Z* by (2.66(iii)) which is not the case.

Thus H is solvable and as 5 i= 1,\H\ is not divisible by 7. If |//| were divisible by

5, the only possibility would be that H was dihedral of order 30. But then 0(H) =

RxQ, where gsZ5, and Q acts irreducibly on Z. However, Q leaves P0 =

[Z, R ] invariant and 1 C P0 C Z. Hence also |//| is not divisible by 5 and so H is

a   {2, 3>group.

We have that H D SR and it follows now that |/7| is divisible by 9.

Furthermore, either 0(H) = Z3 x Z3  is a Sylow 3-subgroup of H or F =

02(H) a F4. Consider the latter case. We have that FCP = C_(/T) and so
s

F leaves both Zx   and F0  invariant and centralizes P0. Since  Aut(Zx) =

G¿(2, 2), it follows that F1=C_(Z1)#1.  But Fl   centralizes Z = P0Zi,
F

contrary to the fact that H acts faithfully on Z. Hence we have  0(H) =

Z3 x Z3.

We write 0(H) = R x V, where  V = Z3  and V centralizes P0  and

acts nontrivially on Zl. Furthermore,//= CNH(T) by the Frattini argument

and  T = P0 x Tlt where  Tl = T n Ft. We conclude easily from these condi-

tions that NH(T) contains a 3-subgroup  V which maps on  V, centralizes F0,

leaves  T1   invariant, and acts nontrivially on Zx. These conditions imply that

Z1CZ(T1). Since m(S) < 4, it follows that Zl=Sll(T1) andas  V  trans-

itively permutes the involutions of Zx, we also have that  Tl  is a Suzuki 2-group.

Since 5 has class 2, we easily check now that either (a) Tx s* E4  or (b) \S\ = 2.

Moreover, in either case, as 0(H) has no nontrivial fixed points on  T, we obtain

again by the Frattini argument that 5 = TU, where  U is elementary and  T O

Í/ = 1. In particular, S - P contains an involution.

Suppose first that  |5| = 2. Then 5 = U inverts R  and so  U leaves

both P0  and  7^   invariant. Moreover, we can take  V to be invariant under U.

If Ü inverted  V, we must have  7\ = Zx as F4, otherwise it would follow im-

mediately that  7\t/ had class at least 3, which is not the case. We conclude in

this case that 5 = ZU = E4^ E2.  On the other hand, if U centralizes  V,

then U must centralize Zt   as  V acts irreducibly and nontrivially on Zx.

Since 5 = TU, we see then that Zx C Z(5). Since also />„ < 5 and C/ does not

centralize P0, we conclude that m(Z(S)) = 3. Hence one of the alternatives of

(ii) holds when  \S\ = 2.

It thus remains to treat the case in which  |5| > 2, whence  Tx = ZV,T' =

Z and 5 = ZU. Now H is isomorphic to a subgroup of a Sylow 3-normalizer

in A8 = GL(4, 2), which has dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups of order 8.  Since U =

5, it follows that  U = E4. Furthermore, as a Sylow 3-normalizer in A&  is
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uniquely determined up to conjugacy, we conclude now that there are exactly two

possible actions for U on Z. Since A10 contains a split extension of E16 by

a Sylow 3-normalizer in As, we see that S = ZU is isomorphic to a subgroup of

Al0. It is now easily verified that either S a Ds x Ds or S is of type A8.

However, the latter case is excluded as S has class 2. Thus one of the alternatives

of (ii) holds in this case as well.

Fusion.  We require a number of general results about the fusion of 2-ele-

ments in a group G. In particular, we need Glauberman's Z*-theorem [6] and

Thompson's fusion lemma [22, 5.38], which we shall not bother to state explicitly.

However, Goldschmidt's strongly closed abelian 2-subgroup theorem [11] and his

refinement of Alperin's fusion theorem [8] will be more important for us. His

first result yields:

(2.69) If a Sylow 2-subgroup S of the simple group  G possesses a non-

trivial abelian subgroup which is strongly closed in S with respect to  G, then G

is isomorphic to one of the following groups:

L2(q), q = 3,5 (mod 8), q > 3, /,, L2(2"), Sz(2"), U3(2"), n > 2, or a

group of Ree type of characteristic 3.

We state his second result only in the case that G has a Sylow 2-subgroup

S of class 2 with elementary center.

(2.70) Let  V be the set of normal subgroups D of S with the follow-

ing properties:

(a) .¡V = NG(D) is 2-constrained and D   is a Sylow 2-subgroup of

02->2(N);

(b) If N = N/D, then either \S I < 2 or N/0(N) contains a normal sub-

group of odd index isomorphic to L2(2") for some « > 2. Under these condi-

tions, I? is a conjugation family for S in G.

In other words, the fusion in  G of subsets of S is controlled by the set

of normal subgroups D of S with the above properties. This particular case of

Goldschmidt's result follows immediately from his general result together with

(2.65) and the fact that any subgroup D of S with CS(D)CD is necessarily

normal in S.

It is an immediate consequence of the definition that  V is invariant under

conjugation by NG(S). We note also that these conditions imply that  CN(D) =

0(N) x Z(D) and that the results of the preceding subsection can be applied to

the group N/0(N).

We shall need a sharpening of these results in some low rank cases. We

preserve the above notation and set .¡V = N/D,N* = O2 (N), and   Z =

nt(Z(D)).
(2.71) Assume that   \S\ > 4. Then we have

(i) If m(Z)< 6, then JV*aI2(4) or Z,2(8)  and correspondingly
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m(Z)>4 or m(Z) = 6;

(ü)   If m(Z) < 5, then TV* a L2(4) and m(Z) > 4;

(iii)  If m(Z)<4, then TV*aL2(4) and Z(£>) = Z a 7J16.

Proof.   By (2.65(iv)), TV* acts faithfully on Z, so TV* is isomorphic to a

subgroup of GL(k, 2), where  fc = m(Z) < 6. Moreover, by (2.70) and our

assumption on   |5|, we have that TV*/G(TV*) a ¿2(2n) for some « > 2.  But

0(TV  ) is isomorphic to a subgroup of GL(6,2) and so  |G(TV*)|  divides

33 • 5 • 72 • 31   (as 3 divides  |TV*/0(TV*)|).  Since L3(3) is minimal simplest

follows at once that  C_,(0(TV*)) must cover TV*/G(TV*).  But the groups

L2(2") have no nontrivial central extensions by a group of odd order as their

Sylow 2-subgroups for all odd primes are cyclic.  Hence TV* = L x 0(N*),

where EaZ,2(2").  But  02'(TV*)=TV* as TV* = O2'(TV) and this forces

TV* = L

From the minimum degrees of the representations of L2(2"), it follows

now that n = 2  or 3 and that  & > 2«.  Furthermore, if k = 4, TV*  acts irre-

ducibly on Z, which forces Z(Z>)  to be homocyclic.  But TV *  acts trivially on

Ul(D) by (2.65(iii)) and as TV*  acts nontrivially on Z, we conclude that Z(D)

= Z a E16. All parts of (2.71) now follow.

Some classification theorems. Finally we shall need certain general classifi-

cation theorems concerning simple groups with specified Sylow 2-subgroups. We

restrict ourselves to the case in which our simple group G has Sylow 2-subgroup

S of class 2.

First the main result of [1] yields

(2.72) If m(S) < 2, then G a L2(q), q = l,9 (mod 16), A7, or  U3(4).

Applying [17], we obtain that  G does not have product fusion.

(2.73) S cannot be written as the direct product of two nontrivial sub-

groups, each strongly closed in S with respect to  G.

(2.74) S is not isomorphic to Ds x E2,D8 x DS,DS x Z „ x Z „, n >

1, E m "\j E2, m > 2, and S does not possess a subgroup of index 2 isomorphic

to E4 x Z4.

Proof.   Since  G is simple, the first and last cases are excluded by a re-

sult of Fong [5], while the main result of [16] excludes the second and third

cases.  Finally [11, Section 9, Corollary 6] rules out 5 = E m 'v E2.

3.  The minimal counterexample.  Henceforth  G will denote a minimal

counterexample to the Main Theorem.

We first prove

Proposition 3.1. // S is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G, then we have:

(i) Every proper subgroup of G is a C2-group;
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(ii) Z(S) is elementary;

(iii) m(S) > 3.

(iv) 5 contains no nontrivial abelian subgroup which is strongly closed in

S with respect to  G.

Proof.   If H is a proper subgroup of G, then a nonsolvable composition

factor AT of H has Sylow 2-subgroups of class 1 or 2. In the first case, the

known structure of groups with abelian Sylow 2-subgroups implies that AT G A ;

while in the second case, the minimality of G implies that AT satisfies the con-

clusion of the Main Theorem and again AT G A-  Since H also has Sylow 2-sub-

groups of class 1 or 2,// is therefore a C2-group. Thus (i) holds. Furthermore,

(ii) follows from (2.1). If m(S) < 2, then by (2.72) G satisfies the conclusion

of the Main Theorem and so is not a counterexample. Hence (iii) also holds.

Finally if (iv) is false, G s Sz(2n) or  U3(2") by (2.69) and again G is not a

counterexample.  Thus (iv) also holds.

We state two further properties of G.

Proposition 3.2. The following conditions hold:

(i) If LX(G) is empty or consists of an evenly embedded L2(5), then

0(CG(x))=l for every x in   1(G).

(ii) // 1(G) is empty, then H is 2-constrained with 0(H) = 1 for every

2-local subgroup H of G.

Proof. By Proposition 3.1, we have m(G)>3. Hence this proposition

follows at once from (2.64).

4. Special linear components. The bulk of this paper consists of demon-

strating that L(G) is empty; in fact, all but the final section is devoted to the

proof of this assertion.

We shall therefore now make the assumption

L(G) is nonempty.

Ultimately we shall show that this leads to a contradiction.

In this section, we prove

Proposition 4.1. No element of L(G) is of type SL(2,q),q odd.

Assume false and let jc G 1(G) be such that A^  has a component AT of

type SL(2,q),q odd. We first prove

Lemma 4.2. If RE S(Cg(x)), then we have

(i) R normalizes AT, and UX(F.) centralizes AT/O (AT);

(ii) If yE J(R) and y centralizes K/0(K),then L2-(CK(y)) lies in a

component of Ay of type SL(2,q).
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Proof. Since AT has nonabelian Sylow 2-subgroups, R normalizes AT by

(2.13). Setting H = Cg(jc) and H = H/0(H), it follows from (2.18) that

\NÑ(K)/KC^(K)\ is odd, whence RCKC_(K). But RCtK is a quaternion group

and so Vl(R)CC_(K). Thus both parts of (i) hold.
tl

Next let y be as in (ii). Setting A"0 = L(CK(y)), (2.42) implies that AT0 C_

Ly and so by (2.43) the normal closure ¿ of AT0 in ¿   either consists of a single

component or two components interchanged by jc. Clearly these components have

nonabelian Sylow 2-subgroups and so the second possibility is excluded by (2.13).

Thus L is a component of ¿(C_(x)) and consequently K0=L by (2.27(v)),

Hence L=K/0(K) and so ¿ is of type SL(2,q), proving (ii).

Now we can establish the proposition. Choose z in Í(AT), so that z central-

izes K/0(K) and z EL2>(CK (z)). Hence by the preceding lemma, z G ¿ for

some component ¿ of A2  of type SL(2,q). Let / be the product of all

components of Az  of type SL(2,q), set H = CG(z), and let 5 G S (H). Since

z lies in a quaternion subgroup of L,z ES' and so 5 G S (G). Finally let E

be the subgroup of 5 which projects onto Z(J/0(J)). Then E is elementary

and zEE.  Moreover, ECS' and so E C Z(S).

We shall argue that E is strongly closed in 5 and this will contradict

Proposition 3.1.  Let  t E E and suppose y = tg, g E G, is a conjugate of t

which lies in 5. We must prove that y E E. Setting M = L(Cj(t)), we see that

M covers J/0(J) and so we can apply Lemma 4.2 (ii) to each component of H

which lies in / to conclude that M lies in a product AT of components of Af,

each of type SL(2,q). Another application of the same lemma to the compo-

nents of Af and the involution z yields that M also covers N/0(N). In par-

ticular, Ng is a product of components of A^  of type SL(2,q) and E8 pro-

jects onto Z(Ng/0(N8)).

On the other hand, y leaves each component J¡ of J invariant by (2.13)

and so y normalizes R¡ = 5 D J¡ sß8,l</< n. Since R¡(y) is of class 2,

y centralizes an element u¡ of R¡ of order 4 and <«?> = Z(R¡) C E, 1 <i <

n.  Clearly we have, in fact, E = <u2| 1 < i < « >. It follows therefore that E C

15 (Cs(y)). Hence if Q is a Sylow 2-subgroup of CG(y) containing Cs(y),

then ECUl(Q) and so F centralizes Ng/0(Ng) by Lemma 4.2(i).  In

particular, z  centralizes this section and so if we set  V = L(C „(z)), we have

that   V covers Ng/0(Ng). Applying Lemma 4.2(h) once again and using the

definition of /, we obtain now that V C J.  But   V and / consists of the same

number of components as / and Af do and consequently  V covers J/0(J).

Finally, y E Eg projects into Z(Ng/0(Ng)) andas y  centralizes z, it

follows that y E V and y projects into Z(V/0(V)). Since   V covers J/0(J),
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this implies that y projects into Z(J/0(J)). However, yE S and E is pre-

cisely the subgroup of S which projects onto Z(J/0(J)). We conclude that

y E E, as required, and Proposition 4.1 is proved.

5.  Low rank cases.  In this very long section, we shall establish a large num-

ber of results in the case m(G) < 6.  In particular, we shall show (under our

assumption   L(G) nonempty) that m(G) is necessarily at least 5. The analysis

will be almost entirely fusion-theoretic. Whenever S is a Sylow 2-subgroup of

G, V will always denote the Goldschmidt conjugation family (2.70) for S in  G.

We begin with two preliminary results.

Lemma 5.1. // m(G) < 6 and Lx is of type I2(16) for x in 1(G),

then no involution of CG(x) acts irregularly on Lx. In particular, if m(G) <

6, then G is A-balanced.

Proof.  Assume false and choose x to violate the conclusion so that P E

S(CG(x)) has maximal order. We set K = Lx, T= P C\ K,R = CP(K/0(K))

and we let S E S(G) with SDP.  Also let y E 1(P) act irregularly on K.

Note that by Lemma (2.19) we have  \P : TR\ = 2.

Consider first the case PCS. We claim first that PE S(CG(a)) for all a

in   l(Z(P) n R). Indeed, as J = L2iCK(a)) covers K/0(K), (2.43) implies that

the normal closure L of J in La  consists of either one component or two

components interchanged by x and that J projects onto L(CL/0^(x)).

Hence by (2.26), L is either of type I2(16), Z2(28), or consists of two compo-

nents of type Z,2(16). However, the last two cases are excluded by our assump-

tion m(G) < 6. Thus L is of type L2(\6) and so / covers L/0(L). But

P C CG(a) as a E Z(P). In particular,^ E CG(a) and we see that y acts

irregularly on L. Now our assertion follows from our maximal choice of P. In

particular, as PCS, we have R n Z(S) = 1.

Since   151(R)CZ(S) by (2.1), it follows now that R is elementary.  Like-

wise as R < P and   [R, P] £Z(S), we also have that RCZ(P). Furthermore,

since  T^E16  and  TC\R = 1, we have R=zE2  or E4  as m(G) < 6.  Set-

ting E = CT(y), we have that E = [T, y] aE4  and EC Z(S). On the other

hand, Z(S) C Z(P) = E x R  and so Z(S) = E.  Moreover, P < S as Z(S) C P.

Since Z(P) = E x R  and Cs(a) = P for a in R#, we also obtain that

\S:P\ = 2 or 4.

We shall now contradict this fact.  First of all, suppose R n Rw i= 1   for

some w in S - P.  Then there exist «, o in i?* with u = vw  and we have

[u, w] C/inS'CÄn Z(S) = 1. Thus w centralizes v and so (P, w) C

CG(v), contrary to the fact that PES(CG(v)).  Hence R nRw = 1   for w in

5 -P.

Now set N = NG(TR) and consider the conjugacy classes of (TR)# in TV.
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By the structure of K, TV contains a cyclic subgroup F which acts transitively

on  T# and centralizes R. Hence F partitions  TR - R into disjoint orbits

of size 15 » 17*1 - 1. Furthermore, TR < S as Z(S) C 27?, so SCN.  Take

w in S - P. Since all involutions of T aie conjugate, they are all central in-

volutions. However, the involutions of R are noncentral. Hence R n Tw = 1.

Since R n Rw = 1, it follows that each element of 7?* is fused to a single

P-orbit of 27? - T. This in turn implies that the conjugacy class of x in TV

consists of 16k elements for some k.   Since PES(CG(x)) and S E S(N), we

conclude that  \S:P\ is divisible by 16. This contradiction eliminates the

possibility PCS and so we have S = P.

By Thompson's fusion lemma, y has a conjugate u in  27?. We can assume

that y ~ u in TV = NG(D) for some D in the Goldschmidt conjugation family

V with (y.u)CD; N = N*NN(S), where TV* = 02'(TV). We argue that we

can assume the conjugacy of y  and u occurs in TV*. Since u E CL^TR) and

y fc TR, we need only show that  £2,(27?) is characteristic in S. But m(R) = 1

or 2 as m(G) < 6. Hence if v E 1(27?), we see that m(Cs(v)) >4 + m(R) as

v centralizes  T. On the other hand, if v E (S - 27?), then m(Cs(v)) < 1 +

m(CT(v)) + m(R) = 3 + m(7?) and the desired assertion follows.

By(2.65), TV* centralizes D/Z, where Z = nj(Z(D)), and consequently

y = uz for some z in Z. This yields that z ^ 27?.   Since D C Cs(z), this

implies that D n T C £7?, where, as above, £ = Cr0>) C Z(S). In particular,

\S:D\> 4. On the other hand, m(D) <m(C5(z)) <m(E) + 1 + m(R) < 5.

Now (2.71) forces \S:D\ = 4 and we conclude that S = DT with r n Z) = £

Again by (2.71),TV* = TV*/L> a ¿2(4). Our conditions imply that  f E

S(TV*). But T centralizes Z0=Zn27? as TR = T x R and so  \Z:Z0\>

4 by (2.66). But  |Z:Z0|<2 as  |S:27?| = 2. This contradiction completes

the proof.

We first treat the case of noncentral involutions. We need two results, which

we shall prove simultaneously.

Proposition 52.  The following conditions hold in G:

(i) If Lx = l for all x in   1(G) such that m(CG(x))>5, then m(G)

< 4 and Lz^\ for some central involution z of G;

(ii) If m(G) = 5 or 6 and L2(9) E L2(G), then for some z in   1(G)

such that m(CG(z)) = m(G), Lz has a component of type L2(9).

We assume false and proceed in a sequence of lemmas to derive a contra-

diction. By our basic assumption, L(G) is nonempty and so Lx # 1  for some

x in   1(G) in case (i). Likewise in case (h), Lx has a component of type L2(9)

for some x in   1(G). In each case we choose jc so that a Sylow 2-subgroup P

of Cg(jc) has maximal order and we let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of G con-
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taining P. Since the proposition is assumed false, we have PCS in all cases.

Moreover, m(P) < 4 in case (i) and m(P) < m(G) = 5  or 6 in case (ii). Ac-

cording as we are in case (i), or (ii), we set AT = Lx , or AT = the product of all

components of Lx  of type ¿2(9).  Then AT ¥= 1  in both cases.  In addition,

we set  T = P O AT and R = CP(K/0(K)). We fix all this notation.

We first prove

Lemma 5.3. AT consists of a single component of type L2(q),q odd,An,

U3(4), Jl, ¿2(8), 5z(8), U3(8), or of Ree type.

Proof.  Let / be a component of AT and set / = J/0(J). By Proposi-

tion 4.1, we have / ^ 5¿(2, q), q odd. Furthermore, in case (i), m(K) < 4

and so / is not a nontrivial central extension of ¿3(4) by (2.16). Hence /

is simple in both cases and so x fc J.   Likewise m(J) < 3 in case (i). It follows

at once now that / is of one of the types listed. Hence if J = K, the lemma

holds.

Suppose then that AT has a second component ¿. Then similar conclusions

hold for ¿, so that L/0(L) is simple and jc ̂  ¿. This implies that m(CG(x))

> m(J) + m(L) + 1 > 5. Hence equality holds throughout and m(J) = m(L) =

2. In particular, we are necessarily in case (ii).

Suppose S C\L contained a central involution y. Since y  centralizes

J/0(J), it follows from ¿-balance and (2.26) that Ly  has a component of type

¿2(9).  Since  CG(y) contains a Sylow 2-subgroup of G, our maximal choice of

x and P is contradicted. Hence no involution of 5 n ¿  is central; and, in

particular, 5 O ¿  must be abelian, contradicting ¿ = ¿2(9).

We next prove

Lemma 5.4. 77ze following conditions hold:

(i) R nZ(S) = 1;

(ii) /?ÇS2,(Z(P));
(iii) R n Rw = 1 for w in 5 - P;

(iv) If THRW ¥= I for some w in 5 - P, then  T is elementary and

TnZ(S)= 1;

(v) P < 5.

Proof.  If y E 1(F), then L2iCK(y)) covers K/0(K). In case (i),

¿-balance implies that Lyi= I, and in case (ii), (2.43) and (2.26) imply that Ly

has a component of type ¿2(9). Hence if y E Z(P), our maximal choice of P

forces P G S(CG(y)). In particular, y £ Z(S) as PCS, so (i) holds. More-

over, (ii) and (hi) now follow exactly as in the proof of Lemma 5.1.  Likewise

P < 5 as Z(S) CP, so (v) also holds.

Finally as Ü *(T) C Z(S), either  T is elementary with  T n Z(S) = 1  or
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T contains an involution t of Z(S). But all involutions of AT are conjugate

by the structure of AT.  Hence if r n Fw =£ 1  for some w in 5 - P, then

t ~ y for some y in R and so y would be a central involution of G.  But

as we have seen, ¿   =£ 1, or L    has a component of type ¿2(9), as the case

may be. Hence our maximal choice of P and jc would be contradicted. Thus

(iv) also holds.

We shall divide the analysis into two subcases:

Subcase (a). CP(T) C TR;

Subcase (b). CP(T) £ TR.

Lemmas 5.5—5.8 are proved under the assumption CP(T) C TR.

Lemma 5.5. We have T n Rw = 1 for w in S - P.

Proof.  Suppose false, in which case T is elementary and TCiZ(S) = l by

the preceding lemma. Consequently  T n P1 = 1  and now (2.18) yields P =

TR = T x R.   Since P < 5 and R n Z(S) = 1, also   F  is elementary.

Furthermore, as all involutions of T are conjugate in AT and  T O Rw =t 1,

they all are conjugate to involutions of R. In particular, no involution of T is

central.

We claim next that  T C\ Tw = 1  for any w in S - P.  Indeed, if false,

then the argument of Lemma 5.1 (with the roles of T and R  interchanged)

yields that w centralizes some involution  r of T. But then  \Cs(t)\ > \RT\ =

\P\. However, as t is conjugate to an involution of R, our maximal choice of

P is contradicted. Thus  T C\ Tw = 1, as asserted.

We have that w normalizes P and m(P) < 5. Since F n Rw = T n

Tw = 1, the only possibility is that F =* T s F4, and [F, w] a F4. In par-

ticular, m(Z(S)) > 2. Since Z(S) C P with Z(S) HR= Z(S) n T = 1, we

have, in fact, Z(5) = F4.

Now AT contains a 3-element v which acts nontrivially on  T and trivially

on R.

Considering the action of v on Z(S), we see that F contains at least 9

central involutions of G.  Since none of the involutions of F  or  T is central,

it follows that   I(F U T) consists precisely of the noncentral involutions of G

which he in P. Since F n Rw = 7/ n Tw = 1   for w in 5 - F, we conclude

that any such w must interchange F  and  T, whence  |5:P| = 2. Thus, in

fact 5 = P<w> and we can choose w to be an involution. Therefore 5 =

E4^ E2, contrary to (2.74).

Lemma 5.6. The following conditions hold:

(i)  Sll(T) = Z(S)=[S,x];

(ii) P = RT;
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(hi)  |7?|<|Z(S)|;

(iv)  \S:P\=\Z(S)\;

(v) m(S)<2m(Z(S)).

Proof. We know already that 7? is elementary. Hence if By E M (20

and we set B = ByR, we have that B E M(27?). We set Z = Z(S) and TV =

NG(B). Since Z C P and CP(T) C 7?P by assumption, we have Z C 7?7\

whence ZCB.  Thus B < S and so S C TV.  Furthermore, by the structure of

K, N contains an element v which acts transitively on Bf and trivially on 7?.

We consider the conjugacy classes of B# under the action of TV. By the

action of v on B, the elements of By y are all conjugate in TV for a fixed y

in 7?#. Taking w in S - P, we know that 7? n 7?w = 1  and B1 n 7?w = 1

by Lemmas 5.4(iii) and 5.5. This implies that 7?w fl Bfy  consists of a single

element for each y in 7?. If this element is ôw with ô in 7?# then the

elements   {b} U Tif y are all conjugate in TV and this set has order 2" = |fix|.

Furthermore, the involutions of B - By  are all noncentral in G, so ZCBl.

Since v acts transitively on Bf, all involutions of By   are central in G, so no ele-

ment of B - By   is conjugate to an element of B.  We conclude that the

TV-classes of B# consist of 7J# and unions of subsets of B - By, each of size

2".

Clearly xER and our argument yields that  \N:CN(x)\ is divisible by

2". Thus  \S:P\ is divisible by 2"  and consequently so is  \[S, x] \. But

[S, x] C B n Z and so  \Z\ > 2n. However, ZCBX   and  17^| = 2". We

therefore conclude that Bt = Z = [5 : <jc>] . In particular, 7?j C Z(T) and so

T is not dihedral of order 8. But now considering the possibilities for K as

listed in Lemma 5.3, we conclude at once that  Í2x(r) = Bt = Z.

Thus B = Z x 7?. Since 7? n 7?w = 1  for w in S-P and ß<S,

it follows now that   |7?| < \Z\. Furthermore, if m(T) = 3, then by Lemma

5.3 and (2.18), we have P = 27?.   The same conclusion holds if K is of type

U3(4) by (2.18). The only other possibility is that T = Z^E4. Since

CP(T) C 27?, we reach the same conclusion in this case as well. Thus all parts of

(i), (ii), and (iii) hold.  Furthermore, as   [5, jc] C Z, which has order 2", and

Cs(x) = P, we have  |5:P|<2".  Since we have already established the reverse

inequality, (iv) also holds.

Finally let A E M (S). If A C P, then clearly A = B = ZR  and so by

(hi), m(A) < 2m(Z). Thus (v) holds in this case.  Suppose A£ P. We have

ZCA and AC\PCB. Since 7? n 7?w = 1   for w in S -P.it follows that

A n P = Z.  But  \A : A n P\ < \Z\ by (iv) and so (v) holds in this case as well.

Lemma 5.7. T is elementary.
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Proof.   Suppose false.  Since ni(T) = Z = Z(S) is elementary by the

preceding lemma, F is necessarily of type  U3(4), U3(8) or Sz(8). In particular,

we are in case (i). Moreover, if |Z| = 2", we have n = 2 or 3, and again by the

preceding lemma, we have correspondingly m(S) < 4 or 6.

By Proposition 3.1, Z is not strongly closed in 5 and so z ~y in G

for some z G Z and y ES - Z. The argument of the last lemma showed that

all involutions of ZR - Z are noncentral.  Since  £2j(P) = ZR  in the present

case, it follows that y ES - P.

By (2.70), we can assume that z ~y in N = NG(D) for some D in V.

We have that N = N*NN(S), where N* = 02'(N). Since NN(S) leaves Z =

Z(S) invariant, we can suppose without loss that z~y in N*.  Since zE

Z(D), it foUows that also y G Z(D). Thus D C Cs(y). But if aEZR-Z,

a = zj with zlEZ and rGF*.  Since Z = Z(5), it follows that Cs(3) =

Cs(r) = P.   Since y E S - P, we conclude that D C\ZR = Z. In particular,

F n¿> = 1.

We use this to prove that  \S : D\ > 2. Suppose false.  Since F n D = 1,

this forces F = <x> =sF2  and likewise we have   \TR :D C\ TR\ < 2. Together

these conditions imply that D covers TR/R and so by the structure of T, it

follows that ZCD'. But N* acts trivially on ¿>' by (2.65) and so z cannot

be conjugate to y in N*. Thus  |5 :D\>2, as asserted.

Now set E=151(D). We have that m(5)<4 or 6 according as |Z| =

4 or 8. We can apply (2.71) and (2.66) to conclude that  \S :D\ < \Z : E\ <

|Z|.
On the other hand, \P : Z\ > \Z\ \R\, by the structure of T, so  |P : Z| >

|Z|. Since   |5 :D\< \Z\, it follows that PHDDZ. Since  Sll(P) = ZR and

ZF ÖD = Z, we see that P n D contains an element of order 4. Thus E =£ 1

and as  |Z : E\ > \S : D\ > 4, we must have equality throughout with  |Z| = 8

and  |F| = 2. However, as  \S :D\ = 4, |P:P D£>|< 4. According as K is

of type 5z(8) or  U3(8), \P\ > 2\Z\2 or 2|Z|3  and consequently  |Pn¿)|>

4|Z| or 4|Z|2 respectively. But P DD is isomorphic to a subgroup of P containing

Z inasmuch as ZÄn/) = Z and P = T x R.  It follows directly now from the

structure of a 2-group of type 5z(8) or  t/3(8) that  \131(PC\D)\>4 whence

|F| > 4. This contradiction establishes the lemma.

Finally we can eliminate the case  CP(T) C TR.

Lemma 5.8. We have CP(T) £ TR.

Proof. Note first that as in the preceding lemma, z ~ y in G for

some z in T# and y in 5 - P and that this conjugation can be taken to

occur in N* = 02(NG(D)) for some D in P.
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By Lemmas 5.6(i) and 5.7, T = Z(S). We know that K contains a cyclic

subgroup F y   which acts transitively on  T# and centralizes 7?. Then F y

normalizes H = CG(T)nNG(P). As SCG(P) = 02(H/CG(P)), it follows by the

Frattini argument that NG(S) contains a cyclic subgroup F which acts transi-

tively on  T* and centralizes 7?.  Setting FQ = CF(T), we have that F/F0  is

cychc of order  |T| — 1=2" — l,n = 2 or 3, and that F0  centralizes P =

27? = Cs(x). Thompson's (A x P)-lemma now yields that F0  centralizes S.

Since  \S/P\ = 2"  and   [S, <*>] = T, it also follows that F/F0  acts transitively

on (S/P)#. Since S/T is elementary, this in turn implies that S/T = Q/T x

P/T, where Q/T is elementary or of order  2"  and F acts transitively on

(ß/n*.
If ß - T contains an involution, then every coset of T in ß contains

an involution and it follows that  ß is elementary of rank 2" . In the contrary

case, i2j(ß) = T and so our involution y has the form y = yyy2  with yt E

Q — T and y2 ER#. Since y2 = 1,>>2  must then invert yy. Conjugating by

the elements of F, it follows that y2  must invert  Q. Thus ß is again abelian

and in this case  ß is homocyclic of exponent 4 and rank n.

We next eliminate the latter case. Since Cq(o) = T for a in R#,y2 is

the only involution of 7? which inverts Q. This implies that all involutions of

S-P lie in the set (Q - T)y2. But y EZ = Sly(Z(D)) as zETCZ and

y~z in TV*. Furthermore,!) n ß = T as ^ inverts ß and centralizes D.

Our argument thus yields that Z = P<j> > is of rank n + 1 and that | S/D \ >

2". However, as n = 2 or 3, this contradicts (2.71).

There remains the case that  ß is elementary. This time we use the fact

that  ß is not strongly closed in S, whence u ~ v in G for some u  in ß

and u in S - Q.  Thus y = "i^  wit^ ui G Ô an(^ v>2ER#. Again u2  in-

verts Uj   and so v2  centralizes Vy, whence VyET and vEP.   Again as

Cq(o) = T for a in 7?*, we see that all involutions of 5 he in either ß or

P= TR. Hence ß and P are the only elements of N(S), which implies at

once that each is normal in NG(S).

Again the conjugacy of u  and v can be taken in TV = NG(D) for some

D in  V- Since TV = N*NN(S), where N* — O2 (TV), we can therefore assume,

in view of the preceding paragraph, that the conjugacy occurs in TV*. Again we

set Z = Q,y(Z(D)). Suppose first that  vEZ. Since  vEP-T=TR-T,

Cs(v) = P and so DC P. But then u E Q D D = T. However, as u e 27? -

T, v is noncentral and hence so also is «, contrary to the fact that  T = Z(S).

So assume finally that v ^ Z, in which case also u £ Z, whence uEQ -

T. Then Cp(u) = T and as CQ(v) = T and Z centralizes both « and v, we

conclude that Z = T. Since S centralizes T = Z(S) and TV* is generated by

the conjugates of S, TV *  thus acts trivially on Z.  But TV * also acts trivially on
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D/Z by (2.65) and consequently N* leaves both  QC\D and PC\D invariant,

contrary to the fact that u ~ v in N* and u G Q n D, v G (P n D) - Q.

We have therefore shown that CP(T) £ TR.   Applying (2.24), we obtain

Lemma 5.9. K is of type An  or L2(q2), q = 3, 5 (mod 8), q > 3.

In particular, T = D8 and P/R =D8 x E2. We can therefore write P =

PxFj, where Fj contains R as a subgroup of index 2. Since RCZ(P), it

follows that also Fj CZ(P). Furthermore, except when K is of type ¿2(9),

we can choose R1   so that AiC^Fj)) =£ 1.

We first prove

Lemma 5.10.  The following conditions hold:

(i) R1 C\Z(S)± 1;

(ii) Fj   is elementary;

(iii) K is of type ¿2(9);

(iv) m(R)<2.

Proof.  Suppose (i) is false. Since  7" C Z(5) C Z(P) = P' x F,, our

assumption implies that  T'=Z(S)^E2. Butas P<5, also Z(P) < 5.  This

forces Fj   to be elementary, otherwise  U!(Fj) = Z3l(Z(P)) < 5, whence Fx

n Z(5) =A 1.  Furthermore, as  [5, x] C Z(S) as F2, |5 : P| = 2, so 5 = P<w>

with w^P.   But Fj DF,so m(Rl)>2. Considering the action of w on

Z(P) = T' x R j, it follows that CR (w)¥=l. However, CR (w) centralizes

P(w) = S and so  CR (w) C Z(S), proving (i).

If Fj   is not elementary, then  U1(Fj)CF, whence F CiZ(S) =£ 1  by

(2.1), contrary to Lemma 5.4(f). Thus (ii) also holds.

Suppose next that K is not of type ¿2(9), in which case L2(CK(z)) =£ 1

for z  in Ff n Z(S) and we are in case (i). We have Lx =£ 1  by ¿-balance,

and since 5 C CG(z), our maximal choice of P and jc is contradicted. Thus

(iii) also holds.

Finally suppose that m(R) > 3. Since Z(P) = T' x Fj, we have

I Z(P) : F | = 4.  But then if we take  w in S - P, w normalizes Z(P) and so

R n Rw j= 1, contrary to Lemma 5.4(iii). Thus m(R) < 2, proving (iv).

We next prove

Lemma 5.11. Fj is normal in S.

Proof.   Suppose false. We have F, = {z) x R, where z EZ(S) by the

preceding lemma.  Since  f x Ä, = Z(P) < 5, it follows that for some w in

S-P and a in R*,aw EZ(P) - Fj. As usual, our maximal choice of P

implies that P£S(Cc(a)).
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Choose B in  M(P). Then as Z(P) is elementary,B = By x 7?j, where

By = B n T a E4. Moreover, B < S.   By the structure of K, K contains a

cyclic 3-subgroup F which centralizes 7?t  and acts nontrivially on By. Set

TV = (F, S), so that TV normalizes B and centralizes z. We put TV = TV/<z>

and study the TV-conjugates of a.

Since  P' C By, the involutions of P(   are all central and hence so are

those of Pj<z>. Since aER# is noncentral, a is not conjugate to an element

of By <z> and so all TV-conjugates of ¿~ lie in B - By. If |7?| = 2, our con-

ditions imply that all elements of B - By are conjugate, so a has 4 conjugates

in TV and consequently  \S : C_(a)| = 4.  But  \S : C_(a)\ = \[S,a~]\ =
-       - s s

\[S, a] | C \Z(S)\ = 2.  Since m(R)<2 by the preceding lemma, we must

have 7? a £"4. Moreover, we reach the same contradiction if the number of con-

jugates of ¿" in TV is a multiple of 4.

We claim that w must centralize some U in 7?#. Indeed, as S'C

By(z),S leaves Pj<z> invariant and consequently TV normalizes Bv Hence

the elements of 7?# are conjugate in TV only to elements of B - By.  Further-

more, the orbits of F on B - 7?  each contain 3 elements.  But then if 7? n

7?w = 1, it follows easily as in the proof of Lemma 5.6 that the TV-classes of

B - By are unions of sets containing 4 elements and so the orbit of a has

order divisible by 4, which is not the case. Hence 7? O 7?w ¥= 1   and so there

exists ¡7 in 7?* such that u~w = vER#. If v^U, then   [u~, v] =£ 1   and so

S' D7? # 1. But as z  and S' lie in Z(S), this implies that Z(S) D 7? =£ 1,

which is not the case. Thus v = ü~ and so iv centralizes «.

We now see that 7? = (a, u~> and that B - By   is the union of the sets

{fl } U Pffl"*, {ah} U Bf(au)w,  B\*u~, and   {«"} of orders 4, 4, 3, 1   re-

spectively. All elements of each set are conjugate in TV. The orbit of a in TV

is the union of certain of these sets and so the number of conjugates of a in

TV = 0, 1,3 (mod 4). However, this is impossible as the number of such conju-

gates = 2 (mod 4) as  |S : C_(a)| = 2.
s

As an immediate corollary we obtain

Lemma 5.12.  We have  |7?| = 2 and \S\ = 64.

Proof.   We know that    |7?j:7?| = 2   and that Cs(a) = P for a in

7?*. Since Ry < S and SDP,   these conditions force    |7?| = 2   and

\S/Cs(Ry)\ = \S/P\ = 2.  But  27?  has index 2 in P and so  \S\ = 64.

We next prove

Lemma 5.13.  We have T<S.

Proof.   Suppose false in which case some four subgroup By   of T is not
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normal in 5.  Let B = BX xRx,F,N, and z  be as in Lemma 5.11.  As before,

F acts transitively on the sets Bfa, a GFj, and there exists w in S - P

which centralizes z  and interchanges jc and jcz.  (Fj =<z, jc> as  |F| = 2.)

Furthermore, if y EB* n Z(S) we have that  (yx)w =yxz. We conclude from

this that the following are subsets of the Af-classes of B# : B*, Bfz, {z},

Bf {x, jcz}, and   {x, xz}.

If Z>GFj#,fhen b is a central involution of N and so b cannot be

fused to x  or xz.  For the same reason the Af-class Nb  of b  has odd order.

Now   Nb    is a union of   Bf    and at least one of the sets   Bfz, {z},and

Bf{x,z}, as Fj   is not normal in 5.  The oddness of \Nb\ now forces b to

be fused to both Bfz  and   {z} or to B'f [x, z}. We conclude that   \Nb\ =

7,9 or 13.

Since N = N/CN(B) is isomorphic to a subgroup of G¿ (4, 2), whose

order is not divisible by 13, the third possibility is excluded.  If  \Nb\ = 9, then

N has Sylow 3-subgroups of order 9 and consequently z would not be isolated

in N.   But in this case, the N-orbit Nz  of z  is a union of certain of the sets

{z}, Bfz, and    {x, xz}.  However, as z  is a central involution, the third set is

excluded and so   \NZ\ = 4, contrary to the fact that z GZ(5).  Finally if

\Nb\ = 7, then Nb = {Bt,z)# and Af contains a cyclic 7-subgroup Fj   which

acts transitively on </?j,z>#. Then the orbits of Fj   on F - <F,z> have sizes

1 and 7 and consequently the sets Bf{x, xz} and   {jc, jcz} must be fused in N.

Thus x has 8 conjugates in N, contrary to the fact that   \S : Cs(x)\ = \S :P\

= 2.

Now we can at last complete the proof of Proposition 5.2.  Since   T< S

with  T^D8  and 5 of class 2, it follows that 5 = TQ, where  Q = CS(T).

Then  Q contains  P'Fj   as a subgroup of index 2. If Q—T'R1   contains an

element  u  with w2GFj,then 5=PxFj<ti>.  Furthermore, as  Cs(x) = P,

«  does not centralize jc and so Rl(u) = D8. Thus S = D8 x D8, contrary to

(2.74).  Therefore no such u  exists.

Hence if uEQ- P'Fj, then  u2 fi Fj.  Since  u2 eZ(S), it follows

that    u2 = to    with   it) = T'    and a G <z>.     If    a   =   z,   then

(ux)2 = tz [u, x] = tz2 = t. Hence replacing u by ux, if necessary, we can

suppose that u2 = t.   Furthermore, if tj   is an element of P of order 4, we

have  f j = r  and  rx   centralizes w, whence  f j«  is an involution of S - P.   In

addition, C^íj«) = <íj > x (z) x <fjt/> =Z4 x F4. We easily compute now

from the structure of 5 that  Cs(w)sZ4 x F4  for every  w in   1(5 - P).

Observe next that P = Í2¡(P) and for any involution  v of P, we have

m(Cp(v)) = 4.  It follows therefore from the preceding paragraph that P<NG(S).

Finally we apply Thompson's fusion lemma. Taking w in   1(5 - P), we

have that  w ~ v in  G  for some  v in P.  As usual, we can assume this
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conjugacy occurs in TV = NG(D) for some D in  V- Since TV = N*NN(S),

where TV* = O2 (N), and P < NG(S), we can suppose, in fact, that it takes

place in TV*.  Setting Z = Q.y(Z(D)), we have that TV* acts trivially on D/Z.

But then if ZCP, it would follow that TV * normalized P C\D, contrary to

the fact that vEPHD and wED -P.  Thus Z£.P.   Taking w,   in Z -

(P n Z), we have that D C Cs(wy) =*Z4 x E4, which implies that  \S/D\ > 4

and m(Z)<3. However, this is impossible by (2.71) and Proposition 5.2 is

proved.

With the aid of Proposition 5.2(i), we shall next prove

Proposition 5.14.   There exists an x in   1(G) such that m(CG(x)) > 5

and Lxi=\. In particular, m(G) > 5.

By Proposition 5.2(i), there is a central involution z  in  G for which

Lz + \. We choose z  so that   \Lz/0(Lz)\ is maximal. The proposition holds

if m(CG(z)) > 5  and so we can assume that »z(CG(z))<4. As before, we

shall derive a contradiction from this assumption.

We let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of CG(z), so that S E S(G). We again

set K = Lz, T = S n K, and 7? = Cs(K/0(K)). Since m(CG(z)) < 4 and no

component of K is of type SL(2,q),q odd, it follows at once that K con-

sists of a single component of type L2(q), q odd, An, U3(4), Jy, L2(8), U3(8),

Sz(8), or of Ree type. In particular, 27? = T x R.   Furthermore, m(7?) < 2

with m(R) = 1  if m(T) = 3.

We first prove

Lemma 5.15.   We have S D TR.

Proof.   Suppose by way of contradiction that S = TR = T x 7?. We note

that our argument will use only the fact that S has the form  T x 7?  with cer-

tain possibilities for  T and will depend on no other properties of T and 7?.

Consider first the case that w(7?') = 2. By Goldschmidt's theorem, some y E

R' has a conjugate in S - /?'. As usual, the fusion can be taken in TV = NG(D)

for some D in  £>.  Set TV = N/DCN(D). If 7? = l.then 7? CD and so

D = R x (D n T). By the Krull-Schmidt theorem, either 7?' < TV or DC\T

has a subgroup isomorphic to 7?. However, as y ER' is fused in TV to an ele-

ment of D — R', the second alternative must occur.  Since  m(R) = 2  in this

case, m(T) = 2  and so  T is dihedral.  But as 7?  is isomorphic to a subgroup of

T, this forces m(7?') < 1, contrary to m(R') = 2. Thus 7? # 1.

By the structure of TV, the conjugates of 7?  in TV generate TV * =

02'(TV). But as 7?' C Z(R) and m(7?') = m(R) = 2, /?' = Í2j(7?) whence

Í2j(5) = £2j(P) x 7?'. Hence 7?  centralizes Í2,(S) and so centralizes Z =

Sly(Z(D)). Thus TV*  does as well.  But yEZ(S) as yER'CZ(S) and
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AT = N*N_ (5 ). Hence the fusion can be assumed to take place in NG(S) and
N _

so we can suppose that 5 = D.  But then F = 1, contrary to the preceding para-

graph. We therefore conclude that m(F')<l.

If P is of type 5z (8), ^(4), or  U3 (S), we can repeat the preceding argu-

ment with T and F  interchanged. With the corresponding D, N, and N, if

P = 1, we obtain this time that D = T xD C\R. Likewise the Krull-Schmidt

theorem and the fact that some involution of P' is fused in N to an element

of D - T' implies that DDR  contains a subgroup isomorphic to T. But then

as m(T') > 2, also m(R') > 2, contrary to what we have just shown. Hence

T =£ 1  and, as  T' = fij(P), we can reduce, as above, to the case 5 = D, con-

trary to  f#l. Therefore  P s F4,F8, or ¿>8.

Next assume m(R') = 1, let y be the involution of F', and again con-

sider D, N, and Ñ.  If F = 1, we again have D = R x (D n T) and D n T

contains a subgroup isomorphic to F.  Since F  is nonabelian, this forces F s

Ps¿>8, so S=*D8 xD8, contrary to (2.74). Thus F =£ 1.  If N* = 02(N)

centralizes y, we can again reduce to the case 5 = D, contrary to F =£ 1. Hence

we can also assume that N* does not centralize y. But then (2.65) yields that

y£D' or  U'(D). Since F' is cyclic, the first condition implies that RCiD

is abelian and now the second yields that F n D = (y > x B for some cyclic

subgroup B.

Suppose now that  TCD. Since F  centralizes  P  and   CS(D)CD, we

have  CR(R n D) C R n D. Since R£D,RnDfc Z(R) and, in particular,

F =É 1. If F n £> s F4, then necessarily F S £>8.  Since m(5) < 4, P £ F8

and so  T = E4  or Z>8, whence S = E4 x D8  01 D8 x D8, again contradict-

ing (2.74). Thus  |5|>2. In this case, fi,(F) ÇZ(5) n F C Z(F).  Since also

y E Z(R), it follows that  Í2, (F n /}) C Z(F). This implies that F  centralizes

i2j(D) and hence so does N*. Once again we can now reduce to the case 5 =

D, contrary to F ¥= 1. We have therefore shown that  T£D.

If P were abelian, then  PC Z(S) CD, so  P is nonabelian and hence

P^D8. If £> covers  TR/R, then m(Z(D)) < 3.  Hence by (2.71), |5 :D| = 2.

This in turn implies that D also covers PF/P.  Since  TR = P x F, it follows

that Z(/D) = Z(5). But then AT* centralizes Z(D) and so centralizes y, which

is not the case. On the other hand, if  \D n T\ < 2, then  |5 : D\ > 4, while

m(Z(D)) < 3, contrary to (2.71). Thus  \D C\ T\ = 4 and £> does not cover

(TR)IR, which implies that D = (DDT) x (DC\ R). Again we have  \S : D\

> 4 and now (2.71) implies that Ñ* m ¿2(4) and that D^El6. Thus Z) O

T = D CiR 2£ F4, whence R=D8  and again 5 s £>8 x D8, contradicting

(2.74). We have therefore finally eliminated the case m(R') = 1 and have there-

fore shown that F  is abelian.

But now F C Z(S) as S = T x R. Since Z(5) is elementary by (2.1), it
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follows that R=E2   or 7j4. But  S is nonabelian and so  T a D8, whence 5 =

D8 x E2  or D8 x E4. In either case, (2.74) yields a contradiction.

Since we know the possibilities for K and since S # 27?, (2.18) now yields

Lemma 5.16. K is of type L2(q),q odd, or AT In particular, T a E4

or D8.

As remarked above the argument of Lemma 5.15 applies equally well in the

case S = Ty x R y   with  P, a 7T4  or D8  to yield the same contradiction.

Hence we also have

Lemma 5.17. S is not of the form r, xä, with Ty a7J4 or D8. As

a corollary, we obtain

Lemma 5.18. We have T^E4.

Proof.  If false, then PaD8 and by (2.18), 5/7? aD8 x E2  and 5/7? =

27?/7? xRJR  for some subgroup 7?,   of 5 with  |7?, :7?| = 2. Thus 5 =

T x R y, contrary to the preceding lemma.

We next prove

Lemma 5.19.  We have £2.(7?) is abelian.

Proof.  Suppose false, in which case 7?  contains two noncommuting invo-

lutions.  Since 7? has class at most 2, the dihedral group ' V which they generate

is necessarily isomorphic to D8. Since m(R) < 2  and 7? < 5, either Z(S)r\

Rs*Z2  or 7T4. However, in the latter case clearly Z(S) 0 7? = £2,(7?) and

£2,(7?) is abelian, contrary to assumption. We thus conclude that Z(S)n7? =

<z> = V'. Since S has class 2 and R< S, this in turn implies that   V< S

and that S centralizes  V/V'. It follows therefore that S = VCS(V).

Since 5/7? =D8,S- TR contains an element whose square lies in 7? and

so 5 = 27?, for some subgroup 7?, with POT?, = 1 and 7?, containing 7?

as a subgroup of index 2.  Setting ß = CR(V) and ß, = CR (V), we have

that R = VQ, 7?, = VQX, and ß,   contains ß as a subgroup of index 2. Fur-

thermore, as m(R) = 2, ß = Z2, Z4, or   Q8.   Observe next that if   ß, =

ß x Y with  Y3¿Z2, then S = TY x VQ with TY a D8  and we see that

Lemma 5.17 is contradicted. Hence  ß,   is not of this form and as 7?,  has

class 2 and exponent 4, we conclude now that ß, =Z4, D8, Q8, or ß8 * Z4.

We have that Z(S) = (t, z), where <f> = P n Z(S), and we argue next

that no two of the involutions z, t, tz  are conjugate in  G.  Indeed, if false, then

by a result of Burnside, this conjugation would occur in NG(S) and so NG(S)
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would necessarily contain a 3-element which cyclically permuted the involutions

of Z(S). But then S/(t) =z S/(z). However, as 5 = TVQl, we see that S/(z)

s/Dg xE n  for some «  and so S/(z) does not possess a subgroup isomorphic

to   VQX. On the other hand, clearly S/{t) does possess such a subgroup. This

contradiction establishes our assertion.

Now we can complete the proof. We know that z is not isolated in G

and so is not isolated in N = NG(D) for some element D in  V- Since N =

N*NN(S), where N* = O2 (N), and since z is isolated in NG(S) by the pre-

ceding paragraph, we have that z  is not isolated in N*. It follows therefore

from (2.65) that z <£ 151(D). But Fj = VQX b=D8 *Z4,D8 *D8,D8 * Q8, or

/^s * Q& * ̂ 4- Hence if F0 is a subgroup of index at most 2 in Fj, we see in each

case that z G ^(Rq). Thus no such subgroup F0  can he in D and conse-

quently  |Fj/Fj C\D\>4, whence   \S/D\> 4. On the other hand, as m(S) <

4, we conclude now from (2.71) that Z = i2j(Z(Z>)) s* F16 and that N* acts

transitively on Z#. Since Z(S) C Z, all involutions of Z(S) ave thus conjugate

in G, contrary to what we have shown above.

We can now prove

Lemma  5.20. 5 - TR contains an involution.

Proof.   Suppose false, in which case F = S2j(5) = P x i2j(F). By the

preceding lemma, we have that F is elementary. Clearly F is strongly closed in

5, so Proposition 3.1 is contradicted.

We let y  denote an arbitrary involution of 5 - TR. Then  T(y) =DS.

We also set F = í2t(PF) = P x iîj(F), so that F is elementary. We fix this

notation. To analyze the remaining situation, we need the following preliminary

result.

Lemma 5.21. If m(Z(S)) = 2, then z is not conjugate in G to an invo-

lution of TR - <z>.

Proof.   Suppose false, so that z ~ u  in G for some u =£ z  in F.  If F

is weakly closed in 5, then z ~ u in N = NG(B). On the other hand, by the

structure of K, S is permutable with a cyclic 3-subgroup F of K with F

centralizing F  and acting nontrivially on  P. Since  TCB, F normalizes F

and so F CN. Moreover, if we put P = TR, it follows again from the structure

of K that CS(F)CP and that P = 02(SF). Since  P= [P, F] ^F4  and F

centralizes F, we conclude that all the assumptions of (2.68) are satisfied with N

in place of H.   Since m(Z(S)) = 2, we conclude that S = D8xD8 or E4,E2,

contrary to (2.74). Hence F is not weakly closed in 5 and B¥:BgCS for some

g EG.  Since y does not centralize  P, it follows that F G M(5). Thus F? G
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M(5) whence Bg < 5. A result of Burnside implies that we may assume g lies in

TV = NG(S). As B < 5, we may take g to be of odd order.  If zg = z, then

g E M = CG(z). But by the structure of M, M has a subgroup of index 2 with

P7?  as Sylow 2-subgroup. Hence g normalizes P7?  and so B8 C £2,(P7?) = B,

which is not the case. Therefore we also have that zg =£ z.

Under the present assumptions, clearly Z(S) = it, z), where <r> = TD

Z(5)a7J2. Hence <z> = 7?nZ(5) and so also <z*> = 7?* n Z(5).  Since 7?

and 7?* are each normal in 5, the assumption 7? n 7?g # 1  would imply that

7? Pi 7?^ n Z(5) # 1, whence z = z*, which is not the case. Hence we must

have R8 n 7? = 1.  But 5/7? a D8, so 7?^  and hence also 7?  is isomorphic to

a subgroup of D8. As £2,(7?) is abelian, we have, in fact, 7? a E2, E4, or Z4.

However, the first case is excluded as then 5 = T(y) x R, contrary to Lemma

5.17.  For the same reason,^  does not centralize 7?.  But then if 7? a 7?4, we

see that 5 = 7T4 "u E2, contrary to (2.74).  On the other hand, if 7? a Z4, we

check directly that 5 = (P x 7?)<.y> possesses no nontrivial automorphisms of

odd order.  Since  | g\ is odd and g normalizes 5, g thus centralizes 5, whence

z8 = z, which is not the case. Thus our initial supposition leads to a contradic-

tion, and the lemma is established.

We can now prove

Lemma 5.22. y is not extremal in 5.

Proof.   Suppose by way of contradiction that y is extremal in 5.  By

Thompson's fusion lemma, we have u8=y  and  Cs(u)8 CCs(y) for some «

in P7?  and g in G.

Now CT(y) = (t) = Z2  and  Cs(y) = (t, y) x CR(y) a P4 x CR(y).

On the other hand, Cs(u) DTx CR(u). Moreover, if u = ta,  t ET, a ER,

we have  CR(u) = CR(a). But then if a G Z(7?), we have  T xRC Cs(u)

whence  (T x R)8 C Cs(y) = <r, y) x CR(y) forcing ^(jOl = |7?|. Thus

y centralizes 7?  and so 5 = T(y) x R  contrary to Lemma 5.17.  Hence a£

Z(R). Since m(R) = 1  or  2, this forces m(Z(R)) = 1, whence z is the

unique involution of 7? n Z(S). Thus Z(S) = {t, z) and we conclude that

m(Z(S)) = 2.  Hence the preceding lemma is applicable.

Suppose zEl5l(Cs(u)) or  Cs(u)'. Since  |5 : TR | = 2, it follows then

that z8 ETR. Now the preceding lemma yields z8 = z, whence g EM =

CG(z). But M has a normal subgroup of index 2 with Sylow 2-subgroup  P7?.

Hence y and u  cannot be conjugate in M. This contradiction shows that

zÊ Vl(Cs(u)) or Cs(u)'.

Since  £2,(7?) is abelian and m(R) < 2, we see that  £2,(7?) = (a, z>.

Thus <a, zX 7?  and so 7?0 = CR(a) has index at most 2 in R. We have z €
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R'0  or  131(R0), so F0  is abelian of type (2", 2) for some n. If «>l,then

U'(F0) would contain a central involution of F, forcing z G U'í^o)  as ^ =

Í2j(Z(R)), a contradiction.  Hence n = l  and so   |F|<8.  Since a£Z(R),

we have F = D8, contrary to the fact that  S2j(F) = (a, z) s¿E4. This com-

pletes the proof of the lemma.

As our final lemma, we have

Lemma 5.23.  The following conditions hold:

(0 CyijO is abelian;

(ii) m(Z(5)) = 2.

Proof.   Choose P in  S(CG(y)) containing Cs(y). We argue first that

Z(R) n Z(P) = 1. Indeed, suppose false and let a E l(Z(R) O Z(P)). Since .y

centralizes a, we have that a G Z(5).  Hence F = CG(a) contains 5 as well

as P, so   P* C 5 for some £ in H. Since P* G S(CG(yg)), it follows therefore

that yg is extremal in 5. On the other hand, the preceding lemma applies to any

involution of 5 - TR and consequently to derive a contradiction, it will suffice to

prove that ygES-TR.

Set / = L2<(CK(a)), so that / covers K/0(K) and by ¿-balance,/C¿a.  By

our choice of z  and the fact that a EZ(S), we have  |AT/0(AT)| > |¿a/0(¿a)|

and consequently J covers LjO(La). Hence if we set H = H/0(H), we have

that / = La = ¿(F) and we conclude at once that P = 5 O La  and that F

is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C_(L ). Furthermore, considering the action of y on
_ H

J, we have that ¿a<y) = PGL(2,q). Since £ G H and ¿a < F, likewise

¿a<jF> s PG¿(2, q), whence y* $ ¿aC_(¿a). It follows at once that yg ES - TR,
H

giving the desired contradiction.

Now we can establish the lemma. We have that Cs(y) = (t, y) x Q, where

it) = CT(y) and Q = CR(y). Hence if Cs(y) is nonabelian, then so is Q. But

Ô'CZ(F). Since QCP,likewise Q'CZ(P). Thus ß'C2(F)nZ(F)= 1,whence

Q is abelian. We conclude that Cs(y) is abelian, proving (i).

By the structure of 5, we have that Z(S) = <r> x CZ(R)(y) = <r> x (Z(S)HR).

Since z GZ(5) C\R, either (ii)holds or m(Z(S) C\R)>2. Consider the latter possi-

bility, whence m(Z(S)) > 3. If 5* is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G containing P, then

Z(5*)CZ(P), so m(Z(P))>3. But Z(5)nFCP and is noncyclic.  Since

m(P) < 4, it follows that (Z(S) n F) n Z(P) + 1.  Since Z(S) <~\ R C Z(R), we

conclude that Z(R) n Z(P) =£ 1, contrary to what we have shown above. Thus

(ii) also holds.

We are at last in a position to complete the proof of Proposition 5.14. We

assume y is chosen in 5 - TR so that ICyijOl is maximal. We have yg = u

for some g in G with \Cs(u)\> \Cs(y)\ as y is not extremal in 5. Clearly then
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g cannot be taken in NG(S). As usual, we can now assume without loss that

g EN* = O2 (NG(D)) for some D in V- By our choice of y we also have

that u E TR.

By (2.65), TV*  acts trivially on D/Z(D), so u = y8 = yw for some  w

in Z(D). Then w is an involution and as u E TR, it follows that w ^ Pi?.

Lemma 5.23 applies to any involution oî S - TR and, in particular, to w. Thus

Cs (w) is abelian and contains D.  But Cs (D) C D and consequently D =

Cs(w) and D is abelian.  Since y ED, we have  T C\D = CT(y) = it).

Furthermore, as y  centralizes no element of P7? - <r>7?, it follows that  P7? n

D = (t) x (D nR). If 7? CD, then y centralizes 7?  and so 5 = T{y) x 7?,

contrary to Lemma 5.17. Thus 7? <£ £> and we conclude now that  \TR:D\>

4, whence   \S:D\>4.

Finally applying (2.71), we have that D a P,6.  Thus D = {y, t) x

(D n R) with  U = D n 7? a 7J4.  Furthermore, |5 :7)| = 4 and by the above

decomposition of D, we see that  |7? | = 8.  Since y centralizes  U, the assump-

tion 7?  abelian would imply that  U C Z(S), whence m(Z(S)) = 3, contrary to

Lemma 5.23. Thus 7?a£>8.  Since y  centralizes  U, we conclude now that

R(y) = 7? x (yt > for some involution yv Hence 5 = P(^, > x 7?, contrary

to Lemma 5.17. This completes the proof of Proposition 5.14.

6. The odd A -hull.  Our goal in the next two sections will be to prove that

Ly(G) is either empty or consists of an evenly embedded L2(S).

To this end, we define for any subgroup ß of G

V* = (Ax\xE(Q)).

We call  V* the odd Q-hull.

We shall here prove

Proposition 6.1. For any A in  M(G), the odd A-hull  VA  is a proper

subgroup of G.

Fix any A  in  M(G).  By Proposition 5.14, we have m(A) > 5.  First of

all, if Ax = 1  for all x in A*, then by (2.50(h)) A* = 0(CG(x)) for each

x in A* and by (2.40) G is 1-balanced with respect to A. We can therefore

apply (2.56) to conclude that

V*=(0(CG(x))\xEA#)

has odd order.  Since   IG I is even, clearly  K* C G in this case.

We can therefore assume Ax ¥= 1  for some x in A *. We shall treat two

possibilities by separate arguments:
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Core case. Ax is not semisimple for some x in A*.

Semisimple case. Ax is semisimple for all jc in A#.

We first consider the core case. We set

WA=<AG(T)\TEE3(A)).

By (2.39), G is 3-balanced with respect to A and consequently (2.56) yields

Lemma 6.2. WA is of odd order.

Our goal now will be to prove that WA is nontrivial. Once this is accomplished

we shall argue that VA ÇNG(WA) except in certain cases when m(A) = 5.

First of all, we choose jc in A# so that Ax is not semisimple (as we may)

and set H=CG(x) and H = H/0(H). By (2.10), we have   [K, 0(H)] # 1  for

some component K of Ax. Since K £ SL(2, q), q odd, K E Al   and so if

we set A0 = CA(K), (2.37) implies that m(A/A0) = 2 or 3. Moreover, in the

latter case, it follows from (2.26) that there exists a in A - A0  such that

A(C_ (a)) =h 1.  For uniformity of notation, set F =A0  if m(AQ) > 4, while
K

if m(40)<3,set F = A0  or B=A0(a) according as m(A/A0) = 2 or 3.

Furthermore, set J = A(CK(B)). Then / maps onto K or onto A(C_ (a))
K

according as B=A0  or B=A0(a). In particular, 0(J) C 0(H).

Since K is perfect and K is simple, CK(0(H)) C 0(K) and so as K

does not centralize 0(H), neither does /.   Since 0(f) C 0(H), we can apply

(2.55) to conclude that for some subgroup F of index at most 2 in B, J does

not centralize

D=\-C0{H)(E),J].

We choose F as large as possible so that D ¥= 1.   By (2.11) we have

[D.J] =D.
We fix all this notation. The key step in the argument is the following

Lemma 6.3.   We have DCAG(E).

Proof.  Indeed, let tEE*. We must show that D CO(CG(t)). It is

immediate from the action of F  and F on F that / C AiC^ (r))  and F C

A E M(G). A-balance together with (2.43(iii)) implies that A(CK(t)) and hence

/ lie in a unique component ¿  of Ar Since D centralizes t and  [D, J]

= D and since ¿ < Af, it follows that DCL. Set L = L/0(L), so that

¿ G A i. Since A  leaves ¿  invariant and jc  centralizes /,  C_(x) is non-
1 L

solvable and consequently ¿(C_(jc)) ¥= 1  and 0(C_(x)) = 1  by (2.28). On the
L _ L _

other hand, as D C 0(CG(x)) and DCL, DC 0(C_(x)), so D = 1. Thus

D C 0(L) C 0(CG(t)), as required.
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As a corollary, we have

Lemma 6.4. Either WA ¥= 1  or m(A) = 5, m(E) = 2, m(B) = 3, and

E = CB(D).

Proof.  If m(E) > 3, we choose P in   E3(E). Then as AG(P) 2

AG(£"), we have D C AG(P) by the preceding lemma and as D # 1, it follows

that AG(P) =£ 1. Hence  WA ¥= 1  in this case.  On the other hand, if m(E) <

3, we conclude at once from the definitions of B and E and the fact that

m(A) > 5  that m(A) = 5, m(E) = 2, m(B) = 3, and E = CB(D).

It thus remains to prove that WA =£ 1 in this exceptional case. Since /

centralizes B and J C\B = 1, m(J) = 2 (as m(A) = m(G) = 5). Let U be a

four subgroup of / containing A C\J and set A* = U x B. Then m(4*) = 5

and so A* E M(G). Furthermore, m(A n .4*) > 4 as 4 O/# 1. Hence if we

define W , by analogy with WA, we have that WA = W . by (2.57). Thus

it will suffice to prove that W . ^ 1. Since U CA*, we can therefore suppose

without loss to begin with that  U CA.

Since J does not centralize D, neither does  U. Choose u in  U*. Since

Nj(U) acts transitively on  U*, it follows that

F=[CD(u),U]*l.

Note that F is .4-invariant and P = [F, U]. Also as Nj(U) centralizes B,

Lemma 6.4 implies that E = CB(F). We set  T = E{u). Since D centralizes

E, F centralizes P.

We first prove

Lemma 6.5. If t ET*, then either F CO(CG(t)) or t = u and

\F/F n G(CG(«))| = 3.

Proof. Set TV = CG(t) and TV = TV/0(TV). We can suppose that Ft

0(N) so that F#l. By Lemma 6.3, we have that  í <£ 7J.   Since m(G) = 5,

L(N) consists of at most two components and so F leaves each component of

¿(TV) invariant. Since  I [P, CN(x)]\ is odd,F centralizes C0 (jv:)(3c) and

so F centralizes 02(N) by Thompson's A x P-lemma. Hence by (2.8), F

does not centralize some component X of ¿(TV). Since X and F are both

Z-invariant, Y = XFÄ  is a group.  Setting  Y = Y/C_ (X), we have that F* 1,

and that Y is isomorphic to a subgroup of Aut(AT).  Since X E A, i7/^ is

abehan by (2.17). But P= [£ U], so PCX.

By Lemma 6.3,FC Q(CG(y)) for all y in £#  and so PC 0(C^;(y)).

Since X a XF/0(XF), it Mows that PCO(C^OT)). Hence P(C^Q)=1

for each >» in E* by (2.28).  In particular, C_(X) =1  and so P is a four
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group. Moreover, by (2.29(h)). it also follows that XasL2(q),q odd, ot Ay. How-

ever, in the first case, C^(E) isa 2-groupby (2.29(v)).  Since FC AT centralizes F,

we conclude that X = An, that F    is a four subgroup of X, and that |F| = 3.

Furthermore, as  U C\ E = 1   and  U centralizes F, but does not centralize F,

we have that XU ss S7.

Now set F0 = C_(X), so that F/FQ *íF=*Z3. We shall argue that F0 =
F _  _

1. Indeed, choose  v in  U - <u>, so that   [F, U] = [F, v] = F and X(v)<*

57.  If U centralizes F0, then the subset of F inverted by  ^J has order 3,

whence F =F0 x [F, v], forcing FQ = 1.  Hence we can assume that   u  does

not centralize FQ.  Setting Fj = [F0, v ], it follows as with F that Fj   does

not centralize some component ATj   of L(N). Clearly Xi^Xy. Now the same

reasoning as with X yields that Xl=Ay  and Xl(v) = S1. However, it is

immediate in this case that <i>, r> centralizes an elementary subgroup of AAfj

of order 16 disjoint from (v, 1), whence m(G) > 6, which is not the case.

This contradiction proves that F0 = 1   and so we conclude that F/F n 0(CG(t))

has order 3.

It therefore remains only to prove that  t = u.   Consider   Y once again.
i»W i-«/ /**S /"W >-krf

We have that F centralizes FasZ3  and E F CX.   Since E = CB(F) and

m(P) = 3, it follows therefore from (2.30) that for some b in F - F, we have

F C A(C^(b )) =Ac. Hence if A" denotes the component of N which maps■*_■■* ~

on X, we obtain that X0 = A(Cx(b)) maps on A(C^(ô))  and that  U0=AC\

X0 maps on F  Note also that as C^(b) as 5S asPG¿(2, 5), Cy(ô) contains

an involution u  such that XQ{v) as PGL(2, 5).

Now set F = CG(Ô) and F = F/O(H). We have that U, v, XQ, J)CH.

We argue next that X0  and / lie in distinct components of L(H).  In any

event, by ¿-balance, we have  <X0,J)CL(H). In addition, m (G) = m (H) = 5.

Since / centralizes F as F8, we easily conclude from this that the normal clo-

sure ¿j of / in L(H) consists of a single component (otherwise m(H)> 6).

Likewise ¿(F) possesses at most 2 components (using the fact that no compo-

nent of ¿(F) is isomorphic to SL(2,q),q  odd). Since  t normalizes J,J

must leave ¿t   invariant and so  7 leaves each component of ¿(F) invariant.

We conclude therefore from (2.43) that also X0 lies in a unique component ¿2

of ¿(F).

We must show that Ll ¥zL2,so assume the contrary.  Since X0(v)/O(X0)

= PGL(2, 5), ¿j   cannot be of Ree type or isomorphic to Jx.  Since X0 =

L(C_ (T)), the only possibility is that  ¿j as ¿2(5), ¿2(25), or  A7.   But
L i      _ _  _

then   m(L.) = 2, whence m(U0U) = 2 and consequently   U = U0.   But now

returning to   F, it follows that   U = UQ = F   centralizes  F.   However, this is
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a contradiction as u is the only involution of U which centralizes P. This establish-

es our assertion.

Finally as UCJCL¡   and /,,   centralizes L2 DX0, we have that u~

centralizes X0  and so u  centralizes X0/O(X0). But  t = uy  for some y in

E as t E T - E.  Considering  Y again, our conditions imply that «  as well as

¿"centralizes XQ. Thus also y centralizes X0 and so X0 CL(C„(y)). How-
~ ~       ~*     ^       ~

ever, we have shown above that L(C„(y )) = 1   for  >> in Em. Hence  ,j> = 1.
~ x

Since E =E, this forces y «■ 1  and we conclude that  t = h, as required.

As a corollary, we have

Lemma6.6. Either WA±\  or \F\ = 3 and P<£ 0(CG(u)).

Proof.   Set F0 = Fn 0(CG(u)). By the preceding lemma, FC 0(CG(t))

for t in  P-<w> and so F0CO(Cc(f))  for all  t in  P#, whence P0 C

AG(P). Thus  WA¥=1   if P0 =£ 1.  Since F# l,it follows, in the contrary

case, from the preceding lemma that  \F\ = 3. By definition of P0, we also

then have F£0(CG(u)) and the lemma follows.

It thus remains to treat the latter case. We need some information about

CG(u). Recall the groups X and  Y of Lemma 6.5.

Lemma 6.7. The following conditions hold:

(i) X is a component of Lu and X = X/0(X) = A7;

(ii) An involution v E {/—<«) induces an outer automorphism on X;

(iii) E(v) acts faithfully on X;

(iv) X = LU.

Proof. The first three assertions are contained in the proof of Lemma 6.5.

Suppose Lu has another component, K. If Z(K/0(K)) =£ 1, then by Proposition

4.1, K/0(K) is a covering group of P3(4) whence by (2.16), m(CG(u)) > m(K))

+ m(X)>7 contradicting m(A) = 5. Thus Z(K/0(K)) = \ and m(K)>2.

Considering the action of v on X, we see U n X = U n K = 1 and m(CG(u))

> m(U) +m(K) + m(X) >6> m(H). Thus we must have Lu = X.

Lemma 6.8. Either WA^l,or CD(U) = CD(J).

Proof.   Assume  WA = 1.  By Lemma 6.4, E C B, and so by our choice

of E, [CD(B),J] = 1. Thus CD(B) C CD(J), and it suffices to show CD(U)C

CD(B). If we let P* = [CD(U), B], then by our initial assumption we need

only show F* C AT. If this inclusion fails, then just as in the proof of Lemma

6.5,P* acts nontrivially on X* = X*/0(X*)  for some component X* of

CG(t*) with t*ET-E.   Likewise P*= [F*,B]   implies X* is of type
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A7, and for some b* EB - E, x£ = A(C *(£*)) is of type As  and F acts

as inner automorphisms on A"0*. We will derive a contradiction.

First we claim t * =£u. If t* = u, then by Lemma 6.7, X = X* and F* =

E(v) acts faithfully on X* = X*/0(X*). It is easy to see that the image of

E     is a self-centralizing subgroup of Aut(X*)  contradicting the fact that F*

and E* commute. Thus t* =£u, and as t* G T-E, Lemma 6.7 implies that t*

acts as an inner automorphism on X and that L2>(CG(t*) C\LU) = 1.

We shall obtain a contradiction by showing L2'(CG(u) <~\ L *)^\ whence

L2,(CG(t*)nLu) * l by ¿-balance.  Let F* = CG(b*). Just as in the proof of

Lemma 6.5,/ lies in a component ¿* of F*  and Xq  lies in a component

¿2   of F  .  If ¿j = L*, then as F acts faithfully on X$,E acts faithfully on

¿j. By (2.43) X*=L2'(C .(f*)) whence by (2.26) ¿* is of type AS,A7.
Li

/j,or ¿2(25).  In any case (2.26) implies  C »(F) is solvable. But by definition

of F,/cCG(F)n¿j*, whence  C „(E) is not solvable. Thus ¿* =£ ¿*  and
Li

F C/C¿i implies   F centralizes X*¡0(X*).  Thus  Cc(«) n CG(/*)

covers Xq/0(Xq) whence  CG(u)nCc(/*) covers the image X0*,of X% in

X*. As X is ¿-invariant by (2.37), (2.26) implies X0* C L(C_m («)), and we

see that L2<(CG(u) n ¿ .) # 1.

Lemma 6.9.  We /¡ove  WA + \.

Proof.   By the preceding analysis, it remains to treat the case in which

[CD(u), U]   has order 3 and  CD(U) = CD(J). We shall argue that this case can-

not arise and this will establish the lemma.

As D = [D, J], we can find a factor group, D, of D  such that D  is an

irreducible nontrivial/-module.  As D = (C_(y)\y E £/*>, [C_(y), U] * 1
_ D D

for some y EU#  else   [D, U] = I.  Since   | [CD(u), U] \ = 3   and the involu-

tions of F are conjugate in /, we conclude   | [C_(y), U] | = 3   for all y G
_     _ D

U*. By Lemma 6.8, Cn(F)çcn(/)ÇC_(/)=l, whence C_(t/)=1. We con-

elude therefore from the well-known Brauer-Wielandt formula for the action of a

four group on a group of odd order that \D\ = 33. Thus J = J/Cj(D) is isomorphic

to a nonsolvable perfect subgroup of G/(3, 3). However, as ¿3(3) (=5¿(3, 3)) is a

minimal simple group, the only possibility is that / = ¿3(3).  But this is a con-

tradiction as ¿3(3) has quasi-dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups of order 16 and class 3.

Since   WA   is a nontrivial subgroup of G  of odd order, NG(WA)  is a

proper subgroup of G.  Hence to complete the proof of Proposition 6.1 in the

core case, it would suffice to prove that   VA ÇNG(WA).  Unfortunately the argu-
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ment to establish this again breaks down in certain situations when m(A) = 5. To

take these exceptions into account, we carry out the proof in two stages.

First of all, for x in A*, we define A     as follows:  If m(A) > 5, set

Ax = Ax; while if m(A) = 5, write  Ax = AXDX, where Dx  is .¿-invariant of

odd order and contains 0(CG(x)) (which we can do by (2.50)) and set A* =

AXDX, where  A^  denotes the product of those components K of Ax  such

that either (a) K is not of type L2(5) or Jy,(b)K is of type P2(5) and  A C\

K £ M(7Q, or (c) K is of type Z,2(5),A n K e M(70, and there exists an involu-

tion u in CG(x) which normalizes K and A  such that m(CA(u)) = 4 and

K{u)/0(K) ~ PGL(2, 5).

Note that £>x  leaves each component of Ax  invariant. Moreover, if L

is a component of Ax  not in A^.then L  is of type P2(5) or /,   and A n

L E M(P).  Since 7,2(5) and /,   have no nontrivial outer automorphisms of

odd order and have trivial 2-signalizers, it is immediate that Dx  centralizes

L/0(L). Hence L  normalizes Dx.  Since L  also normalizes Ax, A*IAX =

0(A*/Ax), and we conclude that A*  is normal in  A*, a key fact which we

shall need for our final argument.

Finally if B is any subgroup of A, we set

V* = {V*\bEB*).

In particular, if m(A) >5,V*=V* and  V¿ = V*.

We first prove

Lemma 6.10.   We have V^ CNG(WA).

Proof.   Set N = NG(WA). By (2.57), WA = WB  for B in  E4G4)-

Since TVG(P) normalizes  WB, it follows that TVG(P) C TV for all B in   E4(A).

This conclusion will be critical for the proof.

For x in Aw, we must show that AXCN. We write Ax = AXDX, as

above. Since m(A)>5 and Z)^ is ¿-invariant, we have Dx = (CD (B)\B E

E4(A)) and so    7)^ CTV.   Since  0(AX) C 0(CG(x)) CDx,\t will therefore

suffice to prove that TV covers  AJO(Ax).

Set H = CG(x),H = 77/0(77), and let K be a component of A(77). We

set A0 = CA(K). If tfz(40) > 4, then an element of  E4(A) centralizes K, so

clearly TV covers K.   Therefore we can suppose that m(4o)<3.  By (2.23),

m(A/A0) = 2  or 3. Since m(A) > 5, we have, in fact, m(A0) =2 or 3. We let

R be an .4-invariant Sylow 2-subgroup of K.

Consider first the case that m(A0) = 3.  Since A E M(G) and R  is

A-imatiant,Z(R) contains an element z  of A*. Setting B = A0(z), we have
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then that m(B) = 4. But now if y G 1(F),y centralizes F and m(A0(y)) = 4,

so WA <y> = wb = wa by (2.57). In particular, it follows that CG(A0(yï) C

N.  However, C_(A0(y)) = C_(y) and so N covers C_(y) for every u in
_ K K K

1(F). We conclude therefore from (2.35) that either N covers K or else AT a;

¿2(5).

Consider the latter case. Then m(A) = 5. The same reasoning shows that

N covers N_(R). If AC\K£. U(K), then for some a in ¿#,F<ä)as
K

PGL(2,5). Since m(A0(a>) = 4, it follows as before that N covers C_(a~).
_ _ K _

But K = (N_(R), C_(a)) by (2.35) and again we conclude that A^ covers K.
K K ^

Suppose finally that A n K G M(F).  By assumption, F is a component of Ax

andas m(A) = 5,H must contain an involution u  suchthat m(CA(u)) = 4

and F<w~> =PGL(2, 5).   Since F<¿7> has dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups of order

8, «  does not centralize ¿ n K, so «  must centralize .40.  Again it follows

that N covers C_(¿7) and we conclude from (2.35) as in the preceding case that
_       k _

N covers K. Thus N covers F in all cases when m(A0) = 3.

Suppose then that m(A0) = 2, whence m(A) = 5  and m(A/A0) = 3.  By

(2.23), m(A C\R) = m(R) = m(F).  By assumption, AT £ /t. If F is of Ree

type,F = W(CK(U))\UE E2(A n F)> by (2.35).  Since each m(A0U) = 4, we

conclude at once that N covers K.   Likewise if F = L2(q2), q  odd, q > 3,

then (2.35) implies that F = <0(C_(a))\a E(ACiR)#).   But each 0(C_(a)) is
K K

¿-invariant and so is generated by its intersections with CK(B) for F G E4(A).

Again Af covers K.  Furthermore, if F as ¿?) (2.35) implies that F =

<Ar_(F)|FG E2(R))- But as F4/40 ^D8 x Z2  in this case, we see that F

centralizes a four subgroup of A/A0  and consequently Ax = G^ÍF) = F,6.

Since A0U centralizes Ax, we have, as usual, WAlJ — WA   = WA   and so each

N_(U) = N_(A0U) is covered by N.   Again we conclude that N covers K.
K K

However, as m(A/A0) = 3, it follows from (2.18) that these are the only possi-

bilities for K. Thus N covers K in all cases.  Since F was an arbitrary com-

ponent of AX,N therefore covers Ax/0(Ax) and the lemma is proved.

By the lemma, VA is a proper subgroup of G and hence so is NG(VA). Thus

the following lemma will complete the proof of Proposition 6.1 in the core case.

Lemma 6.11.  We have  V*CNG(VA).

Proof.   If m(A) > 5, then   VA = VA, so the lemma is obvious.  Hence we

can assume that m(A) = 5.

The proof will depend upon what we may call A  -balance and A   -gener-

ation: Namely, if x, y G A*  and B G E3(A), then we have
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A*(A*nCG(^))CA*   and    A* = <A*(A* n CG(b))\b EB*).

The equality is a direct consequence of (2.54) and the definition of A*.

Likewise the inclusion is easily reduced using (2.50(iii)) and (2.51) (cf. the proof

of (2.53)) to the following assertion:

A(AxnCG(y))CAy,

which we proceed to establish.

Let K be a component of Ax. Then y leaves K invariant.  Set / =

A(CK(y)). We know from A-balance that either / = 1  or / lies in a unique

component L of A  . To establish our assertion, we need only show when / =£

1  that LCA     Suppose false for some K, J and L, in which case L  is of

type /,  or P2(5). Consider the first possibility.  Since KCAX,K is not of

type /,  and hence neither is J, so J is of type P2(5) (as / = L2<(CL(x))).

Hence K is of type 7,2(5), 7,2(25), or A7.  However, in the last two cases y

centralizes an involution u  of K suchthat J{u)lO(J) = PGL(2,S). But then

u  acts on L  and induces an outer automorphism of L/0(L) of order 2, con-

trary to the fact that /,   possesses no such automorphism.  Hence K is of type

L2(5), whence J covers K/0(K). By (2.37), ADLE M(L) and this implies

that A n J E U(J), whence AnKEM(K). However, as K c7lx  and m(A)

= 5, it follows that CG(x) contains an involution u suchthat m(CA(u)) — 4

and K(u)/0(K) a PGI(2, 5). But if we set A0 = CA(K/0(K)), our conditions

force y  to lie in A0  and u  to centralize A0. Again u  acts on L  and we

reach the same contradiction.

Therefore L  is of type £2(5), whence / covers L/0(L), J is of type

¿2(5), and  K  is of type An, L2(25), or 7,2(5).  In the first two cases, with A0

as above, we have that B = A0(y > a E8. As L <£ A^,, A n L E \K(L), whence

A H/ E M(7) and by (2.26), K contains an involution « which centralizes B,

normalizes A nj, and is such that J{u)/0(K)^PGL(2, 5). We see then that

m(CA(u)) = 4 and that u  acts on L with L(u)lO(L) a PGI(2, 5).  Since

A H L E M(£), we conclude that L CAy, contrary to our assumption. Thus K

is of type LJ5), whence J covers K/0(K). But then if A H K £ M(AT), it fol-

lows that also A n L £ ¡\(L), and again L C A   , a contradiction.  Hence A O
"^ ■"■■    y

K E M(K). Since A"C Ax> CG(x) contains an involution u  with the usual

properties. Again it follows that u  centralizes y, so that u  acts on L  and

L{u)lO(L) a PGZ,(2, 5).  Since m(CA(u)) = 4 and A C\ L E M(I), we reach the

same contradiction in this case as well. Thus the desired relations are established.

For any x in A* and any B in   E3(A), it is immediate from these re-

lations that  A* C V*B. Hence  V* C VB  and as the reverse inclusion is obvious,
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we therefore conclude that

V* = V*   for any F G E3(A).

Now we can quickly establish the lemma.  Let x G A*. We must show

that  A* normalizes   VA. We have that A* C VA. Hence by the definition of

A*, it will suffice to prove that any component K of Ax  of type ¿2(5) or

¿i   normalizes VA. In the first case, set F = CA(K/0(K)), so that m(B) = 3.

Then J = L(CK(B)) covers K/0(K). In the second case, set AQ = CA(K/0(K)),

so that m(A0) = 2. By (2.35), we have that <L(CK(B)) \B G E3(A), B D A0)

covers K/0(K) with each J = L(CK(B)) of type ¿2(5).  Since  0(K)CVA,

it follows therefore in either case that we need only show for each such F and

corresponding / that / normalizes  VA.

But for b in B#, A-balance implies that /ÇA6CA*. We have shown

earlier that  A&<Aft,so / normalizes each Ab. Hence / normalizes VB.

However, VB = VA  and so / normalizes  Fj1, as required. This completes the

proof of the lemma and with it the proof of Proposition 6.1 in the core case.

We turn now to the semisimple case, which is considerably easier than the

core case. We begin, however, with a preliminary definition.

Let F be a component of Aa  for a in A#. Then K is quasisimple

and F/0(F) G Aj. (Actually we have  0(F) = 1  unless F is of type An, as

the other elements of At   possess no nontrivial perfect central extensions of

odd order.) In any event, it follows that CA(K) = CA(K/0(K)) as 0(K)C

Z(K). Now for any y in CA(K)#, we know by A-balance that K lies in a

unique component ¿  of A  . If K = L  for each such y, we shall say that F

is a nonembedded component of Aa. In particular, if we choose a and K so

that K/0(K) is an element of  LX(G;A) of maximal order, then certainly K

will be nonembedded. Moreover, it is easy to see that for any a in A# and

any component K of Aa, K is contained in some nonembedded component.

Among all nonembedded components we now choose a and K so that

m(CA(K)) is maximal.  Since a centralizes K and G is simple, both F and

NG(K) are proper subgroups of G. Hence the following result will establish

Proposition 6.1 in the present case:

Lemma 6.12.  We have   VACNG(K).

Proof. Set N = NG(K) and B = CA(K). As usual, m(B) > 2 and

m(A/B) = 2 or 3. Since K is nonembedded, it follows that for  b in B#,K

is a component of Aft.

Let D be any ¿-invariant subgroup of G of odd order. We argue that

DÇN. Since D = (CD(b) \b GF#>, it suffices to treat the case in which D

centralizes some b in F*. Then D CCG(b) and so D induces a permutation
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of the components of A6, one of which is K. We know that K contains an

element* of A* and that \Z(K)\ is odd. Hence either D normalizes K

or [d, x] = xdx is of even order for some d in D*. However, | [D, A] | is

odd as D is A -invariant. Thus D C TV, as asserted.

To prove the lemma, we must show that A* C TV for x in A*. We

have that A* = AXDX, where Dx  is ^-invariant of odd order by (2.50).  Hence

by the preceding paragraph, we need only show that Ax C TV. Consider first

the case that m(B) > 3. Ii J is a component of Ax, then B acts on J and

so

(*) / = <A(Cj(b))0(Cj(b)) \b EB*)

by (2.34) and (2.27(i)). But each 0(Cj(b)), being ,4-invariant of odd order, lies

in TV. Moreover, by A-balance, A(Cj(b)) C Ab. However, Ab C TV as K isa

component of Ab, so each A(Cj(b))CN. Thus  JCN   and we conclude that

A^CTV.

Suppose then that m(B) = 2, whence m(A) = 5.  Thus again the rank 5

case is exceptional. Clearly if TV contains every nonembedded component, it

will contain Ax  for each x in A*. Hence for x in A*, we need only prove

that any nonembedded component / of Ax lies in TV.   Suppose / a L2(q),

q odd, q > 9, Jx, or is of Ree type. Then by (2.35), we again obtain (*) and it

follows as in the preceding case that JCN. On the other hand, if / a¿2(5)

or L2(7), then m(CA(J)) = 3 and our choice of K would be contradicted.

Hence these two cases cannot arise. There thus remains only the single possibility

that J/0(J) = A7, and that m(CA(J)) = 2.  Since / satisfies the same con-

ditions as K, we could have begun with / instead of K, if we had wished, and

so without loss we can also assume that K/0(K) a An.

We set E = CA(J). If some b in B* lies in E, then / lies in  A&

and so / normalizes K. Hence we can also assume that B n E = 1.  Hence if

we set JÄ = JA/0(J)E, we have that JÄ a 57.  It follows therefore from (2.22)

that N_(A ) is generated by its involutions.  Let then u be an arbitrary involu-

tion of Nj(A). Since u centralizes E and a Sylow 2-subgroup of JA is iso-

morphic to D8 x E2, it follows that   \A : CA(u)\ < 2.  Since m(B) = 2, this

implies that CB(u)j=l. Choosing b  in  CB(u)*, we have then that K is a

component of Lb  and uECG(b). Since K has nonabelian Sylow 2-subgroups,

u must normalize K by (2.13), whence «GTV. Thus (u \u E l(Nj(A))> C

TV.  Since TV_(^4) is generated by its involutions, we conclude that TV covers

Nj(A)0(J)IO(J)=N_(I).
j

Now choose v to be an involution of TV, (4) such that  (A nj){v) =

D8, which is possible as A n / a E4  and a Sylow 2-subgroup of J is isomor-
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phic to F8. Then  |¿: 0^(101 = 2  as v does not centralize AC\J and con-

sequently ¿* = CA(v)(v) asF32, whence ¿*GM(G).  As above, v centralizes

some element b of B#, so  b EA*. Thus FGÍ.(G;¿*). Furthermore, as

K/0(K)=A7,K is certainly a nonembedded element of  L(G;A*). Hence all

the above considerations hold equally well for A* in place of A.  Since u G

CG(x), clearly jc EA* and we conclude therefore by the same reasoning that N

covers Nj(A*)0(J)/0(J)= N_(A*).

On the other hand, as F n F = 1   and  m(B) = 2, some bQ  in F*  in-

duces a nontrivial inner automorphism of /. We have already seen that every 2-

element of CG(b0) leaves K invariant by (2.13).  But Lb    has at most two

components isomorphic to K as m(G) = 5, so every element of odd order in

CG(b0) also leaves K invariant. Thus K < CG(b0) and consequently N

also covers C_(bn). However, by (2.35 (ix)), we have
J

f= (N_(Ä),N_(Ä*), C_(b0)>.
J J J

Our argument therefore yields that N covers /.  Since  0(/)CZ(/) and / is

perfect, this forces N to contain / and the lemma is proved.

This finally completes the proof of Proposition 6.1.

7. The normalizer of the odd ¿-hull. With the aid of Proposition 6.1, we

shall prove in this section

Proposition 7.1. Either   LX(G) is empty or consists of an evenly embed-

ded ¿2(5).

We proceed by contradiction in a long sequence of lemmas. We preserve the

notation   V%  for the odd ß-hull defined in the preceding section. We fix A  in

M(G) and let 5 be a Sylow 2-subgroup of G containing ¿. Then A < 5

and by Proposition 5.14, we have m(S) = m(A)> 5. Moreover, by Proposition

6.1, we know that the odd ¿-hull   VA   is a proper subgroup of G. We set

M = NG(V*).

Our goal will be to prove that M is strongly embedded in G.  Bender's theorem

will then yield an immediate contradiction. Note that   VA   is clearly invariant

under A^G(¿).  Since A < 5, it follows that 5 CM

Our first lemma will imply that M is a proper subgroup of G.

Lemma 7.2. For some a in A*, we have Aa ¥= 1.

Proof. Suppose false.  Since Proposition 7.1 is assumed false, A^ =£ 1   for

some jc in   1(5).  Setting B = CA (x), we have that m(B)>3  as ¿ < 5 and
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m(A)>5. Now B acts on Ax  and so by (2.49), we have Kb = A(CA (b))^
a x

1   for some  b in Bw.

Since B C A, we have  Ab = 1   by assumption.  Hence no component of

Kb  lies in Ab. In particular, G  is not A-balanced.  It follows therefore from

Lemma 5.1 that, in fact,   m(A) > 7, whence m(B) > 4.  But now (2.49) yields

that either ah components of Ax  are of type P2(5) or else for some  b in

B*, Kb  has a component which is not of type P2(5). However, in the latter

case, it would follow from (2.46) that  Ab ¥= 1. We thus conclude that each

component of Ax  is, in fact, of type P2(5).

This analysis applies to each x in   1(5) and so our argument yields that

A,(G) consists only of P2(5). Again as Proposition 7.1 is assumed false, £2(5)

is not evenly embedded in G and it follows from the definition that for some x

in 1(5), 77 = CG(x) is not 1-balanced as a C2-group.  Furthermore, replacing x

by a conjugate in 5, we can also suppose that P = Cs (x) is a Sylow 2-subgroup

of H.

Set 77 = 77/0(77).  Since 77 is not 1-balanced as a C2-group, A^  has a

component F suchthat TV_(P)/C_(P) aPGI(2, 5). Hence  T = PdF isa
H h

four group and there exists y EP - T with y normalizing, but not centralizing

T.   To complete the proof of the lemma, we shall now contradict this conclusion.

Since P C 5, it will obviously suffice to prove that  P C Z(S).

By (2.13), F is invariant under a maximal subgroup P0  of B.  Since

m(Aut(I2(5))) = 2 and m(BQ) > 3, we have CB (F) ^ L and consequently

P0 = A(CF(b)) =£ 1 for some b in B*. Moreover, PC F0. Since Ab = 1,

(2.42) and (2.46) now yield that F0 CJ for some component J of Lb of type

P2(16) on which x acts irregularly. On the other hand, A C TV = CG(b) andas

A E U(G) and J has an elementary abelian Sylow 2-subgroup, we conclude from

(2.37) that A0=AnjEU(J). Then x normahzes A0 and [A0, x] CS' C

Z(S). Hence we need only show that  PC [A0, x].

Finally setting TV = N/0(N), we have that C_(x) a 7, (5) and has

[40, 3c I as a Sylow 2-subgroup.  But P Ç P0 CJ and so  TCSnj = AQ.

Since P0 C C_(x), it follows that PC [Ä0, x]. Whence TC [A0,x]   and the

lemma is proved.

As a corollary we have

Lemma 73. M is a proper subgroup of G.

Proof.   By the preceding lemma and Proposition 6.1, VA is a nontrivial

proper subgroup of G.  Since G is simple, this forces M CG.

The first major step in showing that M is strongly embedded in  G is to
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prove that  rs 3(G) C M.  Before attacking this problem, we need a preliminary

result.

Lemma 7.4. If for some x in   l(S),Lx has a component of type ¿2(16)

on which an involution of CG(x) acts irregularly, then some involution of

Z(S) has the same property.

Proof.  Without loss we can assume that P = Cs(x) is a Sylow 2-sub-

group of F = CG(x). Choose x so that |P| is maximal and suppose by way

of contradiction that PCS. Let K be a component of F of type ¿2(16) on

which an involution y of P acts irregularly.  Set  T = P n K, so that  P G

5(F). Since  1 + [T, y] C S' C Z(S),P leaves  [P, y]   invariant and therefore

P leaves F invariant. Hence if we set F = CP(K/0(K)), we have that  R < P.

In addition, (2.19) implies that  |P: TR\ = 2, so that P=TR(y).

Let z be an involution of F n Z(P). We shall argue that ¿z  satisfies the

same conditions as Lx. We set N = CG(z),N = N/0(N), and K0 = L2<(CK(z)),

so that F0  covers K/0(K) and K0  is P-invariant. Then PC AT and by (2.43)

the normal closure / of F0  in Lz  either consists of a single component or of

two components Jx   and J2  interchanged by jc. Moreover, it follows in either

case from (2.43) that F0 = ¿(C_(3c)), so that in the latter case Jx  and J2  are

each of type ¿2(16), while in the former case,/ is either of type ¿2(16) or

¿2(28) by (2.26).  Furthermore, as P leaves K0 invariant and PCN.P

leaves / invariant in either case.

If / has two components, then y or yx leaves both Jx   and J2  in-

variant. Correspondingly set y,=y or yx.  Then C_ (y.)=L2(5) andas
K°

K0 = ¿(C_(jc)), it follows that C_(y{) - /2(5)> ' = 1> 2. Thus the involution

yx   acts irregularly on Jx   and so ¿z  has the required property in this case.

Suppose, on the other hand, that / consists of a single component.  If /

is of type ¿2(16), then J = K0  so y  acts irregularly on / and again we are

done. Assume finally that / is of type ¿2(28), in which case x induces a

field automorphism of 7 of order 2. By (2.19) we have N_(J) = <3c>7C_(7).
_ _ _JV N

Since P leaves / invariant, it follows that yx =y or yx induces an inner

automorphism on  /.  But as C_(y i) D G_  (y.) as ¿,(5), this is clearly pos-

_J -    K0
sible only if yx   centralizes /.  But then yx   and hence also y, centralizes F0,

which is not the case. Thus this case cannot occur and so our assertion is proved.

Since P CJV = CG(z), we conclude now from our maximal choice of P

that P is a Sylow 2-subgroup of N.  Since P C 5, it follows, in particular, that

z£Z(S). Thus FPIZ(5)=1. Since U^R) and  [R,y]   lie in Z(5), we

obtain that F  is elementary abelian and y centralizes F. Since P = RT(y)
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and RT = 7? x T, we conclude that R C Z(P). Maximality of P now yields

that every involution of R  is extremal in 5 and has P as a Sylow 2-subgroup

of its centralizer.

This in turn implies that R n Rw = 1 for w in 5 - P. Indeed, if not,

there exists u in R* such that uw ER. But then [u, w] ERC\S' C 7? n

Z(5) = 1, so w centralizes w, contrary to the fact that P E S(CG(u)).

Setting  P0 = [T, y], we have that  P0 a P4  and that  T0 = T n Z(P).

Thus Z(P) = T0 x R.  But P< 5 as Z(5) C P and so if wES - P, then

7?w C Z(P) = P07?.   Since 7? n 7?w = 1, we conclude now that 7? a E2  or P4.

Since  P0 C Z(5)CZ(P), it also follows that  T0 = Z(S). But now we can de-

rive a contradiction exactly as in the corresponding portion of Lemma 5.1, by

showing, on the one hand, that  \S : P\ < 4;  while, on the other, that

|5:P|>16.
In proving that  Fs 3(G)CM, we shall divide the analysis into two cases:

Regular case.  For each a in A*, no involution of CG(a) acts irregularly

on a component of La.

Irregular case.   For some a in A*, an involution of CG(a) acts irregularly

on a component of La.

We first consider the regular case.  Since Z(S) C A, the preceding lemma

yields that for every x in   1(5), no involution of CG(x) acts irregularly on any

component of Lx. Combining this with (2.53), we obtain

Lemma 7.5. G is A*-balanced in the regular case. -~

We can now establish the desired assertion with a straightforward applica-

tion of the signalizer functor method.

Lemma 7.6.   Fs 3(G) CM in the regular case.

Proof. We argue first that for all X, Y in E(S) with m(X) > 3 and

m( Y) > 3, we have   VX=VY-

Indeed, as m(S) > 5, S is 3-connected by (2.6) and consequently it will

suffice to prove the given equality when X and Y centralize each other. By

symmetry, we need only show that   Vx C VY  and hence that

A*C Vy    for each x in X*.

But   Y acts on  A* as  Y centralizes X. Since m(Y)> 3, it follows now by

A*-generation (2.54) that

A*x = (A*xnCG(y))\yEY*).

However, each term on the right lies in the corresponding A* by A*-balance
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and so lies in   V *, giving the desired inclusion A*CP"*.

Now consider QCS with m(Q) > 3  and let B G E3(Q). Then for u

in NG(Q), we have that B" C Q, so F and F"  lie in   E3(S). Since also A G

M(5) with m(A) > 3, the equality we have just established yields

V* = V*   = V*VB      yBu      vA-

However, it is immediate from the definition of  VB  that

(*) vlu = (y*Br.ii

Together these equalities imply that u normalizes  VA. Thus u EM and so

NG(Q) CM.   Since  Q was an arbitrary subgroup of 5 with m(Q) > 3, we

conclude now from the definition that Ts 3(G) C M.

We shall establish the desired assertion by showing now that the irregular

case, in fact, cannot occur. In Lemmas 7.7—7.15, we assume that we are in the

irregular case.

First of all, G is A*-balanced with respect to A  by (2.53). Hence the

argument of the preceding lemma yields

Lemma 7.7. If BÇA  with m(B)>3,then   V* = VA and NG(B)CM.

We also have

Lemma 7.8.  We have m(Z(S)) > 3 and m(S) > 1.

Proof.   By Lemma 7.4, there exists z  in Z(S)* such that Lz  has a

component F of type ¿2(16) on which an involution y  of CG(z) acts

irregularly. Since 5 C CG(z), we can take y  to he in 5.  Then  P = 5 n K as

F16  and  P0 = [T, y] CZ(5) with  T0=E4. Since z£ T0,(z)T0  is thus a

subgroup of Z(S) of rank 3 and so m(Z(S)) > 3.  Furthermore, the assertion

m(S) > 7  follows from Lemma 5.1.

We set Z = Z(S) and next prove

Lemma 7.9.  We have  F| = V* = A*(M).

r* rr*

Proof. First, Lemmas 7.7 and 7.8 immediately give   Vz = VA. Since

m(Z) > 3, it follows from A*-generation that A*(M) is generated by its sub-

groups K* = A*(A*(M) Pi CG(z)) for z in Z#.  But 5 CM and so each

F* is 5-invariant. Hence by (2.50) applied to K*S, we have that F* = KZDZ, where

KZ = A(K*) and Dz is 5-invariant of odd order. Since 5CCG(z), we conclude now
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from (2.48) that Kz C Az and from (2.51 (i)) that DCA*. Thus each K* C

A* C Vz = K* and so A*(M) C V*A.

For a  in A*, we have that A* CM.  If a EZ*, (2.50) implies that

Aa = AaDa, where Da  is A -invariant of odd order. Another application of

(2.48) yields that Aa C A(M). Furthermore, it follows from (2.50(i)) that Da

C A*(M). Hence each A* C A*(M) and so Vz C A*(M). Thus Vz = A*(M)

and the lemma is proved.

We also have

Lemma 7.10.   27je following conditions hold:

(i) If K is a component of La of type L2(16)for a in A*, then K

lies in a component of M of type P2(16);

(ii) If J is a component of M of type P2(16), then for some z in Z*,

Lz contains a component of type L2(\€) which covers J/0(J).

Proof.  We have m(A) > 7, so  0(K) is generated by its subgroups

C0{K)(B) with B in   E3(A). Now Lemma 7.7 implies that  0(K)CM.   Fur-

thermore, by (2.37), A  leaves K invariant, A n K E U(K), and A  induces only

inner automorphisms of K/0(K). Hence if we set AQ = CA(K/0(K)), we have

that A =A0 x (A n K). Since m(A Ci K) = 4, it follows that m(A0) > 3.

But then NG(A0)CM andas CK(A0) covers K/0(K) and 0(K) C M, we

conclude that K CM.

Thus KCL2'(CM(a)) and so KCL2-(M) by (2.41).  Setting L =

L2'(M), it follows that K is a component of L2>(CL(a)). But by (2.37) and

the fact that A E H(M), a induces an inner automorphism of each component of

L of 2-rank at least 4 and now (2.26) yields that K = J for some component /

of L, where M = M/0(M). Hence K C 0(M)J. But as / is the ultimate term

of the derived series of 0(M)J and K is perfect, we conclude that K CJ.

Thus (i) holds.

Next let / be a component of M of type ¿2(16). To prove (ii), we need

only show that for some z in Z*, Cj(z) covers J/0(J). Indeed, if that is the

case, then /, = L2>(Cj(z)) is a component of L2-(CM(z)). However, as the

latter group is 5-invariant and 5 C CG(z), it follows from (2.44) that 7,   is con-

tained in a component K of Lz. As in the proof of (2.48) we conclude easily

from (2.19(iv)) and (2.25(ii)) that K must also be of type ¿2(16).  But then K

covers J/0(J) as 7,   does and (ii) will hold.

If some element of 5 induces a field automorphism of / of order 2,

then m(Z C\J) — 2 and as m(Z) > 3, some z  in Z* must centralize J/0(J).

Suppose then that no involution of 5 acts irregularly on /. We shall prove that

there is a component J0 of M of type P2(16) on which some involution of
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5 acts irregularly.  But then  m(Zn/0) = 2  and /0 ¥=J, so any z  in

(ZC\J0)#  will centralize J/0(J).

Since we are in the irregular case, there is an a  in A*  such that ¿a  has

a component F of type ¿2(16) on which some involution x  of CG(a) acts

irregularly.  By (2.37), B = A n K E M(F) and so we can choose x to normal-

ize B, whence x G NG(B) C M  On the other hand, by (i), K CJ0  for some

component /0  of M of type ¿2(16).  It follows at once that jc  acts irregularly

on /0.  Since 5 is a Sylow 2-subgroup of M, an involution of 5 has the same

property and the proof of (ii) is complete.

We now let F denote the product of all components of M of type

¿2(16) and fix this notation.

Lemma 7.11. For every x in   1(5), we have

AXCA*(M)A(CF (x))   and   A(CF (x)) C 0(M)A*,

where Fx  denotes a suitable product of components of F on which x acts

irregularly.

Proof. Set B = CA(x), so that m(B) > 4 as m(A) = m(S)>7. By

A*-generation, A* is generated by its subgroups

Ub m A*(A* n CG(b))

for b  in F*. Moreover, by (2.46), we have

Ub £ A*A(C, (*)),

where /&  is a suitable product of components of Lb  of type ¿2(16) on each

of which x acts irregularly and A(Cj (x)) C A*.

Now each  A*b C F* = A*(M). Hence if we set

J = (A(Cj (x))\bEB#),

we obtain that

A*CA*(M)/   and   /ÇA*.

Now by the preceding lemma, each component of each Jb  lies in a unique

component of F. We let Fx  be the product of all such components.  Setting

M = M/0(M), each Jb  is then a product of components of Fx   and Fx  is

generated by the Jb  for ô  in 5*.  Thus  jc  acts irregularly on each component
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of Fx  and it follows that

A(C_ (*)) = < A(C_ (x )) | b E B* > = J.
Fx Jb

Hence if we set P0 = A(CF (x)), we have that J C O(M)F0, whence / C

Co(M)(x)F0. However, by definition of F0, F0 < CO(M)(x)F0. Since the fac-

tor group modulo P0  had odd order and since / is perfect, we must have that

J C P0.  Thus A* C A*(M)J C A*(M)F0, which established the first inclusion.

But as P0 = J, we also have P0 C 0(M)J C 0(M)A*, so the second inclusion

holds as well.

The preceding lemma enables us to prove

Lemma 7.12. If B E E(S) with Z CB, then

A*(V*) = A*(M)= V*.

Proof. For b in B*, let Fb  be the corresponding product of compo-

nents of F described in Lemma 7.11 and set

FB={A(CFb(b))\bEB*).

Then the preceding lemma and the definition of VB   yields that

V*CA*(M)FB    and   FBCO(M)VB.

But as ZCB, V*D Vz = F* = A*(M). Since  0(M) C A*(M), it follows that

also FB C VB   and we conclude that

V* = A*(M)FB.

Since  A*(M) and F are normal in M with P n A*(M) C 0(M) and

FB C F, it follows immediately from the definition of A*  that

A*(V* ) = A*(A*(M))A*(FB) = A*(M)A*(FB).

Hence to complete the proof, it will suffice to prove that

A*(Pß) = 0(Pß)CO(T(i).

Set P*. = <P6 | b E B*), so that FB  is a product of components of F

each of type ¿2(16).  By definition of A*, obviously  A*(FB) = 0(FB). But

FB C FB   and so to prove the desired assertion, we need only show that, in fact,

FB  covers FB/0(F*), for then also A*(Pß) = 0(FB).
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Let F be a component of Fb  for some b in F*, so that K is of type

¿2(16) and b acts irregularly on F. Moreover, we have  A(CK(b))CFß. On

the other hand, as usual, Z(S) C\K = ZC\Ki=\. Choose z in (Z n F)#.

Since Z C F, ft, = zb E /?*. It will suffice to show that F is necessarily a

component of F6 . Indeed, if this is the case, then also A(CK(bx)) CFg. But

by (2.36(iv))

(A(CK(b)), AiCjj-^j))) covers F/0(F)

and so it will follow that FB  covers K/0(K). Since this argument will apply to

each such F and each ft  in B#, we shall then conclude that FB   covers

FB/0(FB), as required.

By Lemma 7.10, for some Zj   in Z#,LZ    has a component Fj   of type

¿2(16) with F, CF.  Then ftj  acts irregularly on Fj   and A^ (ftj))

covers AiC^iftj)) modulo its core. But now if A(CK (i,)) C A6 , it will

follow from the preceding lemma that A(CK (ftj)) lies in a component of F,

which must necessarily be F (as A(CK (ftj)) covers A(CK(bx)) modulo its

core).  But by (2.46), either this is indeed the case or else  A(CK (ftj)) lies in a

component / of Lb    of type ¿2(16) on which Zj   acts irregularly. Thus it

remains only to exclude the latter possibility.

Set E = CA(bt), so that m(E) > 4. As usual, if P is a Sylow 2-subgroup

of H = CG(bi) containing F, then P' n/C Z(P) n/^ 1  and so F leaves

/ invariant. Set H = H/0(H) and Ñ = N_(J)/C_(J), so that JV=/<z'1>.
~ t       H

Then C„(z.) = <z, > x CJz.) with Cj(z.) = LJ5) and consequently
¿F / J   \,

m(C^(zj)) = 3. But z, GZ CF and so m(E) < 3. We therefore conclude

N     - m — t-
that C_(/)^l. Choose a in ¿     so that   a G C_(J), in which case /x =

L2-(Cj(a)) covers /.  In particular, zx   also induces a field automorphism of /j

of order 2.

Finally we argue as in Lemma 7.4. By (2.43), the normal closure ¿  of

/,   in CG(a) consists of either one component of type ¿2(16) or ¿2(28) or

of two components of type ¿2(16) interchanged by ftj.  But A C CG(a) and

so by (2.37), A n ¿  is a Sylow 2-subgroup of ¿. In particular, Zj   centralizes

A n ¿  and so Zj   induces an inner automorphism of each component of ¿.

However, Cj (zx) is of type ¿2(5) and Cj (Zj)CCl(zj). We conclude easily

from this that z¡   must centralize L/0(L). But then Zj   centralizes /j/0(/j),

contrary to the fact that zx   induces a field automorphism of Jx   of order 2.

This completes the proof.

This result has two important consequences:
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Lemma 7.13. If BE E(5) and ZCB, then NG(B)CM.

Proof.  For E in   E(G), set  YE = A*(VF). It is immediate from the

definition that for x in  G, (YEY = Y    . In particular, if P is as in the lemma
E

and x ENG(B), it follows that i^)* = YB. However, by the preceding lemma,

YB = A*(M) = K*. Thus x EM = NG(V*) and so TVG(P) CM.

As customary, we say that M controls fusion in 5 if two subsets of 5

conjugate in  G are conjugate in M. We now prove

Lemma 7.14. M controls fusion in S.

Proof.   By (2.70), we know that all fusion in 5 is determined by the

groups NG(D) as D ranges over the elements of V- Hence to prove the lemma,

we need only show that each such NG(D)CM. However, D< S and CS(D)

C D.  Thus Z(S)CD and so if we set B = £2, (Z(D)), it follows that ZCB.

Now the preceding lemma yields that NG(B)CM. Since clearly NG(D)C

NG(B), the lemma follows.

Now we can eliminate the irregular case.

Lemma 7.15.  27ie irregular case does not occur.

Proof.   By Lemma 7.10, P is nontrivial. Setting E = 5 n P, we have

that E is elementary abelian and that EES (F). But F <M and so any con-

jugate x   in M of an element x of E necessarily lies in P.     In particular, if

x' E S, then x E E.  Thus E is strongly closed in 5 with respect to M. Now

the preceding lemma yields that E is strongly closed in 5 with respect to G,

contrary to Proposition 3.1.

We have therefore obtained our objective:

Lemma7.16.  We have TS3(G)CM.

We next prove

Lemma 7.17.  M controls fusion in 5.

Proof.   As in Lemma 7.14, we need only show that NG(D) CM for

each D in  V, which will follow from the preceding lemma if each m(D) > 3.

Suppose false for some D in  V- Since m(S) > 5, this implies that m(S/D) > 3.

But now (2.66) forces m(D) > 6, contrary to our assumption.

This in turn implies

Lemma 7.18.  The following conditions hold:

(i) 0(M) = 02-2(M);

(ii) TVo component of M has abelian Sylow 2-subgroups.
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Proof.  Set P = 5 O 02-2(M). If P# 1, then it is immediate that Z(P)

is a nontrivial abelian subgroup of 5 which is strongly closed in 5 with respect

to M. But then Z(P) is strongly closed with respect to G by the preceding lemma,

contrary to Proposition 3.1. Thus P = 1  and so (i) holds. Likewise if M has

a component with abelian Sylow 2-subgroups, it follows as in Lemmas 7.15 that

5 has a nontrivial abelian subgroup that is strongly closed in 5 with respect to

G, giving the same contradiction.

As a corollary we have

Lemma 7.19. Every component of A(M) is of type L2(q) for some q =

7, 9 (mod 16) or of type ¿7.

We can now pin things down rather tightly.

Lemma 7.20.  77ze following conditions hold:

(i) A(M) has m>3 components;

(ii) A(M) = ¿2-(M);

(hi) 5 = Pj x P2 x • • • x Tm x B, where T¡ =D8,Ki<m, and B

is elementary of rank at most m;

(iv) Every involution of G is central.

Proof.  As in the first paragraph of the proof of Lemma 7.9, we have that

VA C A*(M). It follows therefore from Lemma 7.2 that / = A(M) =£ 1. Sup-

pose J C L2'(M) and let K be the product of all components of M of even

type, so that ¿2<M) = JK.  Set M = M/0(M), so that K<M.   By Lemma

7.18(h), every component of F is simple and has nonabelian Sylow 2-subgroups.

It follows therefore from (2.13) and (2.18) that every element of 5 induces an

inner automorphism of F. Hence we can write 5 = Sx x S2, where Sx = S n

F and 52 = CS(K). Furthermore, 52  is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C= C_(K).
M

We have that C<M as K<M and that CDK= 1. Together these conditions

imply that 5X  and 52  are each strongly closed in 5 with respect to M. By

Lemma 7.17, 5t   and 52  are thus strongly closed in 5 with respect to G.

However, as 5X =£ 1  and 52 ¥= 1, this contradicts (2.73). Hence / = ¿2<(M)

and (if) holds.

Let m be the number of components of / and suppose now that m < 2.

By Lemma 7.18(f), OJM) =1  and as 7= ¿(M), (2.8) implies that C_(J) = 1.
_ M

Thus 5 acts faithfully on /.  However, as each component of / has dihedral

Sylow 2-subgroups, we have m(/)<4.  But m(S)> 5. Hence considering the

structure of Aut(/), we see that M must have a normal subgroup of index 2

and we conclude from Lemma 7.17 that G does as well, contrary to the sim-

plicity of G. Hence (i) holds.
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Now let J¡, 1 < i < m, be the components of / and set  Tt = 5 n J{.

Then each  T¡=íD8  and so 5 leaves each J¡ invariant by (2.13).  By (2.18),

the image S, of 5 in N¡ = N_(J¡)/C_ (J¡) is isomorphic to D8  or D8 xE2,
M M

1 < i < m.   From this and the fact that  C_(J)= 1, we easily deduce that 5 =
M

T x B, where  T is the product of the  T¡, 1 <i<m, and B is elementary of

rank at most m. Thus (iii) also holds.

Finally we have Z(S) = Z(T) x B with Z(T) the direct product of the

groups Z(T¡) a P2, 1 < / < m. We have S¡ = T¡ x B¡, where B¡ is the image

of B in TV,., 1 </' <m.   By (2.31), every involution S¡ is conjugate under the

action of J¡ to an element of Z(Ti)B{, 1 < i < m.   From this, it follows at once

that every involution of 5 is conjugate in M to an element of Z(T)B = Z(S).

Hence every involution of G is conjugate to an element of Z(S ) and so is a

central involution. Thus (iv) also holds and the lemma is proved.

We are finally in a position to prove that M is strongly embedded in G.

We argue by contradiction. We have that M CG and as Ts 3(G) CM, also

NG(S)CM.  Hence 77 = CG(x)<tM for some x in   1(5).  Since M controls

fusion in 5 and since x is conjugate in M to an element of Z(S), we can

assume without loss that x E Z(S). in particular, x E A  and so A*(77) = A*

ÇA* CM
Suppose  A(H)¥=l. Since no component of A(77) is of type SL(2,q),

q odd,m(A(H))>2 and x Ê A(77). Hence if we set ß = (5 fï A(77))<x>,

we have that m(Q) > 3. Moreover, by the Frattini argument, 77 = A*(H)NH(Q).

Since NH(Q) C rs 3(G) C M, we conclude that H CM, contrary to our choice

of 77.  Thus A(77)= 1.

Next set K = L2<(H) and 77 = 77/0(77).  Suppose K = 1  in which case

77 is 2-constrained.  Setting R = 5 n 02<2(H), we have P = 02(77).  Since

w(5)> 5, application of (2.8) forces m(R)>3. But then H = 0(H)NN(R)

and TVW(P) C r5 3 CI   Since 0(77) C A*(H)CM, again we reach the contra-

diction 77CM. Thus K± 1.

Similarly if 7Í,   is a component of K, consideration of (5 n Ky)(x) and

its normalizer yields that M covers all components of K other than TT,.  But

then if K has more than one component it follows that M covers K, whence

KCM.   Furthermore, if we set P = 5 n £, we have H = 0(H)KNH(P) by the

Frattini argument with m(P) 5s 3  and again we reach the contradiction H CM.

We conclude that K = L2>(H) consists of a single component of even type.

Likewise it follows that K <tM, otherwise we reach the same contradiction by

another application of the Frattini argument. Hence M does not cover K.

Suppose next that K a P2(9) or Psp(4, 2"), or that K/Z(K) a P3(2"),

n > 2. We conclude at once from (2.36(iii)) that K C Y_   (77) and consequently~    5,3
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M covers F, a contradiction. Hence F as ¿2(2"), 5z(2"), or  U3(2").

In the latter two cases S = P x CS(K) by (2.19(iii)), whence 5 * Í2j(5).

But 5 « Í2j(5) by (7.20(ih)), and thus we conclude that F ^ ¿2(2"), n > 3

(as F is of even type).

Finally by (2.19(0), we can write 5 = PU with P C\ U = I  and

IO: CS(F)| < 2, with equality holding only if some element of 5 induces a non-

trivial outer automorphism of F.   By (2.36(iv)) we have

F = <AL(P),C_(Ö)>.
K K

If m(U) > 3, we see that F C r_   (H), so M covers F, which is not the case.~"    5,3

Thus m(U) < 2. Note also that by the structure of 5, we have 5 = Í2,(5).

Since  U as 5/P, it follows that also  t/=f2j(i/). To eliminate this case, it will

suffice to prove that CZ(^S^(K) is noncyclic. Indeed, as  i/=S2j(C/) with

m(U)<2 and  U D CS(K), this will force  U = Cz(iS)(F) a*F4, whence 5 =

P x £/ is elementary, which is not the case.

Set 5 = S/CS(K) = P£/, so that P is elementary of index at most 2 in 5.

We consider the product  P of the dihedral groups  T¡, 1 < i < m.  Then  P has

an elementary subgroup of index at most 2. However, it is immediate from the

structure of P that this is possible only if Z(T) n CS(K) has index at most 2

in Z(T). However,Z(T) =E m   with m > 3  and Z(P) C Z(5). Together

these conditions yield the desired conclusion that  CZ^(K) is noncyclic. This

completes the proof of Proposition 7.1.

8.  The even ¿-hull.  By Proposition 7.1, we now know that   Lx(G) is

either empty or consists of an evenly embedded ¿2(5). Hence Proposition 3.2

is applicable and yields

0(CG(x)) = 1    for all jc in   1(G).

As a consequence, we have

Lx = L2-(CG(x)) = L(CG(x))   for all jc in 1(G).

Moreover, the components of Lx  aie either elements of A2  or isomorphic to

¿2(5).

For any subgroup  Q of G, we now set

XQ=Ux\xE I(0> = <¿(Cg(jc))¡jc G 1(Q)).

We call Xq   the even Q-hull (inasmuch as all components of each Lx  are of

even type or isomorphic to ¿2(5) = ¿2(4)).

By assumption, L(G) is nonempty. We now define
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r = max[m(K/Z(K))\K E 1(G)}.

We next choose A  in  H(G) such that

(a) L(G; A) contains an element K with m(K/Z(K)) = r;

(b) Subject to (a), m(A) is maximal.

Recall that   L(G;A) is the set of components of CG(a) as a ranges over A*.

Note that in all cases, K is a component of La  for some a in A* and so

XA + 1.

Our goal in this section is to prove

Proposition 8.1.For some choice of A, the following conditions hold:

(i)  The even A-hull XA   is semisimple;

(ii) The components of XA  are elements of L(G;A) and include K;

(iii) Every element of L(G; A) either lies in K or centralizes K;

(iv) A E M(G).

We argue by contradiction in a long sequence of lemmas. We first consider

an arbitrary element A  of W(G) satisfying conditions (a) and (b) above. We

fix K in   L(G;A), as above, and we set B = CA(K). Since K is a component

of some La with a in A*, we have aEB and so B^l.

Lemma 8.2. For each b in B*, K is a component of Lb.

Proof.  Let b EB*. By I-balance and (2.43) the normal closure / of

K  in  Lb  consists of either a single component or two components interchanged

by fl and K = L(Cj(a)) (using the fact that  0(Lb) = 1).  If L  consists of a

single component, our maximal choice of K forces m(J/Z(J)) = r. But then

(2.26) implies that K = J, whence K is a component of Lb. In particular, this

will be the case if either A E U(CG(b)) or J has nonabelian Sylow 2-subgroups

by (2.43(iii)).

In the remaining case,/ consists of two components /,   and J2  with

abelian Sylow 2-subgroups and if A* E M(CG(b)), then m(A*) > m(A).

Furthermore, by (2.12), we have /, a K.   On the other hand, by (2.37(H)) A*

nj2¥=l. Choose a*  in  (A* C\J2)*. Again by ¿-balance and (2.43), the

normal closure F of 7,   in L *  consists of either a single component or two

components interchanged by b and /, = L(CF(b)). Since 7, a K, it follows

as in the preceding paragraph from our maximal choice of K that a component

P,   (possibly P itself) of CF(b) is isomorphic to /,   and hence to K.  But

P, E L(G;A*) and m(A*) > m(A), so our maximal choice of A is contradicted.

Hence this case cannot arise and the lemma is proved.

Taking b = a and arguing in essentially the same way, we easily obtain

Lemma 8.3.  K is A-invariant.
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As a further consequence, we have

Lemma 8.4. XB normalizes K.

Proof.   This is immediate as Lb normalizes F for each ft  in B* by

Lemma 8.2.

We next prove

Lemma 8.5. XA  does not normalize K.

Proof.   Suppose false, in which case XACN = NG(K). Let yEA*. We

shall argue now that Ly = ¿j¿2, where ¿x   is the product of the components of

Ly  which lie in F and ¿2  is the product of those which centralize F.  Since

LyCXAÇN,LyCL2'(CN(y)), whence Ly CJ = Lr(N) by (2.41). Clearly

F is a component of / and so / = F/0, where /0 is the product of the re-

maining components of /. Since F is ¿-invariant, so also is JQ  and therefore

y leaves both F and /0 invariant and we also have Ly < L2-(Cj(y)).

Setting Ñ = N/Z(K), we have that F n 70 = 1, whence 7= F x 70.

Since y  leaves each factor invariant, it follows that C_(J) — C_(y) x C_ (y).
J K J0

Since Z(K) is a 2-group in the center of /, this implies that 02(Cj(y)) =

02(CK(y))02(Cjo(y)), whence /, = L2\Cj(y)) = ¿2- (CK(y))L2. (CjQ(y)).

Thus every component of Jy  either lies in F or centralizes F.  Since Ly <

/ , the desired factorization of ¿    now follows.

On the other hand, as F is ¿-invariant and A G H(G), some element jc

of ¿# lies in F. Then jc centralizes ¿2  and as ¿2  is a product of compo-

nents of ¿  , we conclude by ¿-balance that ¿2 C Lx. This holds for each y

in ¿*  and consequently XA CKLX. But FC¿aCAT4   and so XA =KLX.

If M denotes the product of the components of Lx   which centralize   K, our

argument yields that KLX = AM. Thus XA   is a semisimple group, whose compo-

nents are elements of  L(G; A) and include F.  Moreover, our argument shows

that every element of  L(G; A) either lies in F or centralizes K.

Finally let 5 be a Sylow 2-subgroup of G containing A. It is immediate

from the definition of XA   that 5 normalizes XA. Let ¿*GM(5). Then A*

leaves F invariant by (2.37).  Since A < 5, it follows that A* leaves F =

CA(K) invariant.  But 5#1  and so  CB(A*)i=\. Since ¿* G M(5), we con-

clude that bEA* for some 6 in F#. Since K is a component of Lb  by

Lemma 8.2, we see that F G L(G;A*). Now our maximal choice of A  forces

m(A) = m(A*), whence A G M(G).

We have thus shown that all parts of Proposition 8.1 hold. Since we are

arguing by contradiction, we accept this lemma.

Lemma 8.6. One of the following holds:
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(i) r > 3 and m(G) < 2r, or

(ii) r = 2, m(G) < 6, fl«d some element of L(G; A) is isomorphic to

L2(9).

Proof.  If m(G) < 2r, then necessarily r>3 as m(G) > 5 by Proposi-

tion 5.14. Thus (i) holds in this case. Hence we can suppose m(G)> 2r. We

shall argue that either A E M(G) or (ii) holds. Choose A* in  M(G), so that

m(A*) >2r+ 1. Setting E = C' . (a), we have that m(P) > r + 1. Moreover,

m(P)>4 if m(/l*)>7. Now PCCG(fl) and so E acts on La. Consider

first the case that E leaves K invariant. If K $ P2(9) or m(E) > 4, it

follows from (2.23(iii), (iv)) that C^T^tM. In these cases choose x in E*

to centralize K. As usual, ¿-balance together with our maximal choice of K

implies then that Lx  possesses a component L  with m(L/Z(L)) = r. Since

xEA*,LE L(G;A*) and our maximal choice of A  forces m(A) = m(A*),

whence A E M(G). This argument applies unless m(E) < 3 and K a ¿2(9),

whence also m(A*) = m(G) < 6 and r = m(K) = 2, precisely the conditions

of(ii).

On the other hand, if E does not leave K invariant, then K has abelian

Sylow 2-subgroups and for some x in E*, we have K¥=KX and L(C    x(x)^K.

Again ¿-balance and the maximality of K forces A to be an element of M(G). This

proves our assertion.

We can therefore assume that A E M(G), whence m(A) > 2r + 1. We know

that A leaves K invariant and now (2.23) yields that either m(B) > r + 1 or K =

¿2(9) and m(A)<6. Since (ii) holds in the latter case, we can suppose that m(B)

>r+l.

Finally as A E U(G),A acts on each component J of Ly for any y in A*.

Moreover, our maximal choice of K implies that m(J/Z(J)) < r. Since m(B) >

r + 1, we conclude from (2.23) that

Ly=(L(CL (b))\bEB*)

if either m(B) > 4 (in particular, if r > 3) or if no component of Ly  is iso-

morphic to ¿2(9). In the exceptional case we have r = 2, m(A) < 6, and some

component of L    is isomorphic to ¿2(9), so (ii) holds. Hence we can assume

that we have the given generation of Ly  for each y in A*. But then by

¿-balance, we obtain that LyCXB  for y in A*, whence XACXB. Thus

AT^ = XB  as PC ,4. However, this is impossible as XB  normalizes K, while

^4   does not, by Lemmas 8.4 and 8.5.

We now sharpen the preceding result.

Lemma 8.7. We have r>3 and m(G) < 2r.
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Proof.   By the preceding lemma, we need only derive a contradiction from

the assumption that r = 2, m(G) < 6, and some element of  L(G; A) is isomor-

phic to ¿2(9). By Proposition 5.14, we have m(G) > 5  and so m(G) = 5 or

6. Hence by Proposition 5.2(h) there exists z  in   1(G) with m(CG(z)) =

m(G) suchthat ¿z  has a component of type ¿2(9). Then zG¿*  for some

A* in  M(G) and now our maximal choice of A  forces m(A) = m(A*). Thus

A G M(G).

Since r = 2, every element of  L(G;A) is isomorphic to L2(5),U3(4),

or ¿2(9). If possible, we choose F isomorphic to one of the first two groups.

We set B = CA(K), so that m(B) = 3  or 4 if F as ¿2(5) or  U3(4) and

m(B) = 2, 3, or 4 if F a; ¿2(9).

By Lemma 8.5, Lx  does not normalize F for some x in ¿* and so

some component / of Lx  does not normalize F.  We claim that / as ¿2(9)

and m(B) — 2 or  3. If / £s ¿2(9), then neither is F by our choice of F,

whence m(B) = 3  or 4.  But A  acts on / as A G M(G).  Since / as ¿2(5)

or  U3(4), it follows from (2.23) that some 6  in F*  centralizes /.  On the

other hand, if m(B) = 4, the same conclusion holds even if / = ¿2(9) by

(2.23(hi)).  Since F is a component of Lb  and JCLb,J thus normalizes K,

contrary to our choice of /. This proves our assertions.

Setting F = CA(J), we reach the same contradiction if £Tlß#l,so F

H B = 1. Since m(A/B) = 2 or 3, this forces m(E) < 3. But m(E) > 2 as

also m(A/E) = 2 or 3, so m(E) = 2 or 3. Furthermore in the latter case F

must act faithfully on F as F n F = 1, in which case F as ¿2(9). The situa-

tion now is essentially identical to that which we treated in Lemma 6.12. There

we had F and / quasisimple with K/0(K) as J/0(J) as ¿7, m(A) = 5, and

m(B) = m(E) = 2; while here we have F as ¿2(5), U3(4) or ¿2(9), / as ¿2(9)

= ¿6, m(A) = 5  or 6, m(B) = 2 or 3, and m(E) = 2 or  3.

However, we can repeat that proof with essentially no change. There are

only three points that should be mentioned.  First, if u is an involution of

Nj(A), we again have that   \A : CA(u)\ < 2, so u centralizes some  ft  in B#

and also centralizes some involution of A r\K. Together these conditions

force u  to lie in  CG(ft) and to normalize F.  Secondly in the present case,

L(G) is a subset of  {¿2(5), U3(4), ¿2(9)}, so certainly F is a nonembedded

component of  L(G;A*), where A* has the same meaning as in Lemma 6.12.

Thus we again have that NG(K) covers both N_(A) and N_(A*), where

again JA = JA/0(J)E - JA/E.   In the present case, either JA = J as ¿2(9)

or 7¿as5,, In either case (2.35(viii)) implies that  J = (N_(Ä),N_(Ä*)).
0 j J

Thus NG(K) covers /as/  and so NG(K)DJ, contrary to our choice of /.

As a corollary, we have
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Lemma 8.8.  If b EB*, then K is the only component of its isomorphism

type in Lb. In particular K < CG(b) and K < NG(B).

Proof.  We know that K is a component of ¿ft. If Z(K) = 1, then K

is the only component of its isomorphism type in Lb, otherwise m(Lbib))>

2r + 1, contrary to the preceding lemma.  On the other hand, if Z(K) =£ 1, then

K/Z(K) a ¿3(4) and r = 4.  But then we reach the same conclusion, since other-

wise m(Lb) > 9 > 2r + 1  by (2.16). Thus K is characteristic in  CG(B).

Hence  CG(b) and NG(B) normalize K.

We can also prove

Lemma 8.9.   We have A = (A nK)B with ADKE M(K).

Proof.  We know that K is .4-invariant.  Since r > 3,K £ ¿2(5). It fol-

lows therefore from (2.37(iii)) that A n K E l\(K) and that every element of

A  induces an inner automorphism of A. Hence A = (A C\K)CA(K) = (A C*K)B.

This completes the preliminary analysis. As in the corresponding analysis of

Collin's characterization of the Suzuki groups [4], the main part of the proof

consists in establishing the following assertion:

NG(A) normalizes K for some choice of A.

Remarks.   We shall actually prove that except in the case K = PSp(4, 2n),

NG(A) normahzes K for any choice of A.

We shall prove this result in a sequence of lemmas. "We set TV = NG(A)

and Ay —A C\K.  Note that A =AtB with the factorization direct unless

Z(K) # 1, in which case K/Z(K) a ¿3(4). We also set W - TV^iTQ. Our

goal is to show for some choice of A   that   W = TV and so we can assume by

contradiction that  W C TV for any A.

Lemma 8.10. If y EN-W, then BCiBy = 1.

Proof.  If not, pick b in (BC\By)*. Then K and Ky  are compo-

nents of Lb  and K ¥=Ky, so Lb  has more than one component isomorphic to

K, contrary to what we have shown in Lemma 8.8.

Lemma 8.11.  The following conditions hold:

(i) W = NN(B);
(ii) WnK = NK(Ay).

Proof.   Since CG(B)CCG(a) as aEB.K is a component of L(CG(B))

and, as above, it is the only component of its isomorphism type, so K is

characteristic in CG(B). Hence NG(B) normalizes K, whence NN(B)CNN(K)

C W.  On the other hand, W normalizes B = CA(K) as it normalizes both K
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and A, so   WCNN(B) and (i) follows. Clearly  W n F = NK(A) = NK(AX),

so (ii) also holds.

Lemmas 8.10 and 8.11 together immediately yield:

Lemma 8.12. Any two distinct conjugates of B in N intersect trivially.

We break up the analysis into two cases according as the Lie rank of F is

1  or  2.

Case 1. F s ¿2(2"), 5z(2"), or  U3(2"), n>2;

Case 2. F s ¿3(2"),PSp(4, 2"), n > 2, or a covering group of ¿3(4).

Note that in Case 1, as m(K) = r, we have, in fact, n = r.

In Lemmas 8.13—8.22, we assume that Case 1 holds.

Lemma 8.13. // By n A x + 1 for y in N, then By CAX.

Proof. Set E = By C\Ax,m(B) = ft, and m(E) = e. We know that

ft < r as m(G) < 2r and we have e < ft. To establish the lemma, we must

show that e = ft.

Setting  Wx = W OF, we have  Wx = NK(AX) and consequently by the

structure of F, Wx/Cw (Ax) is cyclic of order 2r — 1  and acts regularly on

¿j.  Since  Wx C\Wy  and Cw (Ax) leave F invariant, it follows that

[(Wx C\Wy)Cw (AX)]ICW (¿j)   has order at most 2e - 1, whence

I Wj : Wx n M/y | > (2r - l)/(2e - 1).  On the other hand, if u  and v are

representatives of distinct cosets of WxC\Wy  in  Wx, Lemma 8.12 implies that

E" n Ev = 1. Since   \A\*\ = 2r -1  and  |F#| = 2e - 1, there are thus at

most  (2*" — l)/(2e — 1) such cosets and we conclude that

\WX :WX nwy\ = (2r- l)/(2e-l).

Since  Wx   centralizes ¿/¿ j, it leaves ¿jF^  invariant. Since  Wy  leaves

By  invariant, the preceding equality shows that    By    has precisely

(2r — l)/(2e — 1) distinct conjugates in AxBy under the action of Wx. More-

over, two such conjugates intersect only in the identity by Lemma 8.12. Hence

counting the nonidentity elements in their union, we obtain

(2b - 1) • (2r - l)/(2e - 1) < 2b+r~e - 1,

the integer on the right representing the number of nonidentity elements in AxBy.

Simplifying, we obtain

2r + 2& > 2b+r~e + 2e.

Since e < ft < r, this forces the desired conclusion e = ft.

Lemma 8.14. For some y in N - W, we have By C\AX = I.
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Proof. If false, then by the preceding lemma all TV-conjugates of B other

than B itself lie in Ay. Since W{ =WC\K acts transitively on A\ and trivially

on B, it follows now that A* has precisely two conjugacy classes under the action

of TV: namely, A* U B* and A - (A, U B).

We consider the square of the conjugacy class of A* UP* in the group ring

Z[,4]. We obtain, with b = m(B) once again,

(2r + 2b- 2)1 + (2r - 2)A*y + (2b - 2)B* + \(A - (Ay U B)),

where the coefficients represent the number of times the given set appears in the

enumeration. Since we must end up with a linear combination of conjugacy

classes of A  under the action of TV, the only possibility is that b = r.

We conclude now from Lemma 8.12 that Ay   is the only TV-conjugate of B

distinct from B, which implies that |TV : W\ = 2.

Let   5 be a Sylow 2-subgroup of TV. Then A C S as A< N and 5 E

S (G) as A E H(G). By the preceding equality, there exists y in TV which

interchanges P and Ay  under conjugation. Since y centralizes Z(S)C A, it

follows that Z(S) r\Ay= Z(S) DB = 1. We can clearly choose 5 so that

5 H K E S(K). If 5 n K is nonabelian, then Ay = (S n K)' C Z(S), which is

not the case. Hence SCiK = Ay   and K = L2(2r). Likewise no element of

W C\S induces a field automorphism of K of order 2, otherwise Ay C\ S' C

AyC\Z(S)i-\. Hence  W C\S = AyCs(K). But by definition of A  and B,

clearly B E U(CS(K)). Hence if CS(K) D B, it would follow that B n

Z5l(Cs(K)) * 1. However, this is impossible as  131(S)C Z(S) and B n Z(S)

= 1. Thus CS(K) = B and we conclude that  W n 5 = A,P = A

Hence 5 = (4, xP)<;>> with ^2Gy4=^4,P and y interchanging Ay

and P. One easily proves in this situation by induction on the order 2r  of B

that y  can be taken to be an involution. Indeed, if we take b in B* and

apply induction to S/(b, by), we see that we can choose y so that y2 E

(b,by). Then (b, y) = D8, and so (b,y)-(b,by) contains an involution

which we can take as y. Thus 5 = E r 'v- P2, and now (2.74) yields a contra-

diction.

Now we can prove

Lemma 8.15.   One of the following holds:

(i) Ay <TV;or

(ii) TV acts transitively on A*.

Proof.   Since  WCiK acts transitively on A* and trivially on P, conju-

gation by  WC\K divides A - B into classes of size  2r - 1. Conjugating B*

by the element y of Lemma 8.14 adds one element to each of these classes with

the exception of the class Af. Hence the TV-classes of A - Ay   are unions of
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sets each of size  2r and each containing an element of F .

Let Cj   be the N-conjugacy class of ¿f. To prove the lemma, we must

show that either  Cj =¿f or ¿*, so suppose false, in which case Cj contains an

element bx of F# and ¿* has an Af-conjugacy class C2  distinct from Cj.

Likewise C2  contains an element ft2  of B*. Furthermore, as  |¿*| = 2r — 1,

it follows from the preceding paragraph that

ICj | = - 1  (mod 2r)   and    |C21 = 0 (mod 2r).

On the other hand, by Lemma 8.8, we have  CN(b¡) C W, i = 1, 2. Hence

for i = l  and 2, we have

\q\ = \N : CN(b()\ =\N:W\\W: Cw(b¿\.

But now using our congruence for   \CX I, it follows that  \N : W\ is odd. Hence

by our congruence for  |C2|, we conclude that   \W :Cw(b2)\ = 0 (mod 2r).

We shall now contradict this last conclusion. We know that  W normalizes

F and consequently  | W : Cw(b2)\ < \B*\. But   |F#| < |¿f | < 2'', so

IW : Cw(b2)\ < 2'', giving the desired contradiction.

As a corollary of our argument, we have

Lemma 8.16. If A x < N, then the N-conjugacy classes of A - Ax  each

have size divisible by  2r and are disjoint from A x.

We shall next eliminate the second possibility of Lemma 8.15 and thus prove

Lemma 8.17.  We have AX<N.

Proof.   Suppose false in which case N acts transitively on ¿*. By Lem-

ma 8.12 CN(b) CW for ft EB*, whence   \N : W\  is odd. Since A G W, we

can thus choose SES with SCW.   Let  P = 05(¿j).  Because 5 acts on K,

|5:P|<2. As 5 normalizes F, Ax C CA(T) and we have that  P central-

izes an element of (By)# for any 7  in iV. By Lemma 8.12, TC Wy. By

Lemma 8.14 pick y  so that By CiAx = 1 = By n F.  as  P centralizes ¿j,

it follows that  P centralizes F and  T=CS(A). Clearly ¿ = i2t(P), so by

Proposition 3.1 |5:P| = 2 and S—T contains an involution  t. As G is

simple, t is conjugate in F = NG(D) to a in A  where D C S is chosen as

in (2.70). We know that  t acts on F = L2(2r) as a field automorphism,

whence  Cs(t) has rank at most   1 + r/2 + ft, where ft = m(B). It follows from

r > 3 that r > 4 and the fusion cannot occur in NG(S). Since F = H*NH(S),

the fusion occurs in H*. By (2.65(hi)), at G Z(D), whence F n ¿ C 0^(0

and the image A  in F = F/F has rank >r\2>2. For ft G¿ - ¿ n D,

\D : CD(ft)| < |5 : P| = 2. Thus for any hEH,(b, ~bh) is a dihedral group

centralizing a subgroup of index at most 4in D. Thus the core of this dihedral
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group has order at most 3, contradicting the structure of H given in (2.70).

We can now give a fairly complete description of a Sylow 2-subgroup of G.

Pick b in B* so that a Sylow 2-subgroup P of CG(b) has maximal possible

order. By Lemma 8.8, P normalizes K and so  T = P D K E S(K). Without

loss we can assume A CP and we let 5 be a Sylow 2-subgroup of G contain-

ing P. Then A<S as A E W(5) and so 5 C TV.   Furthermore, Z = Z(S) C A

for the same reason. By Lemma 8.16, the number of TV-conjugates of every ele-

ment of A - Ay   is a multiple of 2r. In particular, this number is even and so

no element of A - A,  lies in Z, whence ZCAy. Thus  |Z|<2r. On the

other hand, [5, b] C Z as 5 has class 2. But I [5, b] I = |5 : Cs(b)\ = \S:P\ and so

is a multiple of 2''. Hence \Z\ = 2r and so Z = A,. This in turn implies that no

element of P induces a nontrivial outer automorphism of K, as otherwise A,

would not he in Z(P). It follows therefore that P=T x CP(K). Since B n

Z = 1  and B E M(CP(K)), we also have that B = CP(K) (using the fact that

5' and  U'(5) lie in Z). Thus P = T x B. In addition, P < 5 andas ZC

P, we must have S/P elementary, again as 5' and U!(5) he in Z.  Our con-

ditions also force  15/P| = 2r. Since each element of A — A,   has a multiple of

2r TV-conjugates, it follows now that  Cs(x) = P for x in A - Ay. Since each

such x is conjugate to an element of B*, we conclude from our maximal choice

of b that each element of A — A,  is extremal in 5.

We summarize these conclusions:

Lemma 8.18.  There exists a Sylow 2-subgroup S of G with the follow-

ing properties:

(i) ACSCN and T = 5 C\K E S(K);

(ii) Ay =Z(S) = Z(T)= [S,x]  for any x in A - Ay,

(iii) Every x in A - Ay  is extremal in S and P = Cs(x) = T x B;

(iv) P<S and S/P is elementary of rank r.

We fix such a Sylow 2-subgroup 5 of G and we next prove

Lemma 8.19.  We have K^L2(2r) and P = A.

Proof.   Suppose false, in which case K = Sz(2r) or  U3(2r). By Propo-

sition 3.1, Ay   is not strongly closed in 5. Hence some z  in Af is conjugate

in G to y  in S - Av By the preceding lemma (or Lemma 8.16), no involu-

tion of A - Ay   is central and so y ES - P (as £2,(P) = A). As usual, we

may assume that this conjugacy occurs in M = NG(D) for some D in the

Goldschmidt conjugation family  V- Since NM(S) normalizes Ay =Z(S) and

M = M*NM(S), where TI7* = O2 (M), we can suppose that this conjugacy takes

place in M*.

Since z £.4, CZ = £2,(Z(D)), also y EZ. Thus D CCs(y) andas

y £ P, Lemma 8.18(iii) implies that     D n A  = Ar     It  follows that
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D n P   is isomorphic to a subgroup of P containing A x. Clearly D C 5. If

|5 : D\ = 2, then necessarily  |F| = 2 and D C\P must project onto P/B as T,

whence ¿j =(DC\P)'. But this is impossible as M* centralizes £>' by

(2.65(hi)) and M*  does not centralize zEAx. Hence  \S:D\>4 and so if

we set M = M/DCM(D) = M/DO(M), we have that M*/0(M) as ¿2(2m) for

some m > 2.

We argue next that M* as L2(2m). To prove this, we need only show that

5 centralizes 0(M*). Indeed, if that is the case, then C_ (0(M*)) covers
_ _ AT*
M*IO(M*) as ¿2(2m). However, as the latter groups have no nontrivial perfect

central extensions by a group of odd order, it follows that M* = ¿ x 0(M*),

where ¿as¿2(2m). But then 02'(M*) = L.  Since M* = 02'(M), 02'(M*) =

M* and we conclude that M* = ¿ as L2(2m), as claimed.

Since Fn¿=¿j,F#l.  But CiS(ft)=P for ft  in F*  and conse-

quently Cz(b) =¿j =Z(5) for  6 in F*. However, by the structure of

¿2(2m), A(_,(5) acts transitively on 5* and consequently Cz(w) = Z(5) for
M _ _

all Í7  in 5*. But now if 5 does not centrahze  0(M), then 5 does not

centralize F= [C,,,»».(«)»ÏÏ]   for some ¿7 in 5# as S = E m, m>2.

However, F CO2(M*) and so F acts faithfully on Z by (2.65 (iv)). Hence by

Thompson's A x F-lemma,F must act faithfully on Cz(u) = Z(S). But 5

centralizes Z(5) and F= [F, 5], so F must centrahze Z(5), whence F= 1,

which is not the case. This contradiction establishes that M* has the asserted

structure.

Set F = IS1(D), so that F C Z(S) - Ax. Since F nP is isomorphic to a

subgroup of P containing A x, it is straightforward to show by counting the

number of square roots of elements of F in D C\P that

\DnP:Ax\<\E\ if K = Sz(2r),

|¿>nP:¿j|<|F||¿il   ii K=U3(2r).

Since correspondingly  |P| = |¿j|2  or  |¿x|3, we conclude in both cases that

\DnP\\Ax\<\T\\E\.

We shall now establish a second inequality for  \D C\P\\AX\. We use

(2.66 (iv)) which is applicable as M* s ¿2(2m). It yields

\S:D\<\AX :E\.

Thus
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|P:7J>nP| = \PD:D\<\S:D\<\Ay :E\.

Since  \S : P\ = \Ay | by the preceding lemma, this implies

\S:DnP\ = \S:P\\P:DnP\<\Ay\\Ay :E\,

which in turn yields

\DC\P\\Ay\>\S:Ay\\E\.

Comparison with our first estimate gives  \T\ > \S :Ay\ = |P|. However,

this is impossible as P = T x B and B =£ 1. This establishes the lemma.

In treating the remaining case, we first prove

Lemma 8.20.  The following conditions hold:

(i) 5 «TV;

(ii) N = SW;
(iii) snw = A=P.

Proof.  We know from Lemma 8.18 that CS(B) = P.  We claim first that

TVS(P) = P.  If not, then by EB for some b in B* and some   y in S - P.

But then  1 ¥= [b,y] EB C\ S' CB n Z(S). However,B n Z(S) = 1  by Lem-

ma 8.18, so our assertion holds.

We know that the TV-conjugates of B* axe disjoint and as TVS(P) = P

with  15 : P | = \Ay |, it follows that the 5-conjugates of B* include all TV-conju-

gates of B*. Hence TV = SNN(B) = SW by Lemma 8.1 l(i). Since 5 n W = P,

it remains only to show that 5 < TV.

We argue first that TV is 2-constrained with 0(TV) = 1. Indeed, 0(TV)

centralizes A  and so for b in B*. 0(N) CCG(b) and A =PE S(CG(b))

by Lemmas 8.18 and 8.19. Since A  is elementary, every component of Lb  is

isomorphic to ¿2(2m) for some m. Since 0(TV) centralizes A C\Lb E

S(Lb),0(N) centralizes Lb  by (2.20(iii)). Furthermore, 0(TV) centralizes

02(CG(b)) CA. Since  0(CG(b)) = 1, we conclude now from (2.8) that 0(N)

= 1. Furthermore, ¿(TV) centralizes A  as ¿(TV) and A  are each normal in

TV.  But 5 n ¿(TV) E S (¿(TV)) and CS(A) C CS(B) = A.  Hence A ñ ¿(TV) is

a Sylow 2-subgroup of ¿(TV) and lies in Z(L(N)), which is clearly possible only

if ¿(TV) = 1. We conclude now from (2.9) that TV is 2-constrained, which

proves our assertions.

Finally set ß = 02(TV), so that AÇQÇS.   Since A, = Z(S), 5 cen-

tralizes both A y   and Q/A,  and so stabilizes the chain QD Ay D 1.  But A,

< TV by Lemma 8.17 and CN(Q) C ß as TV is 2-constrained with 0(TV) = 1.

Hence the stabilizer of this chain is precisely 02(TV) = ß and we conclude that

5 = ß < TV.
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We can now pin down 5 precisely.

Lemma 8.21.  The following conditions hold for some subgroup R of S:

(i) S = RB with RC\B=\,AxCR,and R is invariant under  W.

(ii)  \R\ = 22r and R is either elementary or homocyclic abelian.

Proof.  We have that  W acts on 5 and so W acts on S = S/AX. Since

¿i D U1^), 5 is elementary abelian.  Since F is W-invariant, S = B x R  for

some W-invariant subgroup F  of 5.  Thus the inverse image F  of F  in 5 is

W-invariant, contains A x, and is disjoint from F.  Since also 5 = RB, R  satis-

fies the conditions of (i). Moreover, |F| = 22r as  |5:¿| = 2r.

Suppose F  is not elementary.  For ft in F*, [5, ft] = [F, ft] = A x   as

Cs(b) = A.  Since  W acts transitively on ¿* and trivially on ft, it follows that

W also acts transitively on F. Hence if some coset of A x  in F distinct from

¿j   contains an involution, all such cosets do and as ¿j C Z(R), it would follow

at once that F  had exponent 2 and was elementary, which is not the case. Thus

¿j = £lx(R). Since A  is not strongly closed in S,S — A  contains an involution

y  and y has the form jcft, where jcGF-¿j   and ftGF*. Then ft  must

invert jc and as  W centralizes ft  and acts transitively on F, this implies that

ft inverts F, forcing F  to be abelian. The only possibility is that F  is homo-

cyclic and we conclude that (ii) holds.

We next prove

Lemma 8.22. F is elementary abelian.

Proof.   Suppose false, in which case F is homocyclic abelian and S2X(F)

= A j. Since A x   is not strongly closed in 5, it follows, as usual, that z ~ y in

M = NG(D) for some z in ¿f, y in 5-¿,and D in  V, and, moreover,

that this conjugacy can be assumed to occur in M* = O2 (M). We have y =

jcft  for some jc in F-¿j   and ft in F*. Furthermore, z GZ = ííj(Z(D)),

so y EZ and hence DCCs(y) and D C\A = Ax.

Observe next that ft inverts F  as we have shown in the preceding lemma

and consequently  CR(y) = Ax. Thus F Pi D = A x   and so if we set M =

M/DCM(D), we have that  \S\ > \R/AX\ = 2r, whence   |5| > 2. Since D n A =

¿,, F ¥= 1  and we conclude now exactly as in Lemma 8.19 that M* ^ ¿2(2m)

for some  m.   Our conditions imply that m>r. On the other hand, if ftj G

B* with ftj ^ ft, we claim that ftj   does not invert any element of F - Ax.

Indeed, if ftj   inverted such an element «.then u G Cs(bbx), contrary to the

fact that  Cs(bbx) = A.  This means that xxbx   is not an involution for any xx

in F-¿j   and any bxi=b in B#. From this we conclude that Z=¿j x

(y) and so m(Z) = r+ I. However, as  \S\ = 2m  with m>r>2 and M*

as ¿2(2m), we see that (2.66(iv)) is contradicted.
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We are left finally with the case that R is elementary. This time we use the

fact that R is not strongly closed in 5. Hence z~y in G for some z in R*

and some y in 5 - R. Butas Cs(b)=A for b in B*, it is immediate that every

involution of 5 lies in R or A. In particular, y EA- Ay. We have shown above

that no element of A - A, is conjugate to an element of A, and so also zER -

Ay. As usual, we can assume that this conjugation occurs in M = NG(D) for some D

in V. But Z(D) C Cs(y) n Cs(z) = ^ n P = A,. Thus M* = 02'(M) centralizes

Z(D). Since M* centralizes D/Z(D) by (2.65(iii)), it follows that 02(M*) central-

izes D.  Since M = 02(M*)NM(S) by the Frattini argument, we conclude that our

conjugation takes place in NM(S). However, R and A are clearly the only two

elements of W(5) and consequently each must be normal in TVG(5), whence z and

y cannot be conjugate in NM(S). We have therefore proved

Lemma 8.23. Case 1 does not occur.

It remains to treat Case 2. Thus K a¿3(2"),P5p(4, 2"), or 7i/Z(A:) a ¿3(4).

We put « = 2 in the last case. We set Ñ = N/CG(A) and Wy = WHK. By

(2.21 (iii)), W, = Z(Wy) x J, where Z(Wy) is cyclic of order dividing 2" - 1

and J a 5¿(2, 2") a ¿2(2") is simple as n > 2. Again we choose 5 in  S(G)

to contain A  as well as a Sylow 2-subgroup  T of /£. Again A E W(5) is

normal in 5 and so 5 C TV.

The elimination of this case hinges on the following result:

Lemma 8.24. / is a component of ¿(TV).

Proof. Since A E W(G), we have Z(S)CA and so 5' CA. Thus 5 is

abelian, and it follows now from the structure of groups with abelian Sylow 2-sub-

groups that N/L2'(N) is solvable. As / is perfect, we conclude that JCL2>(N).

By (2.21(vii)) CA (T)= T' CZ(S) for any Fin f*. Since K centralizes P,we

have CA(t)= T'B = CA(T). We claim that T centralizes F=0(L2<TV)). In-

deed C_(t ) normalizes CA(T) = CA(f) whence F = (C_(t)\fE f*) normalizes
F F

CA(T). Since CA(T) = T' x B, we see that  T centralizes A/CA(T) and CA(T),

and hence so does [F, T]. We conclude that [F, T] centralizes A and [F, T]

= 1. Consequently [F,J] =l,and 7c¿(TV) by (2.10).

We must show that J is a component of ¿(TV). By (2.65(v)) if TV,  and TV2

are distinct components of ¿(TV), then in an ¿(TV)-composition series for A, TV,

and TV2 act nontrivially on distinct composition factors Vx and V2. J centralizes

P and has just one nontrivial composition factor on Ay by (2.21). Thus / cannot

act nontrivially on both Vx and V2. Consequently J cannot project nontrivially

on both TV, and TV2, and we may assume / CTV,.

We claim TV, is of type ¿2(2m).If not, then by (2.65), TV, is of type L2(q),

q = 3,5 mod 8, q > 5,/,  or Ree type. T is of rank at least 2, and by the argument
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given above for F, P centralizes any P-invariant subgroup of odd order of A^. But

if A7! is of type L2(q), then we know from the subgroup structure of L2(q) that

the centralizer of Tin NX/Z(NX) is dihedral of order q + l or q — 1 according as

q = 3 mod 8 or q = 5 mod 8. In either case P does not centralize 0(C^ (J)).

Thus A^j is not of type L2(q) with the given restrictions on q. Likewise if Nx

were of Ree type, then by (2.26(v)) the same argument would apply to the central-

izer in Nx of a subgroup of rank 2 of Pj. We are left with the possibility that NX

is of type /j. In this case we know [23, Section 1 ] that all involutions of Nl are

conjugate and that for tET#, t has a conjugate ü such that Qx, t) is dihedral of

order 38. Hence 0({u~, F>) has order 19 and acts faithfully on A/(CA(t) n CA(u))

whichhas rank at most 2m(A/CA(T)). But TCÑX implies m(f)<m(Jx) = 3

whence m(A/CA(t)) = m(AX/CA (t)) < 6 by(2.21(h)).  Thus 0(<¡ü, t)) acts faith-

fully on an elementary abelian group of order at most 26 which is impossible.

Finally we have that Ñx is of type ¿2(2m). We know by (2.21(h)) that

(A : CA(T)) = 2" where J = L2(2"). Hence if V is any nontrivial A^-composition

factor of A, we have (V:Cv(l))<2n whence m<n by (2.66(h)). We conclude

7=ÄY
We now strengthen the last conclusion.

_ _
Lemma 8.25. / is normal in N.

Proof. If K/Z(K)as¿3(2"),then r = m(K/Z(K)) = 2n. Since m(G)<2r,

it follows that m(A)<4n. But now (2.66) implies that L(N) has at most 2 compo-

nents isomorphic to ¿2(2"). Since / is a component of L(N),02(N) must then

leave / invariant. Since 5 is abelian, it also normalizes / and we conclude that

J<Ñ.
Suppose then that F =PSp(4,2"), whence r = m(K) = 3n by (2.21 (i)). In

this case, m(A) < 6m  and so L(N) has at most 3 components isomorphic to

¿2(2").  If the number is less than 3, J< N as in the preceding case. We can

therefore assume that L(N) has 3 isomorphic components J = JX,J2, J3. In

this case m(A) = 6n  and J = JX   acts faithfully and irreducibly on ¿0 =

[A, /j]   which is of rank 2n, by (2.65(v)). Since / centralizes ¿/¿x, it follows

that ¿0 C A j.  But by (2.21 (v)), A x   has no faithful irreducible /-submodules.

Now we can ehminate Case 2 and thus attain our objective:

Lemma 8.26. NG(A) normalizes K for some choice of A.

Proof.   Since N normalizes /, it leaves CA(J) invariant. If K/Z(K) =

¿3(2"), then 7 acts faithfully and irreducibly on AX/Z(K) and Z(K)CB, so

CA(T) = B.  Thus Ñ leaves F invariant and so F < N.   But then N = W by

Lemma 8.11 (i), contrary to our assumption  W C N.  Hence F as P5p(4, 2").

In this case A0 = CA (J) has rank n by (2.21 (v)) and we have  CA(J) =
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A0B. Our argument yields that A0B is normal in TV.  Furthermore, Z(Wy)

acts transitively and regularly on A* by (2.21 (v)) and trivially on B. Thus the

situation is very analogous to that which we had in Case 1. We know that any

two TV-conjugates of B intersect trivially by Lemma 8.12. Likewise TV does not

normahze P as  W C TV.  We conclude now as in Case 1 that the TV-classes of

A0B - B have size divisible by  |.40| = 2"  and intersect P nontrivially.  From

this it follows, as before, that  2"  divides  15 : Cs(b)\  whence   [5, b] = A0  for

b in B*, which in turn yields Cs(b) = TVS(P) for b in B*. As before, the

5-conjugates of B* fill up A0B - B and we conclude as in Lemma 8.20 that

N = SW.

To obtain a final contradiction, we exploit the fact that  T = S n K

possesses a second elementary subgroup A*x+Ax   of rank 3«  and that

NK(A*y) has the same structure as NK(AX). Then A* = A* x B satisfies the

same criteria for selection as A  inasmuch as m(A*) = m(A), aEB CA* and

K is a component of La. This means that we can work with A* just as well

as with A. Hence if TV* -NG(A*) and  W* =NN„(K), it follows from our

assumption that also  W* CTV*. Therefore all the conclusions we obtained about

TV hold as well for TV*. In particular, setting TV* =TV*/CG(4*) and defining 7*

by analogy with/, we conclude that AqB is normal in TV*, where A*, = C *(J*).
l

Since 5 CTV*, it follows that 5 normalizes A*,B.

Our argument yields that 5 normalizes A0BC\A*,B.   But A0  and A*

he in Z(T) by (2.2l(vii)), while BCtZ(T)= 1, so A0B n A*B = (A0 C\ A*0)B.

However, A0 n Aq is normalized by (NK(Ay), NK(A*)), as is easily checked,

and this group is K by (2.36(iii)). Since K is simple, this forces AQC\A*,=

1  and we conclude that 5 normalizes P. Thus 5 C W = NN(B) and so TV =

SW = W, giving a final contradiction.

We assume henceforth that A  is chosen so that NG(A) normalizes K.

As an immediate corollary, we have

Lemma 8.27.  We have A E M(G).

Proof.  We know that TV = NG(A) contains a Sylow 2-subgroup 5 of

G. Since 5 normalizes K, it normalizes B = CA(K). Since P ¥= 1, it follows

that zEB for some involution z  of Z(S). Let .4* E M(5), so that zE

Z(S)CA*. By Lemma 8.2, K is a component of ¿2  and so K E L(G;A*).

Now our maximal choice of A  forces m(A) = m(A*) and so A E M(G).

By Lemma 8.5, XA   does not normalize K. Hence for some x in A

and some component / of Lx, we have that / does not normalize K. We

fix such an x and / and investigate the structure of J. Since A E M(G), it

follows from (2.37) that / is A -invariant. If / a ¿2(5), no involution of CG(x)
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induces a nontrivial outer automorphism of / as ¿2(5) is evenly embedded in

¿(G).  Since either / as ¿2(5) or / is of even type, it follows from (2.37) that

A n/ G M(/) in all cases.  Furthermore, except possibly in the case / as ¿2(9),

no element of ¿* induces a nontrivial outer automorphism of / by (2.37(iv))

and so except possibly in this case, we have A = (A n J)CA(J). Finally as

CG(b) normalizes F  for ft in B* by Lemma 8.8, we have

/£ <CG(ft)|ftGP#>.

We shall use these facts in our analysis. We first prove

Lemma 8.28.  We have J £ ¿2(9).

Proof.   Suppose / = ¿2(9). Set ¿0 =A n/, so that A0 = E4.  By

(2.22), Nj(A) = H as 54  and ¿=¿0 x F0, where B0 = CA(H). Since F

normalizes A, it normalizes F. Hence F normalizes both A,   and F.  Since

¿0  is the unique subgroup of A  on which F acts irreducibly and nontrivially,

we have ¿0C¿j   or F.

Suppose ¿0 C¿j, in which case F acts faithfully on F  and AX=A0

x (¿j DF0).  Let u be an involution of H-H'. Then u  centralizes F0  as

well as a subgroup of index 2 in ¿0  and consequently   |¿j : CA (u)\ = 2.  But

F is of even type with m(K/Z(K)) > 3 and now (2.20) and (2.21) show that

no involution of NG(K) can act on ¿j   in this way. We conclude that ¿0 C

F. This in turn implies that Ax ÇF0.  Hence u  centralizes ¿j.  Since u fi

B0,u £¿j, and now by (2.20) and (2.21) some involution v of ¿j<«>-¿j

centralizes K.

The group  P0 = ¿0 <u> as F8  and centralizes K.  Moreover, A C T0B0 =

P0 x B0. Let ¿q  be the four subgroup of P0  other than ¿0  and set A   =

¿o x F0. Then m(A*) = m(A) and so ¿* G M(G).  Furthermore, ¿0 n ¿*

^ 1  andas ¿0 C F, it follows that ftG¿*  for some ft  in 5#.  Since K is

a component of Lb  by Lemma 8.2, we have that F G L(G :A*). Hence ¿

satisfies our initial conditions (a) and (b) as well as A  does.  Since Lemmas 8.2-

8.9 hold for an arbitrary element of N(G) satisfying these conditions, we con-

clude now if we set F* = C »(F), that  CG(ft*) normalizes K for all ft*

in (B*)#  (which is the analogue of Lemma 8.8). But ¿*. ÇB* as ¿o Ç P0

and P0 centralizes F.  Hence  CG(a*) normalizes F  for a*  in  (¿q)#.

Since  I(P0) = ¿£ U (¿*,)# and ¿0 Ç F, our argument yields that

<Cj(t) | r G I(P0)) normalizes F. However, as  P0 = £>8, it follows from

(2.36(i)) that this group is / itself. Thus / normalizes F, contrary to our

choice of /.

Since / £ ¿2(9), we have that A = (A n /^(Z). We put ¿0 = A n /
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and B0 = CA(J). Thus A=A0B0  with A0 D B0 = Z(J) and A0 E U(J).

We also set 77 = Nj(A0). Our conditions imply that P n P0 = 1.

We next prove

Lemma 8.29.  We have J <£ L3(2m), Psp(4, 2m), m > 2, or a covering

group of ¿3 (4).

Proof.   Suppose false and consider first the case that Z(J) =£ 1, whence

7/Z(/)a¿3(4) and Z(J)CBQ. We have that 77 normalizes A  and so H

normalizes K, which implies that 77 normalizes both A,   and P.  Set A =

A/Z(J). Then 77 acts irreducibly on A0  by (2.21) and as 77 acts trivially on

A/A0, it follows that A0 CAy   or P.  In the latter case,yl0 C Z(J)B.   But

Z(J) n P = 1  as Z(J) CB0  and B n P0 = 1.  Thus ¿0 = Z(/) x (AQ D P)

with j40 n P invariant under 77.  However, this is impossible as 77 acts inde-

composably on A0, a fact which is easily checked using (2.16).

Hence we must have A0 CA¡, whence A0 CZ(J)AV The indecompos-

able action of 77 on A0  now forces Z(J) C A,, so A0CAV Since B C\

A y C Z(K), m(B n A, ) < 2, whence m(B C\A0)<2. But B D A0  is 77-in-

variant and so P n ¿0 C Z(7), whence P n ,40 C P n P0 = 1.  But P is

77-invariant and A0  covers the unique non trivial irreducible factor 77-module of

A. Hence 77 must act trivially on B and we conclude that P CP0, contrary

to pnp0 = 1.

Suppose next that J a L3(2m) for some m, in which case 77 acts irre-

ducibly on A0, which has rank 2m > 4. As above, we have that 77 normalizes

K, Ay, and B and that A0CA¡   or P. Moreover, if A0 ÇAy, we reach the

same contradiction as before, since we again must have P n A0 = 1.  Thus AQ

C B and as A = A0B0 with P O P0 = 1, we conclude that A0 — B.

Since 77 centralizes A/A0, it follows now that 77 acts trivially on Ay.

Since 77' is perfect, (2.20(iv)) and (2.21 (vi)) imply that 77 centralizes K.   Let

TQ  be a Sylow 2-subgroup of / containing A0. Then  T0  contains a second

elementary subgroup P*  of the same rank as B = A0  by (2.21) and if we set

A* = A¡ x B*, it follows as in the preceding lemma that A*  satisfies the same

initial conditions as A  and that Lemma 8.8 holds as well for A* as it does for

A.  This means that CG(b) normalizes K for all b  in B* U (B*)*. By

(2.21(0) and (2.36(i)), I(P0) = P*U(P*)#  and J = <Cj(t)\t E l(T0)). Thus

/ normalizes K, contrary to our choice of J.

Finally assume that J =PSp(4, 2m), in which case 77 acts indecomposably

on A0 and A0  possesses a single proper nontrivial 77-submodule  C0.  Then

again 77 normalizes K, Ay, and B and considering the action of 77 on A/C0,

it follows that A0 C Cq^I,   or C0B. In the first case the indecomposable action
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of F on ¿0  together with the irreducible action of H on C0  force C0 C

A j, whence ¿0C¿j. If /? n ¿ 0 = 1, we reach the same contradiction as be-

fore.  However, this time there is a second possibility:  namely, B C\ A0 = C0 =

Z(K) as F4, whence  m = 2, K/Z(K) = ¿3(4), and ¿0 = ¿j. Passing to ¿, we

have that B C\A0 = I   and now we conclude that B CB0, whence F C C0BQ.

Since F n /J0 = 1, and  C0  is an irreducible F-module, this forces B = C0  and

so A = ¿0 = ¿j, contrary to the fact that A = ¿0 x F0  with F0 ¥= 1. Thus

¿0 C C0B  and now the indecomposable action of H on ¿0   and F n /?0 = 1

force the same conclusion ¿0 = F as before.

Now we can repeat the argument of the corresponding part of the preceding

case. With  P0, B*, A* having the corresponding meanings and using (2.20) and

(2.21) we obtain that  CG(b) normalizes F  for ft  in B* U (F*)#  and that

I(P0) = B# U (5*)#.  But now (2.36(0) again implies that / = <Cj(t)\ t G

I(P0)>,so / normalizes F, again a contradiction.

Combining the last two lemmas we obtain as a corollary

Lemma 8.30.   We have J et L2(2m), Sz(2m), or U3(2m), m>2.

Thus it remains to treat the case in which / is a "Bender" group.  In this

case F is the semidirect product of a Sylow 2-subgroup  P0  of / and a cyclic

group F of order  2m - 1  if / as ¿2(2m)  or 5z(2m)  and of order dividing

22m — 1   if / sss U3(2m), which acts transitively on A*. Again H normalizes

each of K, A,, and B, so ¿0 C A x or B and again the first inclusion leads to a

contradiction. Thus ¿0 CF and again our conditions force A0=B. If ¿ =¿x x

B, then necessarily ¿x CSQ and as also A=AQxB0, = B.   If¿=¿jxF,

then necessarily ¿x Cß0   and as also A = AQ x B0, we conclude that ¿x =

B0. In the contrary case, F n ¿j = Z(K) has rank at most 2.  Since F acts

irreducibly on F = ¿0, the only possibility is that  m = 2  and B = Z(K),

whence A = Ax. However, F centralizes ¿/¿0 = A/B andas F acts on F

and K/Z(K) as ¿3(4), (2.21 (vi)) implies that F centralizes F, contrary to the

fact that F acts nontrivially on ¿0 = Z(K). Hence this case is excluded and

so we have proved

Lemma 8.31.   The following conditions hold:

(i) ¿0 =B and Ax - B'0,

(ii) Z(K)= 1  and A=AX x B.

Lemma 8.32. F centralizes K.

Proof. By the preceding lemma, F centralizes Ax. Since F acts on F

and | F | is odd, by (2.20) and (2.21) either F centralizes F or F as U3(2").

Hence it suffices to consider the latter case. Then P= 02(CK(Ax)) is a Sylow

2-subgroup of F and  P is F-invariant. Since x EB0 = AX,T centralizes x
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and so  PC CG(x), whence  T acts on Lx. Now / is a component of ¿x

and A0 = B CJ.  Since  T centralizes A0, T leaves / invariant and so  T

leaves  T0 = O2(Cj(A0)) invariant.  Since  T centralizes A0, it follows from

(2.20) that  T0T=T0CT T(J). Thus F centralizes (T0T)/TQ. However, T0

np=l   as  £2,(P0) = ^10, £2,(2) = P0, and A0dB0 = l. Thus  T=T0T/T0

and as  T is P-invariant, we conclude that F centralizes  T. But now we can

apply (2.20) to obtain that F centralizes K in this case as well.

By the lemma, K C CG(F)CNG(F). We next prove

Lemma 8.33. K is not normal in NG(F).

Proof.   Assume false, in which case Nj(F) normalizes K.  But / =

(A0,Nj(F)) by (2.3600) and so / normalizes K, contrary to our choice of /.

To complete the proof of Proposition 8.1, we shah now argue, to the con-

trary, that K is normal in NG(F).

We first prove

Lemma 8.34. If bEB*,then J = Lb. In particular, CG(b) normalizes J.

Proof.    We have that / is a component of Lx  for some x in B* and

that P0 C A E M(G), so / is a component of Lb  for any b in B* by

(2.37).   Suppose  Lb  has a second component L+J. Since A0=BCJ and

/ centralizes ¿, it follows from Lemma 8.8 that ¿  normalizes K. We know

that L  is of even type or of type ¿2(5) and that ¿2(5) is evenly embedded in

1(G). Hence A n L E M(¿) by (2.37). Clearly then A n L  does not central-

ize L  andas B centralizes ¿, we see that Ay   does not centralize ¿. Since

L/Z(L) is simple, this implies that   [^4,,¿] = ¿.   Butas Ay CK and ¿

normalizes K,   [Ay,L] CK and so LCK. Therefore LCL(CK(b)). On the

other hand, b EB0 = Ay. Considering the possibilities for K and noting that

Z(7v) = 1, we conclude now from (2.26) that L(CK(b)) = 1. This contradiction

established the lemma.

We next prove

Lemma 8.35.  27ze following conditions hold:

(i) 5 normalizes both J and K;

(ii) CS«K,J» = 1;
(iii) If m(J) < 3, then no element of S induces a nontrivial outer auto-

morphism of J.

Proof.   Since S CNG(A),S normalizes K. Thus 5 normalizes At =

B0  and consequently 5 centralizes some involution b of P0. But J < CG(b)

by the preceding lemma and so 5 normalizes J as well.  Furthermore / is a

component of Lb. If m(J) < 3, then either / a ¿2(4), ¿2(8), U3(4), U3(8), or
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5z(8). Since ¿2(4) as ¿2(5) is evenly embedded in   L(G), it follows from

(2.18) that no element of 5 induces a nontrivial outer automorphism of /.

Finally setting 50 = CS((K, />), we have that 50 < 5, so either 50 = 1  or 50

contains an involution z  of Z(S). In the latter case, z GZ and so z ECA(K)

n CA(J) = B n F0 = 1, a contradiction. Thus 50 = 1  and the lemma is proved.

We now set C = CG(F), so that C C G as F^l  and K C C by Lem-

ma 8.32. We have that  T = SDKES(K) and we let  U be a Sylow 2-sub-

group of C containing  P.

Lemma 8.36.  U normalizes K and CV(K) = 1.

Proof.   Since F is simple, the lemma holds if U = T, so assume  UD T

and set  V = NV(T ), in which case also   V D P.  We have that   V normalizes

Z(P) C¿j =F0  and so  V centralizes an involution ft of F0. But now Lem-

ma 8.34 implies that  V normalizes /.  However, V centralizes F and conse-

quently  V centralizes / by (2.20(vi)). But by the preceding lemma CG(K) O

CG(J) has odd order and so  CV(K) = 1.  Since   V D T and K is of even

type, it follows now from (2.18) that F » ¿2(2r) and  \V:T\ = 2. Since r >

3, P is the unique abelian subgroup of index 2 in F (using (2.20(v))) and so  P is

characteristic in V. Since V = NV(T), this forces V = U and the lemma is proved.

Note that our argument actually yields that  P is of index at most 2 in  U,

with equality holding only if F as ¿2(2r).

Finally we prove

Lemma 837.  We have K = ¿(C)

Proof.   Set C = C/0(C). K acts faithfully on L(C)02(C) by (2.8). As

\U\ < 2 |P|, it follows easily that KCL(C) and ¿(C) is quasisimple. We

have that m(K) = r>3, that F is of even type, and that P is of index at

most 2 in a Sylow 2-subgroup of ¿(C). Considering the various elements of A,

we conclude at once from (2.25) that either F = ¿(C) or F as ¿2(8) and

¿(C) is of Ree type.

Consider the latter possibility, in which case  K = ¿2(8) and r = 3, and

m(J) < 3 by our maximal choice of F. Hence by Lemma 8.35 no element of

5 induces a nontrivial outer automorphism of /. Thus 5 = CS(J) x T0, where

P0 = 5 n / G S(J). But CS(J) acts faithfully on F as ¿2(8) and conse-

quently CS(J) = ¿, = P. Hence 5 = ¿j x P0  and as  P0  is a Suzuki 2-

group, it follows that  £2j(5) = ¿¡ x £2,(P0) is abelian. But then obviously

S2j(5) is strongly closed in 5, contrary to Proposition 3.1. Therefore this case

cannot arise and we conclude that F = ¿(C).

Clearly to complete the proof of the lemma, we need only show that K

centralizes  Y = 0(C). But ¿j = F0  acts on   Y and so   Y = <Cy(ft) | ft G f£>,
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whence  Y normalizes / by Lemma 8.34. Since C = CG(F) and  \F\ is odd,

we have that PC y and   Y centralizes P.  It follows therefore from (2.20(vi))

that  Y normalizes P.  By Lemma 8.8  Y normalizes K whence   [Y, K] C

K n Y and so   [Y, K]   is normal in K of odd order, forcing   [Y, K] = 1.

Thus K centralizes  Y and the lemma is proved.

By the lemma, K is characteristic in CG(F) and so K is normal in

NG(P), contrary to Lemma 8.33. This at last completes the proof of Proposition

8.1.

9. The normalizer of the even .4-hull. At last we can attain the goal stated

in §4.

Proposition 9.1.  L(G) is empty.

By our earlier results, we are reduced to the case in which L, (G) is empty or

consists of an evenly embedded ¿2(5), 0(CG(x)) = 1 for every x in 1(G), and

Lx=L(CG(x)) is semisimple for every x in 1(G). Moreover, under the assumption

that L(G) is nonempty, we have shown in Proposition 8.1 that for some A in

M(G), the even A -hull

XA =Ux\xEA*)

is a nontrivial semisimple subgroup of G with the following properties:

(a) XA   has a component K such that r = m(K/Z(K)) is maximal among

the elements of  L(G);

(b) The components of XA   are elements of  L(Gi A);

(c) Every element of  L(G; A) either lies in K or centralizes K.

We set M = NG(XA). As in §7, we shall derive a contradiction by showing

that M is strongly embedded in  G, in which case (2.60) will imply that G is

a simple Bender group contrary to our choice of G as a maximal counterexample

to the Main Theorem.

We let K = Ky, K2, • " ,Km  be the components of XA   for which

m(K¡lZ(Kt)) = r, 1 < i < m, and denote their product by  Y. Then   Y is a

characteristic semisimple subgroup of XA. Since NG(A) obviously normalizes

XA, this yields

Lemma 9.2. We have NG(A) C NM(Y).

In particular, if 5 is any Sylow 2- subgroup of G containing A, it Mows

that SCNM(Y).

We also have

Lemma 9.3. If LE L(G; A) and m(L/Z(L)) = r, then L = Kt for some

i,   1 < i < m.
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Proof.   Since A G U(G) and F is a component of XA, (2.37), applied

to the group XAA, implies that F is ¿-invariant and so K contains an element

jc  of A*. Thus jc  centralizes any component F^K of XA. By (b), F isa

component of Lb  for some ft in ¿#. Hence by ¿-balance,FC Lx. Thus XA

C KLX C XA. Now (c) yields that either ¿ C F or LCLX.

Consider the latter case. We have that ¿  is a component of ¿a  for some

a in ¿#. Then ¿  centralizes jc andas <jc, a)CA G M(G), (2.37) yields that

¿ lies in a unique component / of Lx. Thus LCL(Cj(a)). On the other

hand, in the former case, ¿ C L(CK(a)).

Since the elements of L(G) are either of even type or isomorphic to ¿2(5)

and since r = m(L/Z(L)) = m(K/Z(K)) > m(J/Z(J)), it follows now from (2.27)

that we have ¿ = F or /, as the case may be. In either case we conclude that

¿ is a component of XA   and the lemma follows.

We next prove

Lemma 9.4.   We have 0(M)=l.

Proof.  Setting D = 0(M), it will clearly suffice to prove that ¿>a =

CD(a) =1  for a in A*. But as ¿a C CM(a), La normalizes ¿>a. Since

0(La) C 0(CG(a)) =1  and ¿a < CG(a), it follows that   [¿a, ¿>a] ÇLaC\Da =

1,80 Da  centralizes ¿a. Furthermore, if Q = 02(CG(a)), then Q is ¿-in-

variant, so QA  is a 2-group and consequently Q normalizes A. Thus QCM

and so  [Q, Da] CQC\0(M)=\. Hence Da centralizes Q as well as ¿a.

But now (2.8) implies that Da = 1.

Lemma 9.5. If aEA*, then La =¿(CL(M)(a)).

Proof.  Set J = L(CL(M)(a)). Since ¿a ç M, ¿a C L(CM(a)) andas

0(M) = 1, (2.41) implies that ¿a C ¿(M). It foUows at once now that ¿a < J.

On the other hand, Q = 02(CG(a)) CM as in the preceding lemma.  Thus Q

normalizes L(M) and so normalizes /. But / normalizes Q as / C CG(a)

and consequently   [/, Q] CJ C\QC Z(J). The three subgroup lemma now

forces Q to centralize /.

Finally as ¿a < /, either equality holds or / contains a component /0

which centralizes ¿fl. However, as JQ  also centralizes Q, this contradicts (2.8).

Thus ¿a = /, as asserted.

We now choose 5 in S(G) with ACS and we set Z = Z(S). We

know that S CNM(Y). We next prove

Lemma 9.6. Every component of L(M) centralizes an involution of Z.

Proof.  5 permutes the components of L(M). If there are at least two
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5-orbits, we can write L(M) = ¿,¿2, where ¿,, ¿2   are each a nontrivial 5-in-

variant product of components of ¿(Af ). Then ZC\Li+\   and Z D L¡ cen-

tralizes Lj, i ¥=j, 1 < /, / < 2. Clearly the lemma holds in this case.  Hence we

can suppose that   5 acts transitively on ¿(Af), which implies that L(M) = Y.

If Y = K, then K is 5-invariant and CS(K ) =£ 1  as AT centralizes  some a in

.4*. But CiS(rv)<5 and so Cz(K) =£ 1; again the lemma holds.  On the other

hand, by (2.13), every 5-orbit consists of at most two components, so the only

other possibility is that  Y = KtK2  and KX,K2  have abelian Sylow 2-subgroups.

If Cs(Y)i= 1, then Cz(Y)¥=l   and again the lemma follows.

Assume finally that  CS(Y) = 1, so that 5 acts faithfully on   Y and 5 =

T(x), where  T is the subgroup of 5 leaving AT,, K2  invariant and x inter-

changes Ky,K2. Furthermore, K = AT, a L2(2r) as AT has abelian Sylow 2-

subgroups and AT is of even type or isomorphic to ¿2(5). If some element of

T induces a nontrivial outer automorphism of K, then 5' n K ¥= 1. But 5' O AT

CZ(5) = Z and x centralizes Z, so x leaves AT invariant, a contradiction. Hence

no such element exists and this implies that T=S C\Y. Hence if T¡ = S n A^.,

/= 1,2, we have that 5 = (P, x T2)(x) with jc interchanging P, and T2. But

now as in Lemma 8.14 we can choose x to be an involution and consequently 5 =

E r^E2, contrary to (2.74).

Recall that we have defined the even ß-hull Xq = {Lx I x E I(ß)>  for any

subgroup ß of G. We can now prove

Lemma 9.7. We have XZ=XA= ¿(Af).

Proof.    Since   Z CA    and   XA < M, we have   Xz C XA < ¿(Af).

Since   A n XA ¥= 1, any component   M0    of   Af not in XA   must central-

ize some a in A*, whence M0 ÇLaCXA   by Lemma 9.5 and the definition

of XA, a contradiction. Thus XA = ¿(A7). Now Lemmas 9.5 and 9.6 and¿-

balance imply that XA ÇXZ, so XA = Xz  and the lemma holds.

The next lemma is crucial.

Lemma 9.8, We have Xs = XA.

Proof.  We must show that   Lx Ç XA    for any   x   in    1(5).    Fix

such an   x, set   B = CA(x)   and let   J   be an arbitrary component of   Lx.

We need only prove that   / C XA.   We have that   B C CG(x)   and so   P

acts on Lx.

Suppose first that either

(a) m(B) >r+l  and / £ ¿2(9) or

(b) m(P)>4 and ¿a¿2(9).

If P normalizes /, then by (2.23), / centralizes some b in P#.  But then by
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¿-balance, J ÇLb  and as ft G A, it follows that / C XA. On the other hand,

if B does not leave / invariant, then by (2.12) and (2.13), the normal closure

V of / under the action of B consists of two components of Lx  and  V =

(L(Cv(b))\b EB#). Again ¿-balance and BCA yield that   V CXA. Since /

is one of the components of  V, we conclude in this case as well that / C XA.

Hence we can suppose that neither (a) nor (b) hold.

Assume next that jc  does not leave F invariant, in which case ¿ =

¿(C       (x)) is isomorphic to a homomorphic image of F by (2.12). The
KK

proof of Lemma 9.6 shows, if CS(KKX) = 1, that S = E r^E2, contrary to

(2.74). Hence  CS(KKX) =£  1  and it follows that KKX  centralizes some z  in

Z*.  By Lemma 9.5 and our maximal choice of F, K and Kx  ate then compo-

nents of ¿z. But then (2.43) implies that the normal closure  W of L in Lx

consists of one or two components and ¿ = L(Cw(z)). We shall argue that  W C

XA   and that A n W + 1.  Once this is proved, it will follow that / CXA. In-

deed, either / C W C XA   or J centralizes  W, whence / centralizes a G

(W n ¿)#  and again / C ¿a C XA   by ¿-balance.

Since z G Z, we have that zEB.   Also as m(A) > 5, we have that m(B)

> 3. If W consists of two components, then (2.12) and (2.13) imply that  W

is 5-invariant and that  W — (L(Cw(b)) I ft EB#). Again ¿-balance applies to

give  W C XA. On the other hand, if W consists of a single component, then

either  W = ¿ C Lz C XA   or z  induces a nontrivial outer automorphism of W.

Since L(Cw(z)) ̂  1, the only possibility is that W as ¿2(22") and ¿ as ¿2(2")

for some n > 2. But as ¿  is isomorphic to a homomorphic image of F, we

must have n = r, whence m(W) > r, contrary to our maximal choice of K. We

conclude that  WCXA. Furthermore, as ¿fïFGM(F) and x normalizes

A n KKX, it is immediate that A n ¿ ¥= 1. Since L C W, it follows that A n

W # 1, so both our assertions are proved. Thus we can also assume without loss

that x leaves F invariant.

Now consider the case in which for some u in K,y =xu  centralizes

A j = A n F and lies in 5. We know that F centralizes z in Z#  and it

follows now from the definition of r that Ax <z> has rank at least r + 1.

Since Fj = CA(y) 3¿j <z>, we have that m(Fj)>r+l. Furthermore,/"

is a component of L . We argue next that also m(Bx) > 4. Clearly this is the

case if r > 3, so assume r — 2, in which case K = ¿2(5), 03(4), or ¿2(9). As

y ES, y normalizes A; and as   y = jc", y normalizes F. Thus y normalizes

¿2 = CA(K). If m(A2) > 3, then m(CA (y)) > 2; and since ¿x x CA (y) Ç

Fj, we conclude m(Bx) > 4. Thus we can also assume m(A2) < 2, which is

possible only if F = ¿2(9). In this case we apply (2.22) to conclude that F0 =

AfK(¿1)as54  and that A=AX x ¿0, where ¿0 = CA(KQ). Since y leaves
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both AT0  and A invariant, it leaves A0 invariant and as m(A) > 5, we have

m(A0)>3. As in the case m(A2) > 3, this yields that m(By)>4 in this case

as well.

We see then that condition (a) or (b) above holds with y, Bx, and J"  in the

roles of x, B, and J, respectively. We can therefore apply the first portion of

the proof to conclude that J" C XA. Since u E K C XA, it follows in this case

as well that J C XA.

We argue next that such an element y = xu  exists if either x induces an

inner automorphism of AT or if AT a ¿2(9).  Indeed set 77 = K(x), C =

CH(K) and H = H/C. Clearly 5 n77G S(77) and so CÇS. We have that

Ay = A n K E U(K) and using (2.16) we obtain that Ax E M(K). If x induces

an inner automorphism of K, then 77 = K and it follows from (2.31) that y =

xu EA~y for some U in K. But then y =xu EAyC for some u in AT. Thus y E

S and y centralizes Av On the other hand if ATa¿2(9)and x induces a non-

trivial outer automorphism of K, then 5 n 77 = (5 n K) x (w) a D8 xE2 for

some wCl(5n77) and x = vva" for some a" in 1(SC\K). But Ayiw) contains

representatives of each conjugacy class of involutions of 77 and so there exists u E

K suchthat y=xuES and yEAyiw). Thus y centralizes Ay in this case as

well.

We are thus reduced to showing that / C XA   in the case that x induces a

nontrivial outer automorphism of AT and K fc ¿2(9). By (2.18), we have K =

L2(2r). Again z  centralizes AT for some z in Z*. Then AT is a compo-

nent of ¿z  and xECG(z). Since   Ly(G) is either empty or consists of an

evenly embedded ¿2(5), we cannot have r = 2. Thus r>4 and L = L(CK(x))

+ 1. Again by (2.43) the normal closure  W of ¿ in Lx  consists of one or

two components and L = L(Cw(x)). As in the case that x does not leave K

invariant, we need only prove that  W C XA   and A n W =h 1  to reach the de-

sired conclusion / C XA.

We have that Ay = A n K a E r and that P0 = CA (x) a E r/2.  In par-

ticular, BqCLCW and so AC\W±\. Furthermore, BQx{z)CB. If W

consists of two components, then, as usual, (2.12) and ¿-balance imply that  W C

XA. In the contrary case, we apply (2.36(iv)) to obtain likewise that  W =

<L(Cw(b)) \bEB*) and again ¿-balance implies that  W C XA. Thus W has

the required properties and so J CXA   in this final case.

As a corollary, we have

Lemma 9.9.   If R is a subgroup of S containing Z, then

NG(R)CM.

Proof.  We have IzçyfiC Xs. However, Xz = XA = Xs by Lemmas
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9.7 and 9.8 and we conclude that XA = XR. But by definition of XR, clearly

NG(R) normalizes XR. Since XR = XA   and M = NG(XA), the desired con-

clusion NG(R)CM now follows.

This in turn yields

Lemma 9.10. M controls fusion in 5.

Proof. We need only prove that NG(D)CM for each D in the Gold-

schmidt conjugation family  V of (2.70). But ZCCS(D)CDCS for each D

in V and so the desired inclusions follow from the preceding lemma.

Now we can obtain our objective.

Lemma 9.11. M is strongly embedded in G.

Proof.  We have NG(S) normalizes Xs - XA   and so NG(S)CM.

Hence it will suffice to show that H = CG(x) CM for each x in   1(5).  By

the preceding lemma, we need only treat the case in which jc is extremal in 5.

Hence if P = Cs(x), we can assume that P is a Sylow 2-subgroup of H.  Let F

denote the inverse image of 02(H/Lx) in H.  Then F<H and F = LXR,

where R=PC\F is a Sylow 2-subgroup of F.   By (2.52), we have that Z(P) C

F. Since Z C P C 5, it follows that ZCZ(P) and hence, in particular, that ZCR.

By the Frattini argument, H = LXNH(R). Lemma 9.8 implies that Lx C

XS=XAC M, while  Lemma 9.9 yields that NG(R) CM as ZCRCS.  Thus

H CM and the lemma is proved.

As pointed out at the beginning of the section, Lemma 9.1 leads at once to

a contradiction and so Proposition 9.1 is proved.
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